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¥Y¥ ® on 
ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, ESP R. REMYTEL SEPT ONE LASTe 

CHECK FOR SEVENTEEN THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS WHICH WAS PORTION 

OF SUBJECTS BAIL. OFFICIALS OF BANK OF MANHATTAN COMPANY ADVISED © 

NAOMI BROTHMAN OPENED SAVINGS ‘ACCOUNT ON AUGUST EIGHTEEN LAST WITH CASH 

DEPOS IT OF EIGHT THOUSAND DOLLARS « ‘THIS ACCOUNT WAS REGULARLY Oy 

CREASED BY DEPOSITS RANGING FROM FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS TO THREE 

THOUS AND, FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS AND ON SEPTEMBER ONE ABOVEMENTIONED 
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(PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE 

6/6, A239, sio8/ JOHN MK. COLLINS 

ESPIONAGE - R 

CONFISENTIAL 

Information on Buna-5 process 45 developed by BROTHMAN 

set oute Individual familiar with BROTHMAN'S Buna-S 

process claims it yas very general in nature. SOL 

sNSHBL. and oscigs00 deny having any information 

that BROTHMAN first wanted to tell truth to Grand Jury 

a in 197, but was dissuaded from this by GOLD and 

oe > : MIRLANAMOSKOWITZ. Both also deny having infprmation 

: re BROTHMAN'S receiving Rec. Star. BERN FPIDTO, Who 

has financed some of BROTHLAN'S work since 1945, has 

no information that GOLD or BROTHMAN might be Soviet ' 

ents. BROTHMAN appeared before Grand Jury, SDNY, 

7/1h,17918,20/50, Refused to testify on grounds of 

self—incrimination. Indicted 7/29/50 by Grand Jurys 

yy. SDNY for obstruction of justice, arrested same date; j 

2 held in $25,000.00 bail. Still in custody USM since 
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DETAILS: 

Fewiies PROCESS» 

In an interview on June 4, 1950, nso advised agents of 

this office, who were then interviewing him in Philade phia, Pennsylvania, that 

in February or March, 192, BROTHMAN gave him information of value concerning 

the Buna-S Processe As GOLD explained it, BROTHMAN was then working for the 

Xiendrick Manufacturing Company in New York City, and although BROTHMAN worked 
“'\on the process and was the author of a report on this process, GOLD said that 

the actual process itself belonged to the Hendrick Manufacturing Company and 

the Standard Oil Companye GOLD also advised that BROTHMAN knew that this 

information which he turned over to GOLD on the Buna-S Process was to be given 

to the Soviet Union. It was GOLD'S recollection that he received thie information 

from BROTHMAN in the form ef a written report in the Hotel New Yorker, and that 

- on =" game day he (GOLD) turned this information over to his Russian contact, 

NOVe Quy | 
Qn June 6, 1950, Be Ge DANN, Office Manager, Hendrick Manufacturing 

Company, 30 Church Street, New York, was interviewed by Special Agent JOHN R. 
MURPHY y ‘at which time he furnished the following anformation? 

DANN stated that BROTHMAN and ARTHUR constituted the 

Chemical Process Division ef Hendrick Manufacturing any from about 1938 or 

1939 to the middle of 1942. Originally,when BROTHMAN came to Hendrick in 1938 
or 1939, he had worked with one HYMAN LAN, a draftsman, who had just 
graduated from college in 1939 and later went with Semet-Solvay or Solvay 

Proeessing in Hopewell, Varginiae (A) 

It was DANN'S recollection that, BROTHMAN developed the Buna-S 

Process while working at Hendrick, He made drawings, mathematical equations, 

etc,, and prepared a complete report which could be used in selling the process. 
In the very beginning, when the idea was conceived by BROTHMAN, BROTHMAN and 

DANN went te Carbondale, Pennsylvania, ¢he Main Office of Hendrick Manufacturing 

m .., Company, where they spake to Mr » K. SAUNT, esident ef Hendrick; W, Ye 
: aD, Vice President and Trea » and D. TT, Secretary. After 

explained the process to these officers at Hendrick, DANN stated that 
they gave him permission to make trips around the Bast in an effort to interest 
someone in the process. Expenses for these trips were borne by Hendrick, and it 
was DANN'S present recollection that BROTHMAN made trips to Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

» eget . 
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where he contacted Mr. DEWEY of the firm Dewey ani Almy. Also, BROTHMAN went 
to Akron, Ohio, and spoke to Goodrich or Goodyear Rubber people and possibly 
went to Washington, De Ce to speak to Government operotelee 7s 1) 

In the event that BROTHMAN had interested one or more of the 
above firms in the process, DANN stated Hendrick would have received contracts 
to manufacture vessels, tanks, piping, etce for this processe However, BROTHMAN 
was unsuccessful in this venture and due to the pressure of other business at 
Hendrick, he was asked to drop his efforts along this line, which he did. Of 
course, DANN stated that had BROTHMAN been successful in convineing some firm or 
firms of the value of his process, the Hendrick Manufacturing Company would have 
"claimed some credit" for BROTHMAN'S efforts since it was DANN'tS recollection 
that BROTHMAN was a salaried employee of Hendrick. (Later it developed through 
a@ check of the records of the Main Office at Carbondale, that BROTHMAN was 
astually on @ consultant basis and was also receiving royalties from certain . 
patents that he held on mixers which Hendrick was marketing during the time that 

 BROTHMAN was with that firm)e (y) . 

DANN could not recall that the question of patenting BROTHMAN'S 
re ever arose and he was fairly certain that the Hendrick Patent 

orney was not consultede DANN stated that he did not know what happened 
later on the Buna-S Process in so far as BROTHMAN was concerned, but he did 
know that ARTHUR P, WEEER was intimately acquainted with the process and BROTHMAN'S 
efforts to develop tty) | . ‘ 

DANN, of course, stated that he is the Office Manager of Hendrick 
and acts in a sales capacity; that he is not a chemist or engineer, and further, 
that he has no records in the New York office to support any of the statements 
made aboves (WwW) 

| Qn June 8, 1950, ARTHUR P. WEBER, 56 Beach Drive, Merrick, Long 
Island, was interviewed by Special Agent JOHN R. MURPHY in the New York Office, 

: end he advised as follows concerning BROTHMAN and his work on the Buna-S Processxy ) 

While both were employed at Hendrick Manufacturing Company between 
the years February, 1941 and July, 1942, Hendrick received an order for the manw 
facture of some vats, kettles and piping for a Standard 012 Refinery at Lake 
Charles, Louisiana, which order the Hendrick Company filled. Not long thereafter, 
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conga 
one JOHN H. C. WENDES, Chief Engineer at eps states Rubber Plant, Naugatuck, 
Connecticut, walked into the Hendrick Officé sometime in 191 and asked that the 
Hendrick firm build another synthetic rubber plant for United States Rubber similar 
to the plant Hendrick built for Standard Oil at Lake Charles. a on 
Hendrick Manufacturing Company in filling the prior large order Oil 
ano idea tha e vats, kettles, piping, etce, had gone into the construction 

of a synthetic rubber plant; however, upon learning that this equipment had gone 
into such a plant, the officers at Hendrick decided to attempt to design for 
United States Rubber a similar plante BROTHMAN and WEPER, therefore, were asked 
to design equipment which was, they then knew, to be used in a synthetic rubber 
plant at Naugatuck, Connecticut (a ) 

According to WEBER, WENDES believed that synthetic rubber could 
be best manufactured by a "continuous process" as opposed to the old "batch process"; 
therefore, during the next several months, BROTHMAN and WEBER, using Standard ~ 
chemistry text, worked on the design of equipment which would work into this 
continuous processe They prepared a report on their findings. In this report, 
they included the design of certain new equipment which would be necessary in 
carrying out their chemical and mathematical Seam MnOOB see) 

WEBER stated that after he and BROTHMAN completed their work on 
this process, the Hendrick Manufacturing Company refused to build the necessary 
equipment for this process because they felt that the process, as worked out by 
WEBER and BROTHMAN, was not workable. WEBER stated, however, that their calcu- 
lations were turned over to the Blaw-Knox Construction Company in Pittsburgh ’ 
Pennsylvania, which company, eccording to WEBER, built all the synthetic rubber 
plants in the United States at that ‘mer 

JOHN He. QAWENDES, Operations Manager, Synthetic Rubber Division, 
Mited States Rubber any, 1230 Sixth Avenue, New York City, advised that he 
first met BROTHMAN in about 1940, at which time BROTHMAN was demonstrating a 
mixer in the office of the Hendrick Manufacturing Company. WENDES said that he 
was interested in this mixer for use in a synthetic. rubber plant that his company 
was contemplating building at Naugatuck, Connectioute WENDES advised that he did 
not buy this mixer, but, in fact, developed a better one which he had installed in 
the synthetic rubber plant at Naugatuck, . He stated that there was nothing re- 
strictive or confidential about this mixere WENDES also said that he never con- 
tacted the Hendrick Manufacturing Company for the purpose of designing or con- 
structing a synthetic rubber plant. His only purpose in visiting the Hendrick 
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offices was to inspect the mixer invented by BROTHMAN. Wd) 

. According to WENDES, he had his next contact with BROTHMAN in 
1945. At this time BROTHMAN submitted to him an estimate for the construction 
of continuous type plants marufacturing Chicral and DDT. WENDES said that there 
was nothing restristive or cunfidertial about the process for manvfacturing DDT. 
as this product was originally invented in Switzerland and was never Beenetel 

WEINES further advieed thet his last contact with BROTEMAN was - 
in March, 1950, when BROTHMAN submitted en estimate for tho construction of a 
plant mannfucturing Methyl Methacrylate Monomer, and Polymers. Nothing, however, 
came from either this estimate or the one submitted by BROTHMAN in 1Sh5 and 
mentioned apover ld) 

JFS stated that he considers BROTHMAN to be a brilliant 
chemist and, in fact, in March, 1950, he offered BROTHMAN a position with the 

Oat ee epee Ssepanie BROTHMAN, however, was not interested. WENDES 
at he had no information regarding BROTHMAN'S political affiliations 

or his associations with admitted Soviet espionage agents, ZY 

Mr. S. Te RUSSELL, Sales Engineer, Chemical Plants Division, 
Blaw-Knox Construction Company, with a New York office at 32 Madison Avenue, 
advised that he cid not know BROTHMAN personally since he only came with this 
firm in 1939+ he said, howaver, that he knew BROTHMAN through his writings in 
various chemical publications. @ 

RUSSELL further said that his firm designed and built the plant 
and building for the manufacture of snythetdic rubber for the Firestone Rubber 
Company at Lake Charles, Louisiana, and for the United States Rubber Company at. 
Naugatuck, Connecticute RUSSELL said that as far as he knows, no part of any of 
BROTHMAN'S calculations or designs was used by his firm in constructing equipment 
for these plants. He advised that he remembers reading articles on BROTHMAN'S 
Buna-S Process, but they were very general in nature. RUSSELL also advised that 
any work done by BROTHMAN or anyone else in the synthetic rubber field, was 
Sout in the open" and not of a restricted or confidential nature, ) 

INTERVIEWS WITH SOL FANSHEL and OSCAR VAGO 

Qn July 13, 1950, HARRY GOLD furnished an additdonal voluntary 
signed statement regarding BROTHMAN. Jn this statement GOLD said that about a 
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month after Memorial Day in 197 (actually it was closer to two months after 
Memoriol Day), GOLD after spending the day at one of the technical 24>razies 
in New York City, went to BROVHMIN'S office at 2928 lst avenue, Long Island 
City at about 6:00 p.me Present 4n the office, according to GOLL, were BROTHMAN, 
QSCSR. VAGO, SOL FLNSHEL and Rc Be RSON. GOLD in thie stateser’ advised that 
BROTHMAN was ery agitated and Told GOLD he ded received a szmoons to aprear 
before a Federal Crarnd Jusy in downtem: Nev Tork Citye He wented to know if 
GOLD had also received a summons. Reth wicerctood thet SXOTEMAN was being 
subpoenaed in connection with a natier about which FBI egents had inserviewed 
BROTHMAN three or torr weeks previously. According to GUID , BROTHWAN said that 
instead of trying to 1: he was,going to take +h d end tell the truth about 
his dealinze wath Jc boos, ARN (M.TZABSId ENTLZY) and GOLD, Further, 
GOLD said that he repifed to BRO. EMAN that such a course would be foolhavwdye He 
then left and weat to BROTHMAN'S laboratory 4n paeeed) . . 

On the following night, at about 10:00 p.em., he again went to 
BROTHMAN'S offices Present also were OfC4R VAGO, SOL FANSHEL, ROBERT GERSON, 
and possibly MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ in addition to BROTHMAN. At this time GOLD said 
that he got thé impression f¥om the attitude of those present, that he told the 
FBI agents.a story to exonerate himself and to put the entire blame on BROTHMAN. 
Further, according to GOLD, BROTHMAN is sypposed to have called FANSHEL over to him and.they freld a whiupered conversation, during which FANSHEL glanced at GOLD. 
FANSHEL and RROTHKAN then went downstairs. 

On the following evening, GOLD said, at a dinner at Topsy's 
Restaurant eens Boulevard, in Forest Hills, MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ told GOLD that 
she and G YEXDLEMAN had succeeded in convincing BROTHMAN of the foolhardiness 
of his contemplated course of testifying, that is, his idea to testify before the 
Grand Jury that he knowingly passed information to the Soviet pater) 

SOL FANSHEL, an electrical engineer, employed by He Ae Brassert 
& Company, 60 East 2nd Street, New York City, advised the reporting agent and 
Special Agent THOMAS H. ZOELLER that he was employed by A. Brothman & Associates 
from November, 19,5 until the summer of 1947, During this time he always worked 
in the office of this company at 2928 lst Avenue, Long Island Citye He never worked, he said, in the laboratory at 8503 57th Avenue, Elmburste According to 
FANSHEL, GOLD always worked in the laboratory. FANSHEL stated tnat during this 
time of. his employment with BROTHMAN, he only s aw GOLD on three or four occasions and those always in BROTHMAN'S office. He said that he cannot recall the cir= 
cumstances of these meetings, nor can he remember whether they took place in 
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the morning, afternoon or nighte FANSHEL said that as far as he knows, whenever 
GOLD cane to the office, i+ wes always to confer with BROTHMLN regurd'ng some 

ase o* che pean APG 

FANSHRE also said that the first he know that both BRUTTMAN 
“and GOLD testifiod before 4 Foderel Grand deycsp in 1947, wee whor he red the 

account of RROVUMAN'S and MOSKOWITZ arrest tn the NWT ApELs Ol July 30, 19506 
He stated shav thcre Was neves any tall. around BROTEMAN'S ctfise regarding th 
Grand Jury testimony of GULP end B&CrusaN. Fursher, Ye specificsiiy dented 
that ce wes present when BROT.IMAN said he was aving tot ill. the to-za betore 
a 19,7 Sas jure, ott was prevented from doing so wher GUILD irhervened amd 

| Baid that ston & couree would be fownardy. He also demise Seing present in 
BROTHMAN-S cf£fice oa the nexi iar whea GOLD agatn wers there at abort 10 ofclock 
in the evening, and fron the genera’ attitude of those present, GOLD got the 
impression that they thougiut he told the FHI agents e story to exonerate himself 
and put the entive bieme on BROTIMAN. He also derie¢ holding a whicpered con- 
ference on the same evaning with BROTHWIN in GOLD'S presen», during which FANSHEL 
is alleged to have glanced at GOLT and then went dowmstairs with BROTHMAN. (Ub 

FANSHEL also advised thas he was presen’ et BROTHMAN'S summer 
home only on one octasione Tnis ras in either 1946 cr 19u7~ He does not 
remember who was the:-e with him except his cm immediate family. He said that 
he never heard cnet GOLD was awarced ine Order of the Red Star for his work 
on behalf of the Sovietse FANSHEL alco denied that he ever commented to GOLD 
that BROTHMAN'S fiam stood a good chance of getting a vitamin process contract 
from the Soviet Union since they had given BROTHMAN an award. Further, he stated 
that BROTHMAN nevar told him that he (BROTHMAN ) had received an award from the 
Russians, i-@., the Red Star Award. @& 

OSCAR _YAGO was also interviewed by the reporting agent and 
Special Agent ZOELIER. This interview was conducted in the offices of VAGO'S 
current employer, the Carol Management Corporation, 12 East Ufth Street.New York 
Citye He advised that he was one of the original partacrs in BROTHMAN'S firm. 
He was employed there from August, 19L4 until June, 1948. He said that he was 
always employed in the office and never in the laboratory, After GOLD became 
employed ky BROTHMAN in the laboratory, VAG stated that he came to the office 
about once every three or four weeks, Cl 

ae 
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S V. aid that he always worked regular hours » that is, fren about 9:00 aeme to 5:00 peme, except when they were preparing a report for one of their clients. On these occasions, he said, the whole staff worked a considerable amount ef overtime. VAGO stated that during the summer of 191)? ‘they were getting out a report for the Mettur Chemical Company in India. 
According to VAGO, GOLD assisted in the preparatdon of this report and woulg come to BROTHMAN'S office for the purpose of conferring on the report ad) 

| According to VAGO, there was nevey any conversation in his presence regarding elther BROTHMAN'S or GOLD'S testimony before a Federal Grand Jury in 1947~ VAGO also stated that the first he knew of this was when he too read of BROTHMAN'S arrest in the newspapers on July 30, 19505. VAGO said, however, that looking back on his association with GOLD and BROTHMAN » he has a hazy recollection that something was happening in 19h7 that he should have known about but didn'te VAGO stated that he is unable to be more specific about thise In retrospect, VAGO new believes that "this something" was concerned with GOLD'S and BROTHMAN'S testimony before the Grand Jurye dl) 

_ ,VAGO also advised thai ue never heard of GOLD receiving an award from the Soviets for his work, nor was he ever told by BROTHMAN that he (BROTHMAN) had received an award from the Soviet Union for work done on its behalf. VAGO further stated that he last saw GOLD about Christmas, 199, at which time GOLD paid him a visit in his homes At this visit, VAGO stated, they talked generally about their mtual associations with BROTHMAN. VAGO denied asking GOLD at this 
time whether BROTHMAN actually received an award from the Soviet Unions Y¥AGO also denied making a statement to GOLD at this conversation, that BROTHMAN had ones told VAGO that his (BROTHMAN) work for the Russians had been worth the work ef one ¢r two brigades of men to the Russians, (Wd 

— RARRY GOID in a supplementary statement on July LL, 1950, fumiched the follqwing kdditional information relative to the Hotel Lincoln meeting allegedly attended by BROTHMAN » SEMENOV and GOLD, GOLD said that some weekg later he was waiting for BROTHMAN in Grand Central Station, New York City, in that portion of the station near the Graybar Building where ‘the ramp leads out to Lexington Avemie, and BROTHMAN came along in the presence of several ‘other mea. Because of these &ther people, GOLD said that he did not approach BROTHMAN. However, according t@ GOLD, BROTHMAN and-a blond man left the gro came up to GOLD. According to GOLD, BROTHMAN said, "FRANK, this is ART » WEEER then smiled and said, "Shake the hand that shoek the hand tf —, You imewt, GOLD 
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advised that he was very much disconcerted at this statement since he knew that 
WEBER was referring to BROTHMAN'S meeting with SEMENOU.. Boney there was no 
further conversation om this point at this times (Uf 

Se ap previously mentioned in this report,, furnished 
the following on regarding his meetings with HARRY GOLD: W 

He stated that es far as he remembers, he only met GOLD on three 
or four occasions. The majority of these meetings were in the Chemurgy Design 
Company's office, at 420 Lexington Avenue, New York Citys: However, WEBER said 
he remembers one meeting with GOLD that took place in the passageway leading _ 
from the Grand Central Station to Lexington Avenue, at the side entrance to the 
Graybar Building. However, he olaimed that he does not remember any of the 
circumstances about this meeting; whether there were any others present, where 
they. went after the initial greeting, or what was disoussed while GOLD, BROTHMAN 
and WEBER were togethere WEBER, however, definitely denied shaking hands with 
GOLD. and saying, "Shake the hand that shook the hand of -4 you know’. WERER 
insisted that he has no information regarding BROTHMAN'S involvement in any 
oo activities, and stated that if BROTHMAN was so engaged during the 

1940's when they were associated, BROTHMAN managed to conceal them from 
e WEBER also stated that he originally knew GOLD under the name of FRANK 

ee 
ae BBRNARD PIDTO 

783 Troy avenue, Brooklyn, New York, and Vice 
President of the Malone Bronze Powder Works, Ince, 220 West 2nd Strest, . 
New York City, advised that he first met BROTHMAN in Jamuary or February, 195. 
At this time, PIDTO was a silent partner in the firm of M. Schiller, 87 North 
12th Street, Brooklyne SCHILIER introduced PIDTO to BROTHMAN. <According to 
PIDTO, BROTHMAN at that time was working on a DDT process and rented space from 
SCHILLER for use as a laboratory. (A 

BROTHMAN then persuaded PIDTO to go into business with hin. 
They formed the Elsan or Elsar Corporation, with offices at ly East 32nd Street, 
New York City. Their business was to sell mixing equipmente PIDTO said that 
there was also an individual nemed KLEIN connected with this firme BROTHMAN was 
to work on the preparation of a catalog containing this equipment, and PIDTO was 
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to sell this mixing equipment, ~fantO advised that in order for him to go into 
this business with BROTHMAN, he sold his interest in My Sone 

BROTHMAN never prepared the gatolog, according to PIDTO, although 
he said he constantly kept after hime PIDTO stated that one day BROTHMAN came 
to him and told him about a deal with the Chinese government, whereby BROTHMAN 
would design a plant that would manufacture Methyl Methacrylates However, BROTHMAN 
needed financing, It was at this point that PIDTO gave BROTHMAN $16,000.00, and 
then, in addition, over a period of almost one and a half years, loaned him about | $10,000000~6 However, PIDTO was paid off when an independent testing laboratory 
approved ‘the process. and the Chinese government paid BROTHMAN about $30,000000. 
PIDTO stzted that several firms, including Commonwealth Plastics, Inc., of 
Massachusetts, were interested in this processe In about the spring of 197, 
PIDTO said that BROTHMAN needed additional financing to promote this process. 
PIDTO loaned BROTHMAN between eight and nine thousand dollars in exchange for 
which PIDTO obtained ten per cent of BROTHMAN'S share of any profits which he 
might make from the sale of this process to Commonwealth Plastics, or any other 
organization. However, this deal fell through, and BROTHMAN never repaid PIDTO 
this moneys & 

es In 1948 and 1949, PIDTO stated that BROTHMAN and Miss MOSKOWITZ 
went to Switzerland in connestion with some business transaction ee 

For work done for Lonza while on these trips, BROTHMAN, ac cording to _ PIDTO, received about $20,000.00» From this sum, PIDTO was paid $1,000.00 on account of the money owed to hime YW 

In April, 1919, BROTHMAN told PIDTO about the formation of the 
Ulster Chemical Company, which company was formed to manufacture Thioglycolic acid, In exchange for some additional financing on the part of PIDTO, BROTHMAN offered him an exclusive sales agency for this product, However, PIDTO declined to lend BROTHMAN any moneys. In November, 1919, according to PIDTO, LOUIS B. 

| SCHEINMAN, an attorney, and one of the original incorporators of the Ulster Chemical Company, borrowed $2500.00 which he put into the business, and 
January, 1950, BROTHMAN succeeded in obtaining $2500.00 from PIDTO for th ter Chemical Company. At this point, PIDTO said that he became exalusive s es agent for EIS commen and in addition, received 18-3/), shares of stock, However, up until the arrest of BROTHMAN and MOSKOWITZ on July 29, 1950, PIDTO stated 
that ‘no Thioglyoolic acid was produced, and after their arrest the plant was shut 
down, FPIDTO stated that he is now trying to re-organize the Ulster Chemical 
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Company so as to salvage his investment and that of other innocent individualse. 
He also advised that the reason why no Thioglycolic acid was produced was because 
BROTHMAN did not know how to obtain refined acid from the crude product (df) 

PIDTO also stated that he hed no information that BROTHMAN at 
any time might be associated with an admitted Soviet espionage agente He stated 
that the only information he had that BROTHMAN might be working for the Russians 
was in 1947 or 1948 when BROTHMAN'S firm was negotiating with the Amtorg Trading 
Company for the construction of vitamin plents in Russia. He said that he had 
no information that either he or GOLD might be a Had espionage ‘agente. (A) 

Smee 
. « “eos o'¢ 

- ot uno ot He also sada ‘that BROTHMAN once told him 
that he had been chased for distributing leaflets. He thinks that this happened 
while BROTHMAN was still in colleges He had no further information on this, how- 
ever, and claims that he did not pay much attention to BROTHMAN when he spoke of 
"politics". ‘W 

PIDTO also advised that WILLIAM | gr Wes 
aa Mrs, BROTHMAN recently contacted him and as¥p-BROTHIGs 
money as he could toward BROTHMAN'S bail. PIDfO-a@ersed them that he had no 
money to Jend and if he did, he would prefer to invest 4t in salvaging the 
Ulster Chemical Companye Mrse BROTHMAN indicated to him that they were attempting 
to reise the ¥25,000e00 bail by contributions from various friends and eee) 

BROTHMAN ts attorney, 

BROTHMAN'S GRAND JURY APPEARANCES 

BROTHMAN under @ subpoena appeared before a Grand Jury sitting 
dn the Southern District of New York, on July ly, 17,18, 20, 1950e ‘However, 
‘according to United States Attorney IRVING Hy SAYPOL, in open court at the 
arraignment of BROTHMAN and MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ on July 31, 1950, he refused to 
answer any pertinent queectons on the grounds of self~inorimination and degradation. 

Doronen7 AND ARREST oF BROTHMAN, AND ‘PRELIMINARY PROSECUTIVE ACTION 

Qn July 29, 1950, a ‘Grand Jury in the Southern District of New 
— returned the following anatoteant against ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and MIRIAM 
MOSKOWITZ: 
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"le That from on or about the 28th day of May, 1947, and continuing up to and including the 12th day of June, 1950,. in the Southern 
District of New York, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and a oa ee saree "the defendants herein, and BARRY GOLD, a co-conspirator but not a defendant herein, and ‘divers ‘other persons to the Grand Jurors unknown, did unlawfully, wilfully, knowingly and corruptly combine » conspire, confederate and agree together, and with dach other, to defraud the United States of dmerica in the exercise of . its governmental function of administering and enforcing the criminal laws of the United States of america, and to influence, obstruct and impede the due administration of justice therein, in violation of Mtle 18, United States Code, Seotion 241 (1946 En). li | = 

. "@e That, as the said defendants woll knew, during this conspiracy, a Grand Jury of the United States, duly impaneled in and for the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, was con- ducting an investigation of possible violations of the espionage and other Federal criminal statutes, (W 

"3- That it was a part of said conspiracy that the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, and HARRY GOLD, a co-conspirator, would agree upon fictitious explanations of their associations with each other and divers other persons, ¢) 

"he That it was further a part of said conspiracy that when the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, appeared before the aforesaid Grand Jury, he would give false, fictitious, fraudulent and manufactured information concern- ing the aforementioned associationse ) 

"Se That it was further a part of said conspiracy that the defendant, ABR/HAM BROTHMAN, would inform HARRY GOLD, & co-conspirator, of the substance of his testimony before said Grand Jury, for the purpose of enabling the said HARRY GOLD to conform his testimony mere) 

"6. That it was further a part of said conspiracy that when HARRY GOLD appeared before the aforesaid Grand Jury, he would give false, fictitious, fraudulent and manufactured information concerning the aforementioned associations, which would conform with the information theretofore given to said Grand Jury by the defendant, ABRAHAM seb 
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"Overt Acts 

; "le .In pursuance of said conspiracy and to effect the objects | 
thereof, at the Southern District of New York, the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, 
hte Uy before the aforesaid Grand Jury, on or about the 22nd day of July, . 

1976 ae 
(F) 

"2e .4nd further in pursuance of said conspiracy, and to effect 
the objects thereof, at the Southern District of New York, HARRY GOLD testified 
before the aforesaid Grand Jury, on or about the 3lst day of July, 1976 

"3e nd further in pursuence of said conspiracy, and- to effect” 
the objects thereof, at the Southern District ef.New York, in or ties the month of July, 1917, HARRY had a conversation with THOM: , at Noe 52 Wall Street, New York, MeL) es yt 

"he 4nd further in pursuance of said conspiracy, and to effect the objects thereof, at the Southern District of New York,.on or about the 29th day of May, 1947, the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, and HARRY GOLD met at the Pennsylvania Station, in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York. {Title 18, United States Codey Section 88, 196 Edition). Yy 

"Second Count 

"The Grand Jury further charges: 

"le That on or about the 3lst day of July, 1947, at tha. Southern District of New York, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, the defendant herein, knowingly, . wilfully and corruptly endeavored to influence, intimidate and impede HARRY GOLD, a witness before a Grand Jury sitting in and for the Southern District of New York, and did knowingly, wilfully and corruptly influence, obstruct, impede, and endeavor to influence, obstruct, and impede » the due administration of justice therein, that is to say: dh 

"2e That the said Grand Jury was at the time and place aforesaid, conducting an investigation entitled, United States Ve JOHN DQE, pertaining to possible violation of espionage laws of the United States and any other Federal criminal statutes. (» : : 
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"3e That the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTTMAN, at the time and 
Place aforesaid, know that the said HARRY. GOLD had received a subpoena 
requiring the sajd HARRY GOLD to appear before the said Grand Jury on July ee 
a to. testify as a mioness+( és 

", That the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, at the time and 
Siass aforesaid, wilfully, knowingly and corruptly influenced, intimidated and 
impeded the said HARRY GOLD by urging, advising and persuading him to give false 

. testimony before the said Grand Jury (Title 18, United States Code, Section 2), 
1946 Edition)." (u) 

This indictment was presented to United States District Judge 
SIDNEY SUGARMAN on the mame day, who ordered that it be entered on the record 
and sealed. He then ordered that bench warrants based on the indictment be 
issued for BROTHMAN and MOSKOWITZ. () 

At 3:50 pem. on July 29, 1950, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN was arrested by 
Special Agent FRANK RAISBECK of the Newark Office of the FBI, together with 
Special Agents PAUL J, BLASCO and JOHN P. DALY of the New York Office. This 
arrest took place at the plant of the Ulster Chemical Company, at Clifiwood, 
New Jerseys W) 

At 210 peme BROTHMAN was placed in a Bureau automobile at 
Cliffwood, New Jersey, and was driven to New York City. (d) 

At 5:5 peme subject, accompanied by agents BLASCO and DALY, 
arrived at the United States Court House, Foley Square, New York Citys Here 
he was taken to the Bureau office, photographed and fingerprintede Subject 
refused to make any statement regarding his activities. He also refused an 
offer of food which was tendered nea) 

At 6:20 pom MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ» on behalf of herself and | 
BROTHMAN, put through a telephone ca © their attorney, WILLIAM L. MESSING, 
at Lexington, New York 566, However, this line was reported as busy, and 
later as out of ordere (Ww) 

At 7305 peme MOSKOWITZ put through a call to MICHAEL B, ATKINS, 
at tad Beach 6=2158, but the line wa o busy. This oal] was made on behalf 
of MOSKOWITZ and BROTHMAN. MICHAEL BeJATKINS is also an mene) 

- 
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a Ths At 7320 peme, MOSKOWITZ reached WILLIAM L. MESSING at Lexington 586, She spoke with him briefly, advising him of her axTee of BROTHMAN for obstruction of justice. She told him thet BROTHMAN was being taken to the Federal House of Detention and that ahe was being taken to the Women's House of Detentions ¢ vi 

At 7323 peme, BROTHMAN put through a telephone call to his wife and spoke with her . 

At 7:32 pem., BROTHMAN left the New York Office of the FBI accompanied by Special Agents BLASCO, DALY and RICHARD 4. MINIHAN. He was driven din a Bureau automobile to the Federal House of Detention. Y) , 

| At 7:55 Dette, BROTHMAN was received at the Federal’ House of Detentione (@) . . 

While BROTHMAN was still at the New York Office of the FBI, United States dttorney SAYPOL advised that no United States Commissioner or Federal Judge was availsble to arraign BROTHMANe He thereupon authorized the - placing of BROTHMAN in the Federal House of Detention. (Z) oy ae 

On July 31, 1950, BROTHMAN and M K Who was arrested with him and also charged with obetruction of justice, eppeared before T, HOYT DAVIS of the Middle District ef Georgia, a Federal Judge visiting in the Southern District of New York. Since neither defendant was Tepresented by counsel, they | requested and obtained a continuance of their arraignment until August 2, 19506, However, they applied for their release on bail, which DAVIS set at $25,000e00 | ‘each, at the request of United States Attorney SAYPOL. (4 . . 

On August 2, 1950, both BROTHMAN and MOSKONITZ appeared before Judge D&VIS for arraignment. They were both represented by attorney WILLIAM L. MESSING, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York Citys BROTHMAN pleaded not guilty to two counts in the indictment and MOSKOWITZ to one count in the indictment. MESSING ' argued for a reduction of bail to 91,000.00 far each, Claiming the amount recommended by the United States attorney was excessive for the offense charged in the indictment, and that thedr rolease was necessary for the proper preparatio: of their defense and for the continuation of their business enterprises, Judge DAVIS denied this request and set September 11, 1950 as the t4me limit for filing 
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"preliminary motions. The trial date will be set on September 12, 1950. Both 
defendants were remanded to the custody of United States Marsh “sf 

; | On August 3, 1950, Judge SIDNEY SUGARMAN signed a writ of habeas 
corpus for BROTHMAN and MOSKOWITZ, returnable on the next daye On August h, 1950, 
the Government filed its"angwer to this writ and argued ‘before Judge DAVIS that 
the defendants were held in lawful custody and that the writ should be dismissede 
Judge DAVIS set August 8, 1950 as the date for the ‘summary hearing on the write 
On this date MESSING presented as his first witness, NAOMI BROTHMAN, wife of 
ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, who testified regarding his fisatices .. +} and characters Mm 
cross-examination by Assistant United States Attorney ROY M. COHN, she was asked 
‘questions regarding her membership in the Communist Party, BROTHMAN'S membership 
in the Gommmist Party and the Young Commmist League » and her knowledge of HARRY 

- GOLD. All questions were objected to by MESSING, who was overruled by Judge 
DAVIS. Mrse BROTHMAN refused to answer questions regarding her membership in the 
Communist Party or her knowledge of HARRY GOLD. She said that she never heard 
that her husband was a Communist Party member, 

Assistant United States Attorney COHN then asked the witness 
Whether she had any knowledge of BROTHMAN'S activities as mentioned in the indict- 
mente MESSING again objectede At this point, BROTHMAN signaled MESSING that he . 
desired a conferences MESSING asked for a receas which was granted, indicating 
to the court that in view of the Government's line of questioning, he would 

. prefer to withdraw the writ rather than to continue, After the recess, MESSING 
made an application to withdraw the write This was granted and both defendants wore remanded to the oustody of the United States Merahal. \24) | 

- PENDING ~_ 
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d&ecording to Special Assistant to the Attorney General THOMAS J. 
-DONEGAN, EL testified before the Grand Jury, Southern District 
of New York on July 25, aoe and told of her association with BROTHMAN. She 
testified, according to Mre DONEGAN, that she knew BROTHMAN was a Communist Party : 
member because she collected his dues. According to DONEGAN, Miss BENTLEY further, 
testified that BROTHMAN turned over to her blueprints of kettles used in various © 
chemical processese: DONEGAN said that Miss BENTLEY also testified that at GOLOS? 
request, she obtained the license number of BROTHMAN'S car in 19)2 so that it 
could be given to a new contacts - The above information regarding Miss BENTLEY'S ; 
Grand Jury testimony should not be disseminated. 24. 

Qn the evening of July 28,.1950, and up to his arrest, at 3:50 peme 
on July 29, 1950, BROTHMAN was under surveillancee This surveillance was con- 
ducted by Special Agents STUART J, CAMERON, EDWARD C. MORGAN, PAUL J. BLASCO, 
JOHN Ps DALY and RICHARD A. MINIHANe However, no significant contacts were noted, 
the evening of July 26 and the early morning hours of July 29 being spent in the 
company OF IAN ROSKCUTIZ « Qn July 29, 1950 both proseeded in BROTHMAN'S oar, 
license numer RC 2051, to the Ulster Chemical Company plant, at Cliffwood, New 
Jersey, arriving there at 12:10 peme @ 

hE nas advised that his first contact with BROTHMAN was 
made by him while BROTHMAN was eitting in his car on West 27th Street in New York 
City in September; lols He described this car as a dark gray Pontiac Sedan, 
with 1911 New York license number 2N-9088.. BROTHMAN, in an interview, admitted 
owning a dark gray Pontiac Sedan in 1941, tut could not remember his license 
numbers: (&) 

By letter dated June 26, 1950, the Albany Office furnished the 
following information regarding a check of the records of the New York State 
Motor Vehicle Bureau; ¢) ‘ 

"Recorda of the New York State Motor Vehicle Bureau fail to 
reflect subject had any accident or suspension in 1941, All sources contacted, New York State Motor Vehicle Bureau, advised all 191 records have been destroyeds eZ, 

“The records of the New York State Motor Vehicle Bureau, Financial Responsibility Section, do reflect, however, that one MARTIAN MOSKOWITZ, Secretary, 
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“age thirty, 151 - 8th Avenue, New York City, while driving a Pontiac sedan, 
engine number 6~736755, serial number L 6 HA 10945, 1917 registration 7 Q 3909, 
owned by ABRAHAM BROTHMAN 08 2nd Street, Long Island City, New York, md 
an accident with ANTHO AS on March 1, 19476 His address was given ag. 
361 30th ..venue, astofif, Long Island, and at the time, he was driving a 1937 
Plymouth sedane Only minor property damage was involvede 

"Qn March 3, 1947, on the letterhead of Brothman and Associates, 
2928 list Avenue, Long Island City, telephone Tronsides 6-5),51; Laboratory, 85-03 
57th Avenue, Elmhurst, Long Island, MARTAN MOSKOWITZ reported the details of the 
above agcident, to the Motor Vehicle Bureau, and gave as her insurance broker 
one GUER, 68 Nassau Street, New York City, at that time 

"Qn May 25, 1947 BROTHMAN, while residing at 11-08 l2nd Street, 
Long Island City,.and driving instant Pontiac 3 Same New York registration 
mumber, had an accident with one RAYMOND BROOKS, 69 Bay 29th Street, Brooklyne 
BROOKS was driving a 1946 Oldsmobile at the time, and only minor property 
damage was involveds ay 

On December 6, 19/8 MARIAN MOSKOWITZ, 151 8th tvenue, New York 11, 
New York, occupation secretary, age 32, New York driver's license 3138696, while 
driving instant Pontiac, 198 New York registration 7 @ 892 » owned by BROTHMAN, ‘Whose address was given as mentioned herein before, had an accident with one 
JOHN BIRGIE, 708 Sheridan avenue, Roselle, New Jersey, who, at that time, was 
‘driving a 1941 Cadillac sedan, New Jersey registration YE 950. Only minor 
property damage was involved, G | . 

0 __ "Qn March 25, 1950 BROTHMAN, while presiding at 4108 h2nd Street, Long Island City, New York driver's license 1172263, New York registration 
RC 2051, while driving a 1949 Oldsmobile, motor number 8 A 5236, had an socident with a taxi cab, hack license nimber 3956, operator JOSEPH LEWICKT 716 East 56h Street, New Yorke LEWICKI'S driver's license number was 6102h2, 
and the ceb was owned by the National Transport Company, 60th Street, New York, New York,, Minor property damage was likewise involved in thia socidents 1p 

& : ®The above represents all the information in the possession of | the Motor Vehicle Bureau here regarding ABRAHAM BROINMAN.§ OZ st 
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: In addition, Special agent AUQUST J. MICEK checked the records of the New York City Police Department » but could find no record of this auto- mobile registrations In a further effort to locate this car registration, the following investigation was conducted by Special Agent THOMAS He ZOELLER : (2¢ 

CHARLES BLACK of the National auto Theft Bureau advised that - Pontiac Sedan motor number 6-736755, serial number L 6 HA 10945, is a 1940 Pontiac spccial sedan assembled in Linden, New Jerseye BLACK advised that th National Auto Theft Bureau had no record of a Ighl registration for this oar.(26) 

Mre H. J. CHRISTIANSEN, Membership and Promot4on Department, American Automobile Association, 28 Rast 78th Street, New York City, advised that his organization likewise had no record of a 191 registration for this 
Care : €) 

ss DAVID COHEN, Manager of the Ry Le Polk Company, 2h); Madison Avenue, New York City, who, according to the Motor Vehicle Bureau officials, bays lists of car registrations for the purpose of obtaining a mailing list, advised that his company does not have a list of 1911 New York State car registrations. (4p | 

By teletype dated August 1, 1950, the Detroit Office advised that Pontiac Sedan serial number L 6 HA 10945, was shipped to JerichoPontiac, Ince, Floral Park, New York on May 23, 19406 (7) : 

GEORGE L. HAY, Assistant District Manager, Pontias Motor Company, 1775 Broadway, New York City, advised that Jerido Pontiac, Ina. has been out of business since about 1945. Further, he was unable to furnish any additional information about this company, except that one of its original incorporators was named SUSSMAN. (OO 

- GEORGE FREISE of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation, 250 Fulton avenue, Hempstead, New York, stated that his company never financed any cars purchased from Jericin Pontiac. He thought that the National Bond and investment Company, which firm is also out of business, financed these purchasese FREISE stated, however, that ARTHUR POPKIN » currently with Rockville Center Motors, Inc., 353 Sunrise Highway, Rockville Center, New York, is the son of 
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EDWARD POPKIN, a former owner of JerichoPontiac, Ince FREISE said that EDWARD 
* POPKIN is deceased. UY 4 

ee An attempt to interview, ARTHUR POPKIN was negative since he 4s currently away on vacation at an unknown locations & ; ive ei 

By teletype dated august 15, 1950, the Chicago Office advised 
that ARNOLD KINSLEY, Office Manager, Disabled smerican Veterans, 4737 North 
Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois » Stated that that organization only maine 
.tained its automobile registration records for three yearsé Henee, it had no 
record of BROTHMAN'S 19,1 automobile registration, iL 

oc advised that its By letter dated June 30, 1950, the 
‘Laboratory was unable to determine whether the handprinting on page 3 of the 
“Magnesium Powder Plant" report found among the possessions of HARRY GOLD i was placed there by ABRAHAM BROTHMAN because of variations which could not be 
accounted for on the basis of BROTHMAN!S available kmown handprinting. dé 

Ai the time of his arrest, BROTHMAN had in his possession a 
wallet ‘containing two $1.00 bills (serial numbers A039,858F and W7703508hE), 
together with $1.61 in change. He also had in his possession one wristwatche 
These articles were taken from hime However, with the permission of United 
States attorney SAYPOL, they were given to his attorney, WILLIAM Le MESSING, 
on August 4, 1950. A receipt from MESSING is being retained in the files of 
the New York Office. 4) 

By teletype dated August 4, 1950, the Philadelphia Office ad- 
vised that MORRELL &. DOUGHERTY, a long time friend of HARRY GOLD, in a letter 
to that office, dated August 1, 1950, stated that he recalled that GOLD once - 
told him that HENRY KAISER might take over the BROTHMAN jaboratories, GOLD 
made a trip out West, supposedly to visit BROTHMAN, during his negotiations with 

SER » TY could not recall for sure, but believed this trip might have 
been to Detroit in about May, 19466 GOLD later told DOUGHERTY, according to 
this letter’, that the KAISBR deal fell through because KAISER wanted to take 
over everything, with the Brothman Associates losing its identity in such a 
transactions Further, according to this letter, DOUGHERTY also recalled that 
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GOLD told him that BROTHMAN was under the spell of a person in the office (believed to.be the secretary) so much that he was neglecting his wife and children. DOUGHERTY faintly recalled in this letter that BROTHMAN took 
"this girl MIRIAM" on a trip to Europe with him in an endeavor to close a big plastic deal. From newspaper photos, DOUGHERTY believes MIRLAM MOSEGUTTZ, was with BROTHMAN when he met him at GOLD'S mother's funeral in Philadelphige WW 

It should be noted that BROTHMAN previou advised that this deal with HENRY J. KAISER fell through because GERARDMIEL, who at that time worked for KAISER, and was the moving spirit behind deal, quit the KAISER companye (d) 

| On dugust hy 1950, a letter dated August 2, 1950, was received from the Milwaukee Offices This letter quoted a letter dated July 31, 1950, which was received by that office from WILL OHL, President of th Chemical Corporation, Milwaukee » Wisconsine 61) 

"Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Ue Se Department of Justice 
517 East Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

"ear Sirs: 

"From newspaper reports it 4s evident that men connected with the Ulster Chemical Company of Cliffwood, New Jersey, have been arrested for a serious federal offense (4) 

“Inasmuch as we happen to own the property on which the Ulster 
Com 8 located and with which latter company we made a lease last year, we feel it our duty to inform you of all circumstances surrounding this case, even though such ormation or any comment would not necessarily be of any particular interest. {J) | 
"In the year 195 we purchased an interest in a Fiber Chemical Corpe of New York. It proved that the rental space occupied by them in Brooklyn 
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“was insufficient and inasmuch iber Chemical Corp. lacked the 
necessary funds for purchasing ufacturing facilities we decided to 
do so in asquiring the formerly owned Endurette plant of Cliffwood, 
New Jerseys This plant consists of three separate buildings of which 
perms two to Fiber Chemical Corpe The other building was leased to 

rmorganic Corp. which, however, ceased to exist last year due to 
e competitive situation in the hormone field (y) 

“Thereafter the realty firm of Ludwin & Lipton of Hoboken, New Jersey 
brought us in contact with the Ulster Chemical Co. end finally a rental 
arrangement for five years was signed with them in April, ]ph9 ud) | 

n gning the rental arrangement we personally met MOSKGWITZ and 
Mr g{SCHEINMAN (supposedly an attorney) as officers of the organizations 

m negotiating this deal we were told that one man very high in the 
chemical field was in back of this proposition, who, however, wished 
to stay out of it at the early stages of the operation. Not being 
satisfied with this information ked at least to speak to their 
supposed chief chemist, Mre Re VARAMONI who then came to this meeting 
at the realtor's offices Upon &sking him as to the products they would 
manufacture and determining the question of possible danger so far as 
explosion or fires was concerned, our concern in this regard was put 
at reste The company proposed to produce primarily and in the first 
instance Thioglycolic Acid which is the product used in the material as sold in permanent wavee For some three months after Signing the 
lease there was no activity and we were told that Mre RAMONI had gone to . Switzerland to start a manufacturing plant there to inaugurate a 
supposedly new process theres While they had impressed us with their urgency of the desire to have the lease it struck us rather curious that thereafter nothing was done for such a periods These thoughts, however, were put at rest when we learned of the name BROTHMAN and when we read various prominent articles in important chemical magazines written under the name of BROTHMAN and associatess It was also well known that BROTHMAN is supposed to have furnished the mental equipment for the Stanton Laboratories, Philedelphia.s It was also indicated that the process employed at Stanton would be duplicated at their leased plant at Cliffwoode The Stanton Company burned dom, however we understand — they are re-equipping their plant, and we also understand that there is & lawsuit of BROTHMAN'S against the Stanton Laboratories for unpaid ‘commissions, \ ) 
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"After some months work et Cliffwood was begun and then it was stopped 
and we also began to have difficulty collecting rental. At one time the 
check came back for lack of funds. Thereafter, however, we understood 
that they had obtained a government loan we believe arranged by or 
through the bank at Keyport. At any rate, rentals were again paid for 
& certain period. Thereafter they lagged behind continuously and that 
is the case nowt) , 

"In the month of March, during the writer's casual presence at Cliffwood 
Mre SCI roposed to us to meet Mr. BROTHMAN (whom I had not met 
before or since) that evening so that we might discuss a proposition 
which we had in mind and according to which we might acquire a certain 
share in the Ulster Chemical Company for a sum of $10,000 

. ‘ : 

"after listening to Mr. BROTHMAN we decided that while pretracting this 
decision we would probapiy not be interested. In a later letter ta Mr. 
.SCHEINMAN we told him that if Mr. BROTHMAN gave up a substantial and 
controlling share of the company and that only after a thorough examina- 
tion of the commercial, technical, etc. possibilities would we decide 
whether or not we would be: interested in acquir an interest, That 
was the end of our negotiation with Mr. cea 

"None of us have ever met Miss MOSKOWITZ, however, we have talked with 
her by phone once or twice SOMITE ner’ of the delay in payment of rental UA) 

"I have often asked myself as to how it was possible for Mre RAMONI to 
go te Switzerland to organize and install a factory and processes there 
within such a short periode I have tried in various ways to get him to 
give me information as to the location, eto. of the plant, to which 
inquiry I have never received anything but an evasive responsee You 
will understand that as members of Fiber Chemical we met Mre RAMONT 
not infrequently because he was the one active at the plant, and ft : 
understand he is president of the Ulster Chemical Company. If RAMONI 
does not know about all activities of BROTHMAN it 4s to my mind not for 
the reason that he does not have his eyes wide open. RAMONI, so far as 

_. I remember he told me, is 28 or 29 yearg of agee He has a degree from 
5 the University of Bombay and he has a degree from the University of 

London a8 an electrical engineers I do not know the value of the de gree 
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"from the University of Bombay, but it is certainly known that a degree from the University of London could not be easily acquired, 

"He told me this upon the one occasion when upon his wish I looked at his plant installation and when I called to his attention that he was not entitled to do electrical work, ) 

"Mr. SCHEINMAN the attorney spent considerable time at Cliffwood, however, erstand that he is connected with his father!s fruit or vegetable business in Pennsylvania and that therefore in the summer months he has not been there, except occasionally. &) 

"Mr. MOSKOWITZ has worked at the plant like a beaver, in spite of his age and in spite of the fact that to our knowledge he has no previous knowledge of this or similar lines of endeavor ely) 

"You will understand that observations in this letter are based upon the writer's casual presenoe when Visiting and collaborating with the Fiber Chemical Corporation in whom we are interested. Among other LtCHS-PIDSI-PYSAles 16 Chromic Acid and the company had and has substantial government contracts for such and similar eee 

"Yours very truly, 

“KEPEC CHEMICAL CORP, 

"William Pohl, Pres," 

In interviews conducted with ee GOLD on August 2 and 35 0 by agents of this offioe, he advised that he first heard the name of SWAN | When BROTHMAN mentioned that name to him in late March, 192 in New York itye He explained the circumstances surrounding this Conversation with BROTHMAN by 
e said that as near as he could regall, he registered under the name of FRANK 

fos that both of them had registered at the Hotel New Yorker, New York City. 
While BROTHMAN presumably registered vader his om name. After both em hdd worked all night to finish a report on Buna-S, he and BROTHMAN were talking and relaxing about six or seven ofclogk the next morning in their hotel room, At this time, according to GOLD, BROTHMAN mentioned thet his friend, SHURA SWAN, who worked for the Soviet Union, had reeently been laid off by theme 4 
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BROTHMAN gave GOLD the idea at this time that SWAN worked for AMTORG and also that he was the man who first introduced BROTHMAN to another AMTORG man, not further identified, to engage in industrial espionagee BROTHMAN asked_GO to see what, if anything, he could do to get SWAN'S job back at AMTORG. GOLD said thut he told BROTHMAN he would do what he could in this respect, Actually, however, he said he had no intention of doing anything about this as BROTHMAN'S Story about SWAN and his discharge from AMTORG did not ring truee GOLD explained that the part that did not seem accurate to him was BROTHMAN'S request for hin, & mere underling, to see what he could do for SWAN 3 When actually that individual who had been responsible for securing and developing BROTHMAN for the Soviets, — should have been able to obtain back his positione GOLD said that at a later’ date he mentioned this matter te SEMENOV. who told him to mind his own business, At this time also, according to GOLD, SEMENOV told GOLD to tell BROTHMAN to get’ a job in the United States Rubber Company. Further, according to GOLD, he be- lieves that BROTHMAN next mentioned SWAN in late 19h? or early 1943, but at this time BROTHMAN merely mentioned the name and furnished no additional identifiable information about him. GOLD also advised that SWaN'S name next arose in a con-. versation in about dune, 1946, during a time when BROTHMAN was berating various Soviet officials in this country for the way they treated Americans working for theme In bringing out this point, BROTHMAN again referred to SWAN'S casee This time, however, BROTHMAN mentioned that SWAN had been "kicked out on his ear" by AMTORG on at least two occasions. 

GQLD said that he got the impression from BROTHMAN at this time that SWAN was definitely a man who was then about forty years of age, was a naturalized American citizen of Russian extraction, and had been employed at AMTORG, but had been released by that organization. GOLD was also positive that BROTHMAN referred to SWAN in all cases by the first name of » although GOLD was unable to furnish any information as to whether or not Gias's first name of SHURA was a nickname or a shortened version of &@ longer 3 ) 

GOLD further stated thet this last mentioned conversation about SWAN took place in the apartment of OWITZ, which apartment he said was located on the west side of 8th Feens ee eecen, GOLD explained that MOSKOWITZ was present during this conversation. GOLD, however, atated 
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that he never saw SWAN, is unable to furnish any additional descriptive data 
on him, and tiat he does not recall BROTHMAN mentioning SWAN other than as 
set out immediately above. GOLD also stated that he had not heard of SHURA 
SWAN from any other persone 
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In an effort to identify and to determine, if possible, the 
relationship between SHURA SWAN and BROTHMAN, the following investigation was 
conducted wu) 

; ARTHUR P. WEBER, previously mentioned in this report, was 
interviewed to e had any information on SWANe He adviseg, however, 
that this name was not familiar t e With the thought in mind iAN 
might be identical with ALEX NCHANSKY, with alias, ALEXANDEMISWAN, a 
picture of SVENCHANSKY was shown’to WEBER, but he failed to ident it asa 
contact of BROTHMAN whom he knew.s , 

Investigation in the vicinity of 601 West 129th Street, has’ 
determined that this building is occupied by Bnil's duto Repairs, and that SHAN 
is not known at this address. | 

_ The records of Registrar's Office at Columbia University 
were checked under the names of SHURA SWAN, ALEXANDER SWAN and ALEXANDER 
SVENCHANSKY, but no record was located under any of these names ) 

On August 4, 1950, Imperial Chemical Industries (Now York), 
Limited, 521 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York, addressed a letter to ‘the 
New York Office, advising that this firm had from time to time, within the past 
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“two years, negotiated with BROTHMAN concerning the possible licensing of his 
Methyl Methacrylate process. This letter further stated thatthis firm would 
be happy to make their files available to this office on BROTHMAN. ey? 
Special Agent THOMAS H. ZOELLER of this office interviewed Mr. A. Le CARRAD, a 
director of the company, and Mre Me A. STOTTER BROOKS, who is secretary of 
Imperiel Chemical Industries 

These individuals advised that Impericl Chemical Industrics 
first came in contact with BROTHMAN through an article which he had published 
in a trade journal, possibly in "Modern Plastics". This article concerned his 
Methyl Methacrylate processe According to this article, this process was 
described as being cheaper than the one Imperial Chemical Industries was then 
using, and they were interested in knowing more about it. Some meetings between 
BROTHMAN and officials of Imperial Chemicals have been held, but nothing concrete 
has developede BROTHMAN has received no money from imperial Chemical Industries. 
Both individuals advised that BROTHMAN has been a most difficult man to deal with 
as they can get no definite commitments from hin. (4) 

The following information was obtained from Imerial Chemical 
Industries! file on BROTHMAN: 

On February 26, 1948, the first meeting wit}“BROTHMAN was helde 
Imperial Chosfical Industries was represented by Dre F, LINe Also present 
was Re. Me of that company. On April 22, 1948 er meeting was helde 
The com: was represented by Ra M. LEWIS and J, RAXTERe At this meeting, 
BROTHMAN advised that he was leaving shortly for d and would call on 
Imperial Chemical Industries there ’) 

In a letter dated June 11, 1948 from BROTHMAN to Re Me LEWIS, 
he aivised that he was forced to ourtail his European trip due to a serious 
iViness in his family, He said in this letter that he was unable to see Dr 

“BAXTER dn England as he only had a one-day stop over in Londo. June 4%, 
1948, R, M. LEWIS addressed a letter to BROTHMAN in which he etated that 
Imperial Chemical Industries had no interest in the Thioglycolic 4oid which 
BROTHMAN had described: to hime ee) 
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In this file is an inter-office commnication dated April k, 

1949, which that Imperial Chemical Industries in Englend has learned 

that Dre JAK OMERANIEC has acquired the United Kingdom patent rights to 

BROTHMAN'S Mffiyi Methacrylate process, (2. ) 

There is another inter-office sommndisation dated Jue 2h, — 

4949 in this file, which indicates that; BROTHMAN was in Engiend at that t: . 

and was in touch with Imperial Chemica). Industries pscole i that gountrye ZA) 

On July 12, 1950, A of Impericl Chemical Industries, 

in England, advised BROTHUAN that fe was negotiating with ur- POWERANIEC in 

Englands (4) \ 

7 “DAN Aeros » Vice-president in charge of the Crusher 

Division, Nordberg Mfg. Company, 3073 Soe Chase Avenuc, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, ~ 

furnished the Milwaukee Office with the following information on August 35 BEPC 

’t about the time of the start of World War II or possibly 

earlier than that, CHEYETTE, who was interested in se g new products to 

be manufactured by his company, was informei Ly R» ACKMAN, a patent 

attorney in New York City, now residing in and pract¥cing in Los Angeles, 

California, that he would like him to meet a brilliant chemical engineer, 

recent graduate from Columbia, who might at some time have inventions which 

- woulda be of interest to Nordberge CHEYETTE did at that time meet BROTHMAN and 

another unidentified individual at JACKMAN t§ office and have a general conver- 

gation with BROTHMAN about his developing Some product which Nordberg might . 

manufactures CHEYETTE does not recall details of this conversation and cannot 

identify the unidentified individual except that he was apparently a financial 

advisor of BROTHMAN end was connected with some bank in New Yorke / 

Through JACKMAN, CHEYETTE was again in contact with BROTHMAN 

4n March, 1942. At this time BROTHMAN oame to Milwaukee at the invitation of 

-QHEYETTE and discussed a process whioh he claimed to have designed for the 

_ making of synthetic rubbere CHEYETTE stated that in general this process (*) 

- 26 - 
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involved making synthetic rubber by the ‘continuous process! instead of by the ‘batch process!, BROTHMAN talked to various Nordberg officials at this time and tentative plans were made for the purchase by Nordberg through a subsidiary which it was to set up, of BROTHMAN'S patents and the retaining of BROTHMAN as engineere This subsidiary was to manufacture the machinery for the production of synthetic rubber according to BROTHMAN'S processe CHEYETTE does not resall ; to what extant BROTHMAN'S ideas had been patented or to what extent he had applied for patents, stating that it was possible most of BR : 
been per ot thei Study of this proposal, one G. E 
engineer at th insey-Kearney and Coe, Chica Oy 

echnical aspeéts with SNOT Té"was alco planned that MC CLOSKEY and KLINT E. ‘STRYKER, then cxecutive vice-president of Nordberg, (now residing Oconomow6S> ‘ WiSéonsin and operating the May Steel Products, Ma » Wisconsin) were to meet BROTHMAN at Akron, Ohio and contact various rubber companies as to the feasibility of BROTHMAN'S plans and consequently the possible market for machinery to be pro- duced. In his files CHEYETZE has a letter from MC CLOSKEY giving his conclusions. after discussions wit. OTHMaN and further investigations This is partly as follows: ) 

“My reaction after spending the day with BROTHMAN which you planned was that he was undoubtedly a very capable engineer, that the higher mathematics used to calculate the percentage of unreacted butadine and styrene was largely window dressing and that with one possible exception he had no potential material. Nevertheless, I had hopes that his stated connec- tions with UeS. Rubber's Pilot Plant at Naugatuck Chemical had disclosed the actual need and imediate poseibility of improving the process in generale The facts obtained at Akron, of course, did not bear out this hopes" U) 

With reference to the above CHEYETTE stated that BROTHMAN bad represented that he had participated in the development of the Pilot Plant for making synthetic rubber of the UeS. Rubber Company at Naugatuck, CHEYETTE stated that he does not know the exact details of McoCLOSKEY!S 
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_ inquiry at Akron, but apparently they discredited some of BROTHMAN'S claims. 

Furthermore, MC CLOSKEY apparently determined that the rubber companies had 

the informetfon Neveseary for the production of rubber by a continuous process 
rather than by a batch process, and that at most BROTHMAN had developed certain 

mechanical features which could obtain results which could be obtained by 

other methods already knowne .CHEYETTE. also advised that BROTHMAN had failed 
to keep his appointment to meet STRYKER at Akron, and that this, together with 

MC CLOSKEY'S ponsteas ae resulted in the Nordberg Mige Company dropping the 
entire matters 

CHEYETTE stated that he believes several years later a letter 

was speseived by Nordberg from BROTHMAN in which BROTHMAN offered his services 

as a consultant engineere However, CHEYETTE was uncertain of this and could 
not locate any such letter, CHEYETTE stated that he was furnishing the above 

information because he felt possibly BROTHMAN may have sold his patents and 

ideas on synthetic rubber to the Russians, inasmuch as he hos been arrested 

for espionagee He also pointed out that possibly BROTHMAN gained information 

about the synthetic rubber indystry which he could have furnished to Russia, 

He suggested the possibiljty that an examination of patents obtained by. 

BROTHMAN and the dispositiog of those patents might be of intereste He also 
stated that J.CKMAN, the patent attorney, lives presently in Los Angeles and 
might be a goad source of information concerning BROTHMAN,.. He etated that 
hé thought the only relation between JACKMAN and BROTHMAN was that JACKMAN hed 
aoted as BROTHMAN'S attorney in patenting some of BROTHMAN'S devices, but that 
JACKMAN might know considerable about BROTHMAN'S associates and could possibly 
identify the "finaneia] advisor" who had appeared with BROTHMAN in JACKMAN'S 
office when CHEYETTE first met hin. 7 

This letter also sed that CHEYETTE referred an agent of the 
Milwaukee Office to attorney LEON#POLEY of Miller, Mack & Fairchild, 150) First 
Wicconsin National Bank Building, stating that FOLEY had a file on this matter 
which might contain additional intormations(ZC) 

& review of the file in the possession of FOLEY reflected that 
HORDBERG had draw up an agreement whereby they would set up the process 
machinery company as a subsidiary, which subsidiary would employ BROTHMAN as 
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its engineer. BROTHMAN would also get a gross receipts commission from gross 
sales by this subsidiarys There was only one letter by BROTHMAN in the file 
Which merely deals with legal terminology of the proposed agreement and is 
Gated March 10, 192, and is signed by A. BROTHMAN, who at that time gave his 
address as 13-09 Oth Street, Long Island City, New Yorks (7 

Confidential Informant T-2, of known reliability, advised that 
the following were recently in contact with BROTHMAN: 

Walt uliman 
60 = Street 

SE. oral 
New York a, NY. (u) 

Martin or Coe 
UO Brda 
New York 1B, MY. (ea) 

einer & dmend 
Greenwich & Morton Stse 
Now York, N NeYeo (x) 

cheyetorper, Damaslich 
sesneitarpe , ? 

West 40th street 
New York, NeYe ( 

Mictm & Haas Cos 
Washington Sqe 
Philadelphia 5, Pa. (ez) 
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dustrial Process Engineers 
8 Lister Ave, 

Newark, 5 Ned (ee ) 

HK diver United Filters, Inc. 
33 West k2nd Street | 
New York, N.Y, (4) 

KN sieghein ) 
Gear & Pump Coa, Ince 
9252 Hudson Blvde 
North Bergens NeJe (y ) 

i Antho icolett d ) 

15 Park ROW 
New York 7, New oa? ) 

MGelastl sta 300 | 
7 1 Madison Avenye | 

k 21 New Yorks) 

Mabhbithe- fox. 12h 
Church Street. Station 
Neu York 8, New York @y) 
Among the material found in HARRY GOLD'S possession at the time 

of the search of his residence in Philedelphia, Pennsylvania by Bureau agents, was 
@ handwritten document of five pages, dated April 9, 196. when interviewed, 
identified this material as being the handwritten notes of B OHALL, who was an 
employee of / HMAN & ASSOCIATES on the date this doaument was preparede GOLD stated that “this document consisted of notes on an experiment conducted by BROTHMAN?: laboratory on the production of Pentacthyl Tetranitrate, an explosive which was actually made, according to GOLD, in BROTHMAN'S laboratory, GOLD stated that (24 
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BROTHMAN was working with a man named EL HALLIT, and a man whose last name 

was SLOVAN, who had formed the Palestinian Potash Corporations According to 

BROTHLLAN was designing plants and processes which were to be built and 

used in Palestine in the following manner r[u } | 

& plant would be built ostensibly to produce DDT, on which 

BROTHMAN was actually working, but the plant would be built in such a way that | 

it could be immediately converted to produce Pentaethyl Tetranitrate or some . 

other material which was necessary in carrying on warfare. GOID said that _ 

BROTHMAN explained to him that the idea was that after the plant was built it - 

could undergo an inspection by either the Arabs or the British, and would appear 
harmless inasmuch as it was merely producing DDT. However, at any time that the 
officials desired this plant could immediately begin producing Pentaethyl 
Tetranitrate, or some other war materiale <Aocording to GOLD, however, BROTHMAN - 
had a quarrel with SLOVAN in about August of 196, and told him that the BROTHMAN 
laboratory was too busy on its own work to continue with the work in connection 
with Palestine and, therefore, BROTHMAN discontinued such worke(zy ) 

It should be noted in this respect that the individual referred ; 
to by GOLD as SLOVAN, is possibly identical with H. SLAVIN, 510 West 112th Street, 
New York City, with whom BROTHMAN was in contact in late 1945 and early a . 

UW 2 

according to Special Assistant to the Attorney General THOMAS J. 
DONEGAN, he questioned BROTHMAN concerning the information eet out immediately 
above during one of BROTHMAN'S Grand Jury appearances. According to DONEGAN, 
BROTHMAN refused to answer questions on this, again availing himself of his 

Constitutional privilege of self-incrimination and Seren nye 

ALFRED LACK, who admitted furnishing information on RDX, 
a highly explosive and idential material, to HARRY GOLD, the self-confessed ~ 
espionage agent, advised t“ke had no information regarding BROTHMAN. Further, 
be was shown pictures of BROTHMAN and MOSKOWITZ, but failed to identify either . 
of theme Re) | . 

: Confidential Informants T-3, Teh, T-5, T-6, T-7, T-8, T-9, T-l0, 
rs T-11, T-12, T-13, T-lh, T~15, T-16, Tel7 and T-18, all of known reliability, ad- 

vised that they had no information regarding POTN) 

In the interview with BERNARD PYDTO, he described BROTHMAN as 
being ‘left of center". By this he stated that he megnt that BROTHMAN was a 

follower of HENRY tee ded pte peo o 

-~ 32 tag a's Vi 
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LOS ANGELES 

&T LOS ANGELES, CaLIFORNIA 

Wild locate and interview R. J. JACKMAN » & patent attorney in 
Los Angeles, for information on BROTHMAN'S associates and activities, Will also 
interview JACKMAN about the identity of the "financial adviser™ who appeared with 
BROTHMAN in JACKMAN'S office when DAN A. CHEYETTE first met hin. 

PHILADELPHIA 

AT CARBONDALE, PENNSYLVANIA | ee 
Will interview us IP 110210. Engineer of the 

Hendrick Manufacturing Company, to dete e has any information that 
BROTHMAN worked on one of the earliest jeep models which had been designed by 
him for the Hendrick Manufacturing Company. If it is determined that BROTHMAN actually worked on this product, will ascertain if this work was of a restricted or confidential nature, u) ae 

NEW YORK 

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

Will interview ROBERT GERSON, 201 West 77th Street, for any 
information he has relative to conversations that took pi between GOLD and BROTHMAN relative to GOLD'S Grand Jury appearance in 19)7, d) 

Will follow and report further prosecutive action of BROTHMAN, (4) 

Will interview HENRY GOLWYNNE, Chemurgy Design Corp., 420. lexington Avenue, for any information in his possession regarding BROTIDIAN, Ue ) 
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Wil also determine of him ‘if his magnesium powder process found 
in the possession of GOLD was of a restricted or confidential nature, &) 

Will also ascertain from him if the blueprinte of a plant that 
was constructed by the Chemurgy Design Company for the Rufert Chemical Company, 
Seymour, Connecticut, which plant was to ee a nickel catalyst, were of a 
restricted or confidential natures [%) 

wu attempt to identify further SHURA SWAN, and doternine his 
aemeetins if any, with BROTHMAN « |2.)' 

AT ROCKVILLE CENTER, NEW YORK 

wid interview ARTHURFOPKIN of the Rockville Center Motors, Ince, 
353 Sumrise Highway, Rockville Center, to learn if he has any of his father's 
records from the Jericho Pontiac, Ince If he has, will check these records to 
determine if he has any record of BROTHMAN'S 191 automobile pak eereetet ec) 

A copy of this report is being designated for the information 
of the San Francisco and Washington Field Offices in eacordance with prior 
Bureau instructions in these casey eC) 
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS 

The identities of the Confidential Informants appearing in the 

report of SA JOHN Ms COLLINS, dated at New York, September 1,1950 
are as follows: 

T-1 CONFIDENTIAL, b/ 

A mail cover maintained on ABRAHAM 

BROTHMAN, 2928 hist Avenue, Long Island 
City. (Cu) 

1-3 _ WILLIAM ODELL wow 2x, h7¢ 

ql; PAUL croucu CR ) 5.7 

+ ay) 
v6 am " = * 
7-6 aa ,2c 

T~9 Ps OR p7h 

m0 sy 

T-2 

T-11 See who furnished the infor- ; LV 
mation to ee) 570 

T-12 ) bre 
b>bh 

| a T-13 . . bo 

ne rl amt) *.., 

CONFIDDATIAL 
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T~15 ho was contacted by 

i“) 
T~16 who was contacted by i’ toh f 

| w) 

T-17 ho was contacted by vp 

(u) 
T1868 a: contacted by Pp . 

REFERENCE: Report of SA JOHN R. MURPHY, New York, 6/30/50». %) 

Bureau letters 7/25/50,.7/26/50 and 8/7/50. @) 

27% CONPTRENTIAL 
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NAME OF DEFENDANTS: ABRAHAMBROTHMAN and MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ 
rote 

I. NARRATIVE OF OFFENSE 

ABRAHAM BROTHMAN pf 41-08 42nd Street, Sunnyside, New York, is a 
‘partner in the firm of 4 rothman and associates, a chemical emgineering 
firm with an office at 2928 41st Avenue, Long Island City. MI KOWITZ 
of 151 8th Avente, New York City, is also a partner in this firm, 

According to BROTHMAN, in the early 19408 he was engaged in de~ 
monstrating two types of mixers on which he held a patent. These denonstra- 
tions were held in the office of the Hendrick Manufacturing Company, New 
York City, which was trying to sell these mixers. Further, according 
to BROTHMAN, JAC LOS, (@ Sovist espionage agent), visited the Hendrick 
office and BROTHMAN gave him blueprints of these mixers, Thus began a 

_ gpories of surreptitious meetings between BROTHMAN, GOLOS and ELIZABETH T, 
jf aBN » a ‘ia a Soviet espionage agent, Misa BENTLEY was known 

to BROTHMAN a At these meetings BROTHMAN turned over to than blue= 
prints on a resin plant layout, an oil blowing kettle and an HU resin kettle, ea | 

fiso, according to BROTHMAN, he once told GOLOS that he desired 
to use a laboratory for performing chanical experiments, or in the alternative 
he wanted to meet someone who worketiaa laboratory who would be able to 
work on some of BROTHMAN'S processeg,." Subsequently HARRY GOLD, an aimitted 
Soviet espionage agent, contacted hin, In this manner BROTHMAN said begen an association between him and GOLD which terminated in June, 1948, L/ 

On the contrary, HARRY GOLD has stated that he originally met 
BROTHLUN at the request of SEMEN SEMENOV, an antorg Trading Company official, 
The purpose of his getting in touch with BROTHMAN was to obtain technical information from him for transmittal to the Soviet Union, In July, 1947, ‘GOLD and BROTHMAN agreed between thanselves to tell agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and a Grand Jury, meeting in the Southern District 
of New York, that they originally met in New York City at the direction of . JACOB Ered . 

Regarding MIRIAM MOSKONITZ, she has advised that she has no infor 
mation as to why ABRAHAM BROTHMAN was interviewed by FBI agents on May 29, ‘1947 or why he testified before a Federal Grand Jury on July 22, 1947. (4 

~3e 
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However, HARRY GOLD, when interviewed, advised that when BROTHMAN obtained a 
subpoena to appear before the.1947 Grand Jury, BROTHMAN first wanted to tell 
the truth about his activities to this Grand Jury, but GOLD and MOSKOWITZ 
dissuaded him from this course of acer 

If, RELEVANT STATUTES 

The indictment alleges violation of the ‘following statutes on the 
part of Defendants BROTHMAN and MOSKOWITZ 2 (24) 

Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 241 (1946 are 
(Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 88 (1%6 edition 

ITZ, STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

The statute of limitations in this cage would have run on July 31, 1950 but with the return of an indictment on duly 29, 1950, the running of 
the atatute was renee tr) 

IV. PRELIMINARY PROSECUTIVE 4CTION 

ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ were indicted on July 29, 
1950 by a Grand Jury in the Southern District of New Yorks This indictment 
is as followss 4 

"1. That from on or about the 28th day of May, 1947, and contin« 
ving up to and including the 12th day of June, 1950, in the Southern District 
of New York, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ, the defendants herein, 
and HLRRYFODL, a co-conspirator but not a defendant herein, and divers 
other persons to the Grand durors unimown, did unlawfully, wilfully, know 
ingly and corruptly combine, conspire, confederate and agree together, and 
with each other, to defraud the United States of America in the exercise of 
its govcrrmental function of administering and enforeing the criminal laws 
of the United States of smerioa, and to influence, obstruct and impede the due adninistration of justice therein, in violation of Mtle 18, United States Code, Section 241 (1946 Spoee 

ee re re rr et ee EE ee a ep eee ek - ere 
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"2. That, as the said defendants well knew, during this conspiracy, & Grand Jury of the United States, duly impaneled in‘ and for the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, was conducting an 
investigation of possible violations of the espionage and other Federal 
criminal statutes +) 

*3. That it was a part of said conspiracy that the defendant, 
ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, and HARRY GOLD, a co-conspirator, would agree upon 
fictitious explanations of their asgoctations with éach other and divers other persons. (&] | 

"4. That it was further a part of said conspiracy that when the @efendant, LBRLHAM BROTHMAN, appeared before the aforesaid Grand Jury, he would give false, fictitious, fraudulent and manufactured information con~ cerning the aforescntioned associations, & 

"5. That it was further a part of said conspiracy that the defen- dant, ABRAHA BROTHMAN, would inform HARRY GOLD, a co-conspirator, of the substance of his testimony before said Grand Jury, for the purpose of enabling the said HARRY GOLD to conform his testimony thereto, % 

®6, That it was further a part of said conspiracy that when HARRY GOLD appeared before the aforesaid Grand Jury, he would give false, fictitious, fraudulent and manufactured information concerning the afore~ mentioned associations, which would conform with the 4nformation theretofore given to said Grand Jury by the defendant, ABR&HAM BROTHIAN, (%) 

OVERT 4CTS 

"1, %In pursuance of said conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, at the Southern District of New York, the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, testified before the aforesaid Grand Jury, on or about the 22nd day of July, 1947. Ht) : 

"2, dnd further in pursuance of said conspiracy, and to effect the objucts thereof, at the Southern District of New York, HAPRY GOLD testified before the aforesaid Grand Jury, on or about the 31st day of July, 1947, (%) 
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"3. nd further in pursuance of said conspiracy, and to effect 
the objects thereof, at the Southern District of New York, in or about the 
month of July,’ 1947, HARRY GOLD had a conversation with THOMASYRIERNAN at 

. 52 Well Street, New York, Ne Yo\e 

“4. dnd further in pursuance of said conspiracy, and to effect 
the objects thereof, at the Southern District of New York, on or about the 
29th day of May, 1947, the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHWAN, and HARRY GOLD met 
at the Pennsylvania Station, in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, < 

- (Title 18, United States Code, Section 88, 1946 Edition), “(2 é 

SECOND COUNT 

"The Grand Jury further charges < (wz 

1, That on or about the 3lst day of July, 1947, at the Southern 
District of New York, ABRaHali BROTHMAN, the defendant herein, knowingly, 
wilfully and corruptly endeavored to influence, intimidate and impede HARRY 
GOLD, a witness before a Grand Jury sitting in and for the Southern District 
of New York, and did knowingly, wilfully and corruptly influence, obstruct, 
impede, and endeavor to influence, obstruct, and impede, the due adminstration 
of justice therein, that is to say - (A) 

"2, That the said Grand Jury was at the time and place abeveaaia: 
conducting an investigation entitled, United States v. John Doe, pertaining 
to possible violation of espionage laws of ‘the United States and any other 
Federal criminal statutes. \%) 

3, That the defendant, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, at the time and place 
aforesaid, knew that the said HARRY GOLD had received a subpoena requiring 
the soid HARRY GOLD to appear before the said Grand Jury m oot 31, 1947, 
to testify as a witness. (14 | 

‘™4,. That the defendant, ABRiHAM BROTHMAN, at the time and place 
aforesaid » Wilfully, knowingly and corruptly influenced, intimidated and 
impeded the said HARRY GOLD by urging, advising and persuading him to give 
false testimony before the said Grand Jury, (Title 18, United States Code, 
Section 241, 1946 edition)? (4) 
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This indictment was returned before Judge SIDNEY SUGARMAN who 
issued bench warrants based on the indictments At 3250 Pete on July 29, 1950, ’ BROTHMAN and MOSKOWITZ were arrested by FBI Agents at Cliffwood, New Jersey 
in accordance with the warrants issued previously by Judge SUGARMAN. On 
July 31, 1950, they were arraigned before United States District Judge Te HOYT DAVIS of the Middle District of Georgia, who as of the time of the arraigne 
ment, was visiting in the Southern District of New York. Inasmuch as neither 
defendant was represented by counsel, their arraignment was continued until August 2, 1950e Bail was set by Judge DAVIS for each defendant in the amount 
of $25,000, in accordance with the request of United States Attorney IRVING He 

On August 2, 1950, at an arraignment before Judge DAVIS, BROTHMAN pleaded not guilty to two counts of the indictment and MOSKOWITZ to one count of the indictmente Bail was continued in the amount of $25,000 for each defendant. On August 3, 1950, on an application by WILLIAM NG, 
attorney for both defendants, Judge SIDNEY SUGARMAN signed a ¥rit of habeas corpuse The Government's answer to this writ was filed on August lh, 1950 and & summary hearing was set by Judge DAVIS for August 8, 1950. On this latter 
date the summary hearing was held before Judge DAVIS, at which hearing the 
petitioners withdrew their writ of habeas corpus. The defendants were remanded to the custody of the United States Marshal, (4 

V. WITNESSES 

DONALD E. SHANNON, Special Agent 
New York Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
FRANCIS D. O'ERIEN, Special Agent 
Boston Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation | 

, Can testify to the following signed statement of ABRAHAM FROTHMAN: ve 

iNew York, NeYo 

May 29, 19k? (gy 
"I, Abraham Brothman, make the following voluntary statement to 

Donald £. Shannon and Francis D. O'Brien, whom I know to be Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. No threats or promises of any nature were made to me to make this statements I know that what I gay may be used against me at amy time in a court of lave \e) 
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"In 1938 or 1939 a man whose name I do not recall but whose 
picture was shown to me today by Mr. Shannon & Mr, OtBrien, came into my 
office at 11, Ey 32 St. where I own and operated the Republic Chemical 
Machincry Coe which was associated by contract with Hendrick Manufacturing Coes _ This man said he had contacts with the Russian government and he could get me 
contracts with the Russian government. I turned over several blue prints to 
him; these blue prints were my om for the most part and the purpose of 
turning them over to him was to obtain contracts. ‘Shortly after this man 

. Came to my office a woman by the name of Helen came to my office and said she 
represented this man, whose picture I have identified; I believed that this 
woman was the secretary of the man whose pictured I identified, I have identified Helen as the girl whose picture Mre Shannon & Mr. O'Brien have ‘shown to mé, This Helen came to my office over a dozen times during 1938, 
1939 & 19402 Then around 1940 another man whose name is Harry Gold came to 
my office and he said he too represented the man whose picture T Identified, 
Both Helen and Harry Gold would pick up blue prints from me for this man 
whose picture I have identified. Harry Gold is now employed by me as a 
chemist. Tho blue prints were sometimes returned by Helen and Harry Gold but not all of theme I still have the original of most of the blue prints that 
I turned over to them, Harry Gold made his last pick up of blue prints late in 191 or early in 1912. \e) 

"Sometime in 1938 or 1939 I became associated with Hendricks Machinery Cos and did work with them until 192. The blue prints were ny own and not Hendricks, ad 

"I once contacted the man whose picture I have identified at a 
phone listed to a Mr. Chester and the telephone exchange was Watkins to the best of my recollection. I often met this man and Helen, his Secretary at various restaurants in the mid-town area in New York Citye (2) 

"I have not seen this man whose pictured I identified since 
1941 or 1942. ML) 

; "I have read the above three page statement and it is true to ‘the best of my recollectiong I have read and signed page 1 and it is true , to the best of my recollectione I have read and signed Pe2 and it is true to the best of my recollections I now sign pe3 and it is true to the best of my recollections Ke 

- Jef Abraham Brothman 
Mi tneesed 
donald Ee Shannon, Special Agent, F.B.Ie y NY City 
Francis De @'Brien, Special Agent, F.B.oIe NeYe City" 

“ (" 
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Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN will testify that the 
picture exhibited to BROTHMAN and referred to by BROTHMAN in the 
Second paragraph of the foregoing statement as the man who "in 1938 

..OF 1939eeeecame into my office" and who "could get me contracts with 
the Russian Government" was a picture of JACOB GOLOS, () 

Further, these agents will testify that the picture 
exhibited to HROTHMAN, also referred to by ROTHMAN in the foregoing 
statement, was a picture of ELIZABETH T. BENTLEY which picture was 
identified by BROTHMAN as "HELEN", (4} 
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RORERT Ki. KANE, Special Agent 
New Yorle Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation 

- JOH] Re MURPHY, Special Agent 
El Paso Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation 

| Can testify that BROTHMAN, in an interview on June 16, 1950, 
advised that after he was interviewed by Special Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN on May 29, 1947 discussed with GOLD, prior to the time these agents inter~ Viewed GOLD, some points about which the agents questioned him (BROTHMAN). - He will state that FROTHMAN would not be more specific regarding these 
pointse This witness will testify, however, that BROTHMAN flatly denied 
to him that he had instructed GOLD in any way concerning the answers he was to give to the agents, we) 

This witness will also testify that on June 16, 1950 BROTHMAN 
denied meeting GOLD in the manner detailed by GOLD and corroborated by 
ELIZABETH T. BENTLEY. Instead, this witness can testify that BROTHMAN ad- Vised him in this interview that he first met GOLD in 194) after telling 
JACOB GOTOS that he wanted to get in touch with an individual who had 
access to a laboratory or as an alternative wanted GOLOS to obtain a 
laboratory for hime \a} 

This witness can testify further that BROTHMAN told him that an individual telephoned him at the office of the Hendric ufacturing Company, New York City, and introduced himself as FR/ SLER and who later turned out to be HARRY GOLD. (e 

RALPH F. MILLER, Special Agent 
New York Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
THOMAS He ZOELLER, Special Agent 
New York Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Can testify that MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ has been connected with A. Brothnan and Associates since the Fall of 194, first as an employee 
and later as a partners This witness can also testify that MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ first stated to him that she did not know what BROTHMAN was questioned about before the Grand Jury in 1947 since even if she asked him about it she did not receive a specific answer from him, She said BROTHMAN may have stated it was “spy scare stuff. This witness can further testify that MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ told him that she assumed BROTHMAN was questioned about certain allegations then made by ELIZABETH T. BENTLEY. She can give no reason for this eee tore 
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He can also testify that MIRLiM MOSKOWITZ stated to him that 
She did not know how ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and HARRY GOLD came to meet each other 
Bince she did not ask BROTHMAN about this and since he did not volunteer 

* any information on this subject. This witness can be expected to state — 
further that FROTHMAN told her that GOLD'S questioning ‘by the Grand Jury was 
a "rehash" of what FBI Agents had questioned him aboute eK) 

‘Further, this witness will state that with regard to May 29, 
1947 the day on which FROTHMAN and GOLD were questioned by FBI Agents, 
MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ was unable to advise which of the BROTHMN employees were 
in the office and knew that he was being questioned, This witness can 
further testify that when he questioned her regarding her activities on 
that day she was very vague and would answer all questions by saying, "I 
may havet, eM 

Also this witness can state that MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ told him 
that it was her recollection that GOLD did not come to the office that 

. day (May 29, 1947), that she probably went to the laboratory that afters 
noon, that she could not recall telling GOLD anything concerning BROTHMAN 
when she arrived at the laboratory, that she recalls seeing GOLD and the 
agents in a car in front of the laboratory, when she left the Laboratory 
or if she and EROTHMAN returned to the laboratory that night or whether 
they went to dinner together that night or whether she went out for food 
and BROTHMAN and GOLD stayed in the laboratorye je 

LOUIS BENSON, Grand Jury Stenographer 
Ue 5 Court House, Foley Square, New York City 
BENEDICT DE BUFF, Grand Jury Stenographer 
U. 8. Court House, Foley Square, New York City 

These witnesses under a subpoena duces tecun will produce their 
notes and the transcript of the testimony given by BROTHMAN on July 22, 1947 before the Grand Jury in the Southern District of New Yorke (%) 

BARRY GOLD . 
who is in custody of the 
United States Marshal, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Upon issuance of a Writ of Ad Testificandum 

Can testify to the following siged statements of HARRY eee 
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July 11, 1950 
Philadelphia, Pennae 

"I, HARRY GOLD, make the following voluntary statement to 
RICHARD Ee BRENNAN and T. SCOTT MILLER, JR. » Who have identified themselves 
to me as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigations. No 
threats or promoses have been made to me and I know that any statement 
I make can be used against me in a court of law. I have been advised of 
my right of counsel and I know that I do not have to make any statement 
at alle (4 

_ "Sometime in the middle or late August of the year 
19h1, my Soviet in rinoyeia, who has since been identified by 
be ab SEE en0y, told me that he would have an important 
assignment /relating to obtaining information from a "Government 
official’, He did not elaborate on this except that a week or 
So after his first announcement in the middle of August, he told 
me of an arrangement for meeting this mane About a week later he 
told me that the proposed meeting was offe I believe that the 
‘reason that he gave was that there was a Jewish holiday, the Day 
of Atonement, coming ups and that the man in question or his 
immediate family were religiouse He also, at this time, gave me 

. instructions for a later meetings This meeting, I believe, was to _ be in the downtown part of New Yorky somewhere in the neighborhood 
of Dey or Church Streete I appeared for this meeting, but it did 
not take place. There is some little doubt in my mind whether or 
not this or a following meeting, which also did not take place, 
actually occurred in the order that I have given then, but in any 
case to operant : 

"There were three proposed meetings; one which SAM, 
himself, called off, and tw others, one of which may have been 

* called off by 8&:M, and to one of which I definitely went and the 
.man in question did not show upe Now, up to this time, he had not 
been described to me_ by namee There was merely the statement that he was an important “overnment officigly an engineers I believe that the third meeting was near a Child's Restaurant, somenhere in i | 
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“Broadway District, About the third week in September, Sil 
gave me a set of instructions for meeting this man, This 
neeting was to take place between 6th and 7th Avenues, sanewhere 
about 26th or 27th Street. The man in question was to be in - 
4 car, the license number of which had'an 'N! in it as I recall, 
and I have since been told by the Investigating dgents, or rather 
I have been’ shown a memorandum card on which is written, in my 
hendvriting, the license number 2N9088, Also on the memorandun - oath MbY 
card was the fact that I was to ask about this man's wife, nacaegyp eg oT NN) 
and to ask about his baby daughter, and I was to bring greeting 

“ , from 'HELZN', Iwas told, at this time, that the man's name was 
mes ABRAHAMYSROTHMAN, This meeting took place as planned on a Monday 
~~, wight, very late in Septenber. I definitely recall that the 

occasion of this meeting was also the night of the JOE LOUIS~LOU 
NOVé heavyweight fight, BROTHMAN was late for thig meeting by 
about 10 or 15 minutes, and finally came along this street in the 
middle twentics, between 6th and 7th Avenues, in his car, I 
spotted the license number, It was very dark and as is usual in 
the Fur and Gament district, there was no one there at all, I 
opened the door and slipped into the car beside, He seemed a 
iittle startled for a manent; possibly he thought that this was 
someone hostile to hin. I then gave him the greeting and identified 
mysclf as FRANK_KESSLER. Just about this time, the fight came on, 
and we sat in the car and heard it on BROTHMAN'S ear radio through 
out the two or threo rounds that the fight lasted, We then drove 
aroum for a little while, possibly 15 or 20 minutes, during which 
time I tried to appear as genial as possible. BROTHMAN, asked a 
few questions about HELEN and he also inquired about #JOHN,! 

_ BROTHLN told me that HELEN was the person who had preceeded me and was the person to whom he had given information, Ha also told me that JOHN had preceeded HELEN. Our later conversation took 
place in a Bickford Restaurant, that same night, and was an ex- 
cewlingly lengthy one, This Bickford Restaurant, by the way, is located on, I believe, the west side of either 6th or 7th Avenues, about 34th Street, but below 42nd Strecte\ Uy 

“At this time, BROTHMAN told me that he had not gotten along too well with HELEN and I gathered from his conversation that cn -the principal difficulty was the fact that HELEN was not technically trained, He also told me that he worked for the Hendrick Mnufactux ing Company of Carbondale, Pennsylvania and New York City. He also : told me that he had gotten along very well with JOHN, The ere 
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Siay have lasted as long as’ three hours, I believe that it broke up 
scmetime around one o'clock, because I believe that I have a 
recollection of just making a 1:25 or a 1:35 train back to Phila- delphia, BROTHMAN, also, upon the occasion of this first mect- 
ing with him, said that he was glad that I was a chanist because he believed that it would make possible the occasion of him again 
funncling information through me to the Soviet Union. This in- 
formation, I understood, wag to cover the various proceases on 
Which BROTHMAN was doing design work for the Hendrick Manufacturing 
Campany. (e' 

"I have stated the phrase, *on which BROTHMAN was doing design work! because, fran his conversation, I gathered that he was 
in complete charge of all design work at the Hendrick Company. . The rest of the conversation, and as I have Said, this was a quite lengthy one, concerned BROTHLAN himself, There Was a good deal of 
backrround materiel, including the fact that he had won a scholar~ ship, a Harkness scholarship, to Columbia University, at I believe, 
the age of 14, It also included the story that one of his uncles, on, I believe, his mother's side, was supposed to have gotten him 
a scholarship for the City College of New York, but had refused to 
use any influence to do so, Then BROTHMAN related with great pride and satisfaction the fact that in a competitive examination, he had wound up first, and had obtained the coveted Harkness scholarship, 
which not only included tuition to Columbia College, but also in- Cluded maintenance, books, and possibly some additional funds { ul 

"There was same talk about BROTHMAN'S daughter, who was 
then not much more than an infant, This child I discovered to be ELSA. This I believe, covers th ent of the matters discussed 
during my first meeting with LBE THs, 

"2s I have stated before, I told BROTHMAN that I was a chanist and told him that my name was FRONK KESSLER, but I did not, 
toll him where I lived except to indicate that it was not in New 
York City. We made arrangements, or bather, I set the arrangement L for a second meeting, This was to take place in Child's Restaurant | on Columbus Circle, the west side of Columbus Circle, that is, It. was to be approximately 8100 pym., and was to take place, I believe, : on Thursday or Friday of the week following our first meeting, This second meeting took place, but BROTHIMAN was about an hour and a hai? \4 
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®Jate, During this time, I made several calls to his office at the Hendrick Canpany, I knew that they were in the downtow part of New York City, sanewhere around Church Street, \4 

"I neglected to state that on the occasion of the first meeting, BROTHM:N gave me the Phone number of the Hendrick Company, which I believe, was Barclay 9 ~ something, yee] 

"I made two, possibly three calle to BROTIUN at the office, on each of which occasion, he said that he was leaving immediately and would be up to Child's within 20 minutes, Finally, he did arrive, as I have stated, about an hour and a half late, i was a little bit irritated by this time because I did not like the attention which the waiter and waitresses in Child's were paying to me. During this period I consumed several drinks and had a very light snack. When BROTHMAN did arrive, he did not apologize, but I did not make any inquiry concerning the reason why he was late, I had been told by Si to go very easy with this man and not to antagonize him, as others in the past had gotten into quite violent arguments with hin on the subject of hig tardiness, \a\ 

"I had reported the results of my September meeting with iBE to Sil, and I had been instructad that on the occasion of the second meeting, that I was to give BROTHMN a list, verbal I believe, of various subjects in which the Soviets were interested, I cannot recall any of the details of this list, but in addition to this there was the matter of cleaning up a good deal of the naterial which he had previously given to HELEN, but ina very _ fragmentary form. I told BROTHIAN about this matter, but he did not seem too receptive; he hardly even nodded agreenent, The principal subject matter of the second conversation had to do with his difficulties in working for Hendrick and also paradoxically, again how glad he was to know me so that he could again begin giving information, He did pranise that on the occasion of the third meeting that he would have information for me, What this information was to be, I cannot now recall, This, I believe covers the subject matter of my second meeting with ABE BROTHHAN, a) 

"There is one thing that I have on my mind relative to | o the first conversation with BROTHMAN in Septanber, and that was the , fact that I told BROTHMAN that the power of the German Army now sweeping, at that time, through Russia was not to be eee 
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“that here was probably the greatest offensive force that the 
world ever had seen. I mention this point because I wanted to 
point up to ABE the necessity for obtaining information for the 
Seviet Union, particularly information of military value. ABE 
agreed with me as far as the striking power of the Geman &my 
went, and said that he was glad to see that here was someone 
who did not brag as did the Daily Worker of the victories of 
the Soviet forces, when actually they were being driven back on 
all fronts. In connection with this statenent, there also occurs 
to me the fact whieh I have previously not mentioned, and that is 
that BROTHLUN often used to ask me for the true story or tinside 
dope! on what was really happening on the Russian-German front, 
He evidently believed, and I let him go on thinking so, that I 
had sources higher up of inside information. To continue for a 
monent on this subject of inside information, I had been told by 
Sai that under all circumstances I was to be in charge of any 
activity with BROTHKAN, and that I was to pretend to know the 
answer no matter what question BROTHMAN asked me or whatever 
subject BROTHMLN brought up, This was the reason that I permitted 
BROTHKAN to think thet I had known both JOHN and HELEN, when he 

a first asked me about them on the occasion of our first meeting. “) 

"Our third meeting took place about a week or ten days ~- 
. after the second meeting, and occurred near Dey and Church Streets, New York City. I believe that I was waiting in front of a closed cafeteria on Dey Street, on the southeast corner, but a little 
further along on Dey Street, I had great difficulty in making 
this meeting since it was set for about 7230, but I did get there from Philadelphia on time. BROTHEAN did not show up, and did not 
show up for fully two hours, When he did cane down, it was close to 10:00 ofclock, and he did not have any information with him, When I asked him about this, he said that he had been tied up in the office and there were still people there, so he could not bring it down to me, but he pranised definitely that he would have this information on the occasion of our next meeting. I cannot recall 
the occasion of our fourth mecting, that is, the exact place, I 
do not believe that it was the same corner where I had met him the third time because I had waited there Bo long that it was against all my principles, and the things that I had been taught by SAM and the preceding Soviet agents as a means of procedure, but I met hin sSanewhere in that area, It-is possible that 4t was a little to the west on Dey Street, that is, the first street over from Church \e 
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“Street. He did have material for me that time, but this turned 
out to be a single blueprint; I have since identified this blue~ 
printe It concerned a piece of mixing equipment, Hither that 
evening or a few days subsequent, I turned this material over to 
SAM, and on the occasion of my next meeting with SAM, received a 
verbal dressing down because of the fact that the material was 
fragnentary in nature, and was totally valueless, without a description of the process to which it pertained. \Z4| 

"On the occasion of, I would say sanewhere between the 
fifth and the seventh meetings with BROTHMAN, I again received 
material which I believe I have since identified as a thousand 
gallon water cooled resin kettle, manufactured for the Synvar 
Conpany of Wilmington, Delaware, On this occasion, I took the 
precaution of first inspecting the material and determined that as 
it atood, it was completely valueless, and as a matter of fact ’ 
there was the possibility that even had a full description of 
the process been given pertaining to this particuler resin, it 
wowld have been material which could have been obtained from any 
textbook on chanical engineering. Therefore, I did not turn this 
material over, but kept it in my hane. I did tell SAM, ‘however, of the nature of the information that BROTHMAN had tried to give me, end SAM continued to hammer away at me that I must get him to conform to our regular rvles of procedure, (44 ah a 

. bes ih a”, 
: fae EN "It, should be noted in this connection that the previous °” person, ALFRED{SLACK, with whom I had dealt from the fal]. of 1940 on, and whom I ‘was even now seeing, was of an entirely. different 

nature as far as punctuality, value of the material which he gave ° me, and the completeness of the information supplied. As a result, I was more or less at a complete loss for ways of how to handle BROTHMAN., Also, in this period, which is early December, there was One, and possibly two meetings during which BROTHMAN did not show Up at all, and during which calis to the office elicited information that he was either out of town or was unavailable, Ithink that On one occasion I definitely heard BROTHMAN'S voice in the background, (24 
"I would like to state now that these calls ware in the ~ evening somewhere, I would say between 7130 and 10:00 or even 10:30 o'clock. \ 
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“BROTHMAN once told me that I could call at any time up to 11:00 or 12:00, person who usually answered the phone at Hendrick's was AR WEBER. Here again, I would like to add : sanething that I had anitted and which took place on the occasion "| of the first, but most Likely the second meeting, that is, the one at Child's Restaurant, (a 

“At this time, under instructions from SAM, I told ABE that to facilitate matters, I could arrange to have any information that he gave me photo-copied in a matter of a couple of hours and ¢ven should the need arise, within a matter of an hour or so, and would then return it to him, He told me that he was very pleased at this because in the past, he had often had to have his wife, NAOMI, type the material for hime In this last connection, I would like to emphasize that on later experiences with BROTHMAN, I found out that NAGMI BROTHMAN did a good deal of ABE'S work, and by this I mean, his legitimate work for the Hendrick Company at home, This: included the typing of reports and the proofreading of reports 4) 

"In the middle of December, I would say about the second week, on being urged by SAM, I finally told BROTHMAN that this whole matter of his handing over fragmentary information and of not keeping appointments would have to come to an end. He was extranely irritated by this and told me that while he realized that I was being prompted to do this by the Soviets, that they were a bunch of fools, and they did not realize how much valuable information he had al~ ready given then, and they also did not realize to what extent he — was being pressed to complete work at the Hendrick Canpany. He was extrenely vehanent about this and I was somewhat taken back, In connection with this valuable information he mentioned that he had previously handed over, I believe to JOHN, a drawing of a turbine type of engine for aircraft, and also information on one of the earliest jeep models which had been designed by him for the Hendrick Company, and by the Hendrick Canpeny in turn, for the U, 8, Government, At the end of this time, or this tirade, he cooled down somewhat and finally Said, ‘Well, if 4t is information mm complete processes that is wanted, I have something that I an certain you people will want, Right now in the office there is the complete design of a powder 
- I believe he gave the location as being in the South, possibly Chatanooga. I may be mistaken as to the name of the powder company and the name of the tow, but it is something similar to Atlas, It Was a name which I had recognized because of familiarity with the chemical field and the location was definitely somewhere in the South, 4 
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"I told Ss about this and he was greatly overjoyed. I had 
made a definite arrangenent with BROTHMAN to meet on the night 
of, I believe, Monday or Tuesday, possibly Monday, the 22nd of 
Decanber, 1941. This meeting was to take place at 50th Street 
and Lexington Avenue, on the northwest corner, right where the 
subway exit is. This is diagonally across the street from one 
of the Loew's Theatres and is near two restaurantse The one is 
a Biekord restaurant and the next one is a cafeteria called the 
Park Lane which also has a bar as part of the setup. Next to the 
Perk Lane is a Trenslux Theatre, (we) 

"The meeting with BROTHMAN was to take place at, I 
believe, 10:00 o'clock, I waited until at least 10:25 because I 
had made splitesecond arrangements for meeting SAM at another 
place. This place was to be the Washington Square Express Stop 
of the 8th Avenue or Independent subway system, and was to be 
on the platform, on the express platform of the system, It was © 
a wet, cold drizzly night, and as I have stated I waited until 
the last minute, Then, not trusting connections, and with no 
sign of BROTHMAN, I took a cab, However, the cab driver got 
lost dowm in the Greemvich Village area and when we finally did 
get to the Washington Square stop, it was well beyond the time when 
I was supposed to meet SAM. I raced downstairs to the platform 
just in time to see an express pulling out for the uptown district, 
There I got a glimpse of a man whan I am sure was SAM, and I believe 
he turned his head and recognized me, I waited in great indecision 
umtil the next express came along and then decided to take it. I 
got off at the 14th Street stop, and there, surely enough,. was 
SiM. By this time, I was treanbling both from enotional and 
physical exhaustion. I met SAM and he said 'Nothing doing?! and 
I said, 'No.'! Iwas going to launch into an excuse when he said 
‘Never mind,’ but in a very kind manner, We then went upstairs 
where he asked me to wait on the corner of 14th Street, possibly 
it was 16th, where he left me, I knew what he had left for, because 
he had made arrangements to have a second person and possibly even 
a third waiting to take the material away from him as quickly as 
possible, I believe also that my understanding with BROTHMAN 
was to have the material returned; that it was to be copied and 
returned that same night, BROTHMAN had told me that it was very 
bulky and we had anticipated that possibly it would take three or 
four hours actually to copy ite I had understood from BROTHMAN (2% 
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"that this was the complete design of the plant; every last 
detail, including that of the building itself, SAM returned 
shortly and he took me to the Ferris Wheel Bar which is located 
downstairs in the cellar of what was at that time knom as the 
Henry Hudson Hotel. This is on 57th Street and Ninth Avenue,’ 
and this was the first occasion that I recall our going there, 
though we did so} SAM and I, on many subsequent occasions, We 
had several drinks, which I needed badly, and a sandwich because 
I had left work late and had gotten nothing to eat on the ways 
SéM, in general, was very conciliatory and I was relieved that I 
had managed to at least get in touch with him so that no more 
than one person was kept waiting. el 

"My next meeting with BROTHMAN took place after 
Christmas, and at this time, I do not recall what excuse, if 
any, he gave me for not giving me the information on the 4tlas 
Powder Company or for not keeping his meeting. I believe that 
it may have been that he was out in the middlewest, in Akron, 
Ohio, and at this time he told me that he was in possession of 
complete information on the manufacture of Buna-S a synthetic 
rubber, He also told me that not only was he in possessim of 
complete information, but that he had the complete design material 
and he told me that he would have this material ready for me on 
the first of January 1942. When I told SaM about this, he was 
highly elated because, I believe that one of the things on the 
list which I had given BROTHMAN verbally, on the occasion of, I 
believe, our second meeting, was Buna-S, SAM and I made arrange~ 
ments to meet on the afternoon, early in the afternoon, of New 
Year's Day, 1942, I came to Dey and Church Streets on the morning’ 
of New Year's Day, and again I waited, possibly an hour and a half, 
or two hours, for ABE, and when he finally did come dow from the 
Hendrick's offices, he had nothing with him, but he did tell me 
that he had been up working all night on Buna-S, and that some 
errors in the calculations which other people in the offices had 
made, had cane to his attention, and as a result, because he 
wanted the inform:tion to be very complete and correct, he was 
unable to heve the information for mee I remanber this occasion 
very Clearly and distinctly, because it was a cold morning and T : waited outside the Exchange Bar, which unfortunately was closed, - on New Year's morning. \v] 
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"When BROTHMAN finally did come down, he drove me to 
the area around the Penn Station, Again I recall this incident 
distinctly because he and I went up the West River Drive. At - 
this tine, clso, he promised that within a short time, that is, 
a matter of a week or so, he would have this information for me 3 
that is, the complete design and process for making Buna~-S 
synthetic rubber, During the pariod from the first of Jamary 
until late in March 1942, my clearest recollection is that of one 
long series of meetings with ABE, most of which actually did not 
take place since either I was told that he was not at the office 
and was told that he was at home or I was told that he was out of 
town or some other excuse was given. On several occasions, I did 

_ gee hin, but again he had some excuse why he didn't have the 
material or why it was not ready; it always seemed to be practically 
canplete, but never quite ready, I recall distinctly thet in late 
February of 1942, in the course of only one week, I went four - 
times to New York City, and on only one occasion did I see BE, 
and this was the occasion of my fourth trip.(t] 

"This was during that week, on a Friday evening. On 
each of these occasions, because I was supposed to have the 
complete Buna-S story, I met with SAM and I believe also that on 
each occasion SAM had one, and possibly two confederates waiting 
so that he could turn the information over to than, Finally, on 
this Friday in February, when I again showed up enpty handed, I 
told S&M in great desperation that BROTHMAN had pronised to have 
the material for me on Saturday, the following day, I believe that 
I an wrong, it was to be Sunday. I told this to SAM and told him in a very convincing manner because I, myself, was convinced of the 
fact that this was certainly the time that I was going to have the Buna-S information, At this, Sil became greatly enraged and while I do not recall the exact words of the conversation, I believe that what I am now going to say is practically werpaerat te 

"He said, "Look here you fool, this scountrel will not have the information on Sunday, He won't have it next Sunday or the Sunday after that. I bet you that it will be a month or two months before you will get its; then I doubt that it will be complete, He doesn't have it complete now; he doesn't have half of it com plete; maybe it isn't even started on re) 
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"When Istill protested that I would like to come on 
Sunday even though I would not meet him, then he said, ‘That's 
just the point. Do you think I like to keep you coming up here ~ 
every single night in the week, practically looking like a ghost, 
Why, you look worse than a ghost, you look like a sick ghost, 
You look like the devil,! uw) 

“Then he became so enraged, actually not at me but at 
BROTHMAN, that he wags almost beside himself and actually stopped 
talking from the force of his anger. After he cooled down, he 
Said, ‘Look, we are going to have a couple of double Scotches, and 
you are gcing to have something to eat. We will sit there and we 
Will talk of music and we will talk of opera, and we will not talk 
of that Se---—-- BROTHHAN, You will go home and rest up. What in 
the world does your mother think of you? Do you realize the danger 
in such a procedure? What do the people you work with think of your (24 

"Sane of the meetings which were to have taken place 
with SAM actually did not take place until the early hours of the 
mornings Some of then took place still in the evening, but on 
many occasions, SAM was unable to return until the early hours 
because of a previous commitment or arrangenent with a confederate, and as a result, I was actually extremely weary and exhausted 3 not only mentally, but physically. Xe 

"The next event that occurred waa that I told BROTHMAN 
that I was extranely weary and that these meetings which had not taken place, had taken a great deal out of me, and would it not be possible for him to arrange it so that I could help him for a week~ end or an extended period in which we could finish off this matter of the Buna=S, BROTHMAN agreed to this and during, I believe, the first week in March, we made an arrangement to go up somewhere into the country in New York State, We were to drive up there and BROTHMAN was to take all of the necessary data with him and we were to put the Buna-S report in its final form, BROTHMAN said that it was 60 near complete, that actually we would not have to take much time to work, that we could relax a4 bite We could play some hand- ball or something of that nature, My principal concern was the Buna-5S, not the idea of playing handball, \ 
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®BROTHMAN did meet me, again about an hour late. I 
recall the place very clearly, I was waiting on the corner of - 
the Horn and Hardart's Cafeteria on 8th Avenue, and 33rd Stroet, 
on the northwest corner, I believe we were to go fran there to 
either the Lincoln Tunnel or the Hudson Tumel; I believe the 
lincoln Tunnel, actually. BROTHMAN did show up finally, as I have 
said, one hour late, and told me again that a previous engagenent 
had made it impossible for him to keep the weekend agreement, 
Frankly, by this time, I was sanewhat relieved and was gjad to get 
home. When I did tell SAM about this, he said 'Look, the next 
time that you meet him, tell him to set a time, we don't care 
what timc, but in the near future, within two weeks, during which 
he must absolutely finish the Buna-5S.!' Now,! he said, 'do not 
threaten him; just set this time, If he does not ccmplete it 
within the time that we have specified, we will drop him; that is 
all, ‘@) 

"I did make an arrangement with BROTHMAN and one that 
was finally successful, It will be recalled that at this time, I 
had cane up for the drafts. On instructions from Sai, I did not tell 
ABE that I was being drafted, but said instead, that I was going 
to be transferred by my firm to California, and I told him that I 
was very anxious to finish up the Buna-S and that BROTHMAN said 
that it was practically complete, I made arrangenents with BROTH- 
MAN whereby during, I believe, the last week in March, I came to New 
York, and we spent the entire night together from about 83:00 or 
9200 ofclock up until 6:00 or 63:30 of the following morning. This 
was during the middle of the week, possibly on a Thursday of the 
dast week in Merch, during which time BROTHMAN and I canpleted the 
Buna-S report, This was completed in two rooms which I had 
rented, or engaged, at the Hotel New Yorker. I cannot recall what 
name I used; it amy very well have been FRANK KESSLER, There is 
sone possibility that I used the name HARRY GOID, and also some 

_ possibility that I may have used the name MARTIN, either as a first 
or second name. I rather think, however, that it was the name 
FRANK KESSLER that I used. I am also not too certain whether it 
was one or two rooms, In any event, we stayed up all night. My 
part in the completion of the report was nominals I was merely 
another pair of hands while BROTHMAN did a great deal of annotating 
and typing. BROTHMAN Brought a portable typewriter and a whole - 
suitcase full, of date. . The report was not quite complete at 6330, Re) 
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“but we were exhausted, and we went to bed, and about 9:00 or 
10300 o'clock, BROTHMAN went into work at the Hendrick Campany. 
This was a rainy day; I recall very well going out for something 
to eat and getting drenched, BROTHMAN returned about 6:00 or 
6:30 in the evening and we completed the assenbling of the Buna-S 
repat, Also with this report, which included possibly 200 type- 
written pages, possibly more, were a great mass of blueprints. 
These blueprints covered not only the outline or the flav sheet 
of the process, but many details of construétion of the various 
units, especially the very important one of the polymerization, 
where the Buna~S latex or the Styrene-Butadiene polymer is formed. 
It is likely that the blueprints were not complete ag far as the 
final details went, but I do know that included in this were many 
of the units completely designed and also the design of the actual 
plant or building housing the equipment, I believe that the plant 
was actually designed for the B. Fe Goodrich Campany, though there 
is some possibility that it was designed for the United States 
Rubber Canpany, in Naugatuck, Connecticut, I would also like to. 
state here very definitely that the information given in the 
written section in the 200 or 300 typewritten pages was as complete 
as it was possible to be, This information I turned over to SAM 
at about 7:00 or 7:15 that evening. The occasion of the transfer 
was on Sixth Avenue and 23rd Street. It was in front of a Horn 
and Hardart's, a very large one, which is to the best of my memory, 
on 23rd Street, very near éth Avenue, though it may be 14th Street, © 
near 6th Avenue, This is a very large Horn and Hardartts Restaurant, 
and is, I believe, principally an automat, I wish to emphasize 
here that both the blueprints given to me by BROTHMAN, and I would 
say that these were possibly some 15 in number, and the report 
itself, some 200 or 300 typewritten pages, which were very closely 
typewritten and were not double spaced, were included in the material 
which I turned over to SAM on this rainy evening in very late March 
of 1942. I would like to add here that: during the period from the 
first of January 1942, wntil late March, BROTHMAN did, at various 
times, give me information relating to Buna-S, This consisted of 
quite an amount of material both in bulk and in content. It included 
a flow sheet for the manufacture of Buna-S with the nane Dewey and - 
Almy Canpany of Cambridge, Massachusetts, This is dated, I believe, 
in early 1941. There was also a recovery system for the two 
principal materials needed in making Buna-S, that is, Butadiene and (Ze) 
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- “tyrone; 3 & layout of the equipment, that iy the outline of 
just where the particular units were to be located in the 
actual plant. There was also a considerable mass of written 
material, including a 30 or 40 page outline of the Buna-S 
Polymerization process, This material was in BROTHMAN'S om 
distinctive and rather small haniwriting. None of this material 
was ever turned over to SAM, nor did I ever make any effort to 
do so, because of SAM'S insistence on a complete process or 
nothing at all. I did not refuse this material when BROTHMAN 
gave it to me because I did not wish to offend hin, and also 
because one of the reagons that he may have given it to me was 

. for later use when we finally wrote the report. I believe there 
was also during this time, an agreement among us that before the 
Yinal report was submitted, that we would go over it together, 
Possibly, this agreement did not exist initially when I was 
extrenely optimistic about obtaining the whole story, but it did 
exist during March. All of the above material that I have mentioned 
both blueprints and the written material, have been found in ny 
home, and I have since identified this material to agents MOLLE : 
and BRENNAN of the Federal Bureau of ERRNO ZA7) 

"Sometime after this, and subsequent to the 20th of 
April, 1942, I was told by SAM to make certain to congratulate 
and praise BROTHMAN because of the information he had turned over, 
and to tell him that it had been received in the Soviet Union and 
had been hailed as a remarkable, extremely valuable piece of work, 
and that the word was that it was so complete, the information, that 
is, that the Soviets were immediately beginning to set up a plant 
for the manufacture of Buna-S, (U4) 

"i. believe that I may have had one more meeting with 
BROTHMAN, or Sat least a telephone conversation with hin, subsequent 
to the matter of completing the Buna-S work in late March This 
eccurred probably very early in April, and at this time, I told hin 
that I was definitely going to the West Coast and that I would say 
‘goodby, I aiso told him that someone would take my place, Actually, 
the someone that I had in mind was a man by the ome of THOMAS L, 
2 » This matter I discussed with BLACK on a train from Phila- 

elphia to New York, At this time, I was certain that I would go 
into the service, Iwas in excellent shape physically ard ny family 
doctor who was formerly on the examining staff of physicians at one () 
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"of the draft boards has assured me that even my hypertension 
vas not sufficiently great to bar my being taken in, It will be 
recalled that at this time, the bottom of the barrel was literally 
being scraped, It was upon this occasion, the train trip to New 
York, and also the occasion of my last meeting with Ai before going 

_ up for my physical examination for the draft, that Idiscussed this 
matter with BLACK. I told BLACK that I had not yet mentioned the 
matter to SAM or to my Soviet contact, At this time, I do not think 
that I realized that SAM also knew BLACK, but I at least had in mind 
recanmending to SAM that BLACK be appointed to follow me with BROTHMAN. 
I told BLACK that BROTHMAN was an extremely able and capable man, 
In fact, actually, he was very brilliant, but that the matter of 
personality or personalities entered a great deal into dealing with 

e J told him that he should not make the mistke that I had 
made of becoming too friendly with BROTHMAN. I not only identified - 
BROTHMAN to BLACK, but I gave him his canplete name, where he worked, 
the telephone number, where he lived, the telephone number there, 
and a good deal of additional data concerning his child ELSA and his 
wife. Ido not recall whether the second child, ANITA, had yet been 
born at this time. I told BLACK that he would have to take the 
initiative and to act in a very stern, but fair manner, but above 
all, to keep BROTHMAN in line to try to insist that BROTHMAN meet 
hin at a specified place and time, nor near the Hendrick Campany in 
the downtown district, but as a matter of discipline to make it a 
good distance away and also, should BROTHMAN be late, not to wait for him, but to call him on a subseghent occasion and literally 
‘rip him upe' BLACK agreed to this and said that if it could be worked for him to meet ABE, he believed that he could handle BROTHMAN quite well, I said goodby to S4M and then went up for my draft 
examination, where to my surprise, I was definitely and finally classified 4-F, due to my hypertension, TI had had an alternate 
meeting with SAM in case I should not be called for the draft, or more likely, in case there should be a brie? time, say a week or seven days' postponement of any actual induction, At this tine, 
Sili told me to again resume contact with BROTHMAN and emphasized 
that we must continue to get more information on Buna-S, This seaned to be all that SAM was interested in, I thereupon called BROTHMAN and told him that I was no longer going to be transferred to California, but would see him again, and on the occasion of this subsequent meeting, which again, I believe, was in the damtom part of New York, around Church Street, BROTHMAN told me that he was having great difficulty at the Hendrick Company. The next two or three echeduled meetings with BROTHMAN did not take place, This brings us wall into May, or possibly early June. On all of these occasions, (Y 
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“hen I called the office, not only was he not there, but 
. WFPER also was not there, and on one occasion,’ I was given 

another number to calle On one other occasion, I called his 
wife, NAGI, and shesiid that ABE was working late and when I 
Suid that he was not in the office, she said that he was in his 
‘other office.' This other office I subsequently discovered to 
be that of TCOUNYRNE, amd is in the Graybar Building, New 
York City, I finelly did meet BROTHMAN at a place that he re~ 
quested which was in the Grand Central Station in one of the 
many small drug stores or luncheonettes, He told me thet he was 
considering leaving the Hendrick Canpany because of the bad way in 
which they had used hane{ 2) 

"His story was that Hendrick had given a raise to every~ 
one in the organization as a result of obtaining the Buna-S con-= 
treet, but that he and WEBER had conspicuously been left out, He 
said that the reason for this was that he had insisted on giving: 
the Rubber Reserve Commission in Washington, on the occasion of a 
conference in &pril, complcte process information on the Hendrick - 
Buna-5 process. I should like to state that according to BROTHMAN, 
the original process data on Buna-S came from, most likely, the 
Standard Oi1 Company of New Jersey, or the United States Rubber 
Company, The story that BROTHMAN gave me on a subsequent meeting 
conflicted somewhat with the first story; that is, of his desire to 
leave Hendrick because of the Buna=S information which he had in- 
sisted be made available to all of the firms participating in the 
rubber research plan. This concerned principally the fact that 
he had not been granted a raise, that is, both he and WEBER. He 
then told me of this man, HENRY GOUIYNNE, who about a year previous, 
had some work done for him by BROTHMAN, that is, in BROTHMAN!’S 
capacity of design engineer for the Hendrick Canpany, and who had 
becone greatly impressed at BROTHMAN'S ability and who had now made 
BROTHMAN an offer to go into partnership with him. 

*BROTHWAN also stated that he had insisted that if he were 
to go along that ART ‘EBER go with him, and GODTYNNE had agreed to 

| «this, \ea 

__ “There followed at least two other meetings which did 
not teke place during this time. I had reported to SAM the fact 
that BROTHMAN was considering leaving the Hendrick Canpany, and SAM 
grew very anxious about this whole business, He kept impressing on 
me the fact that under no circumstances was I to permit BROTHMAN to (4 
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Wleave Hendrick, that I must keep him working there, as we 
were extremely anxious to obtain all possible further develop= 

- ments on Buna-S, and that this was to be BROTHMAN'S task, TIT 
told BROTHMAN about this and he just laughed and said that the 
Bune=S was complcte; that what sort of information was there 
to be handed over? He had designed the plant and the plant 
hid just ticked off like clock work and now that it was done, 
he wes going on to much greater things. He also told me a third 
conflicting story. This was to the effect that he had already 
agreed to leave, or told Hendrick that he was leaving them and 
going with GOLYYNEE, and that Hendrick had then offered to give 
him a substantial raise beyond that which anyone else had 
received, and WEBER as well, and that it had merely been dropped 
on his desk by one of the officials of the company and that 
BROTHMLN had, in front of that man, picked it up, crumpled it 
into a roll and dropped it into a waste basket, He later told 
me that Hendrick had closed the files to him, and did not at 
this time mention anything about the proposed offer of the raise, 
It was not so much the actual incidents, themselves, as the manner 
in which they were told that makes me state that they were con- 
flicting stories, In any event, I recall clearly in June, possibly 
date June, meting with BROTHMAN near the Hendrick Company very 
late in the evening about 10:00 o'clock, and taking a long walk 
up and down Sixth svenue, starting with Church Street, During 
this time, BROTHWMAN explained to me of his grand hopes for the 
future and was very enthusiastic about the various plants he was 
going to build while he worked for the Chamrgy Design Corporation, 
Which was GOIIYNNE'S company. He did, however, offer to consider 
the possibility of still working for Hendrick and told me that he 
was going to make an arrangement with Hendrick whereby he would be 
a consultant for them on a part time besis, It is my belief now that 
no such arrangenent was ever concluded and that in fact, Hendrick 
had barred the office to him, This, to a certain extent, satisfied 
me but when I told SAM about it, he was wild and finally said, 'Well 
let's see what happens,' He said, 'Tell him while he is at Chenurgy, to try and concentrate on getting Buna-5 contracts, if he cane! | Apparently, the one thing that SAM thought about was the Buna-S.{%] 

ss "ibout this time, BROTHMAN started to tell me, and the time was actually about the time that he was leaving Chemurgy, of © 
the design of certain pieces of mixing equipment. This had come (te 
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"about as a result of some statements that BROTHMAN had made 
in his Buna=S report, regarding micing and which had aroused the 
interest of some engineers in the Soviet Union, so much so that 
a request had come fron them, asking for further information, 
and this request in turn was relayed to me by SAM. This is not 
a matter of a conclusion that I have pieced together, but is 
the result of a clear bit of memory or recollection on my part 
as to an actual incident that cccurred during this period of May 
or June 1942, and during a conversation with Sal. I might add ~- 
here that S&M had told me that on the very day or the very night, 
rather, that I had turned over the informtion on Buna=S, this 
rainy evening in March, that that very evening the material had 
been sent on its way to the Soviet veel 

"I would like to note here that the Buna~S information 
supplied by BROTHMAN concerned a continuous process as opposed to 
a batch process, This meant that smaller amounts of material were 
handled at any one particular moment, but that in spite of the . 
decreased size of the equipment the actual output per 24 hours was 
tremendously increased, and there was also a terrific saving in the 
materials of construction of the aE and in the manpower re~ 
quired to operate the plant. () 

“I would like to add one point here, that while BROTHMAN 
had succeeded in convincing me that he would still be doing work for 
Hendrick, when I told SAM about this, SAM insisted that it was just 
@ dodge on BROTHMAN'S part, at this time, as I have stated before, 
came the request from SAM for information on the mixing equipment. 
Again there resulted a long period of meetings, in which no in- 
formation was turned over or the information was extranely fragmentary, 
or meetings which did not occur at all in which I showed up but 
BROTHMAN did not, and arrangements with Sal for the transfer of 
the information should I get it. Imet SAM but did not have the 
information, of course, and finally, in the late fall of 1942, I 
would say about October, and possibly November of 1942, BROTHMAN 
turned over to me an exceedingly weighty book which was actually a 
large black notebook with rings some two or three inches in diameter 
and which contained a very complete exposition of BROTHMAN'S work 
on mixing, This included, again, about 300 typewritten pages, some 
50 to 100 nomographs to be used in the various calculations involval (uJ 
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®in designing mixing equipment, and a great mass of reprints of 

articles which BROTHMAN had written on mixing, These were mostly 

fron ke GraveHill Publications, such as 'Chemical and Metalurgical 

Rngineering', 'Process Engineering,' and 'Food Ingineering.' These 

three are separate journals. There was also a large mass of material 

consisting of advertising brochures of a technical nature, but which 

contained much valuable deta, It all presented a very complete 

story on the subject of mixcing, possibly the most fundamental unit 

operation in chemical engineering, since all chemical engineering 

processes involve at some stage or other the bringing together of 

two materinls in ag intimate a contact as possible so that as 

complete a reaction as possible may take place and without the 

production ef any undesirable by-products. (%) 

tI would like to state here that it was in general, SAM'S 

ané not only SéM{S, but the policy of all of the Soviets that I have 

known, never to accept an individual's work on its own merits, What 

they were interested in, and this will be repeated again and again, 

was industrial and technical information of such a nature thet it 

was already in use in a plant or was designed for use in a plant which 

wags being erected, and they often emphasized to me, SaM and the others, 

that they would much rather be satisfied with something which was 

slightly out of date but which worked, and was now working, as 
opposed to something which contained many advances or improvenents, 

but which was still in the theoretical or experimental stata, The 

reason for the acceptence of BROTHMAN'S material on mixing was that 

it obviously bore the stamp of having been completec for the use of 

various industries and ‘okemical plants in the United States. dW) 

faecin, I would like to anphasize or rather to bring up 

this point that cll that BROTHMAN ever sulmitted to me was always ~ 

material which he would have had to complete for his, at that time, 
legitimate enployer. It was then, because of the fact that the in- 
formation was intended for use in the United States and had been 

accepted by many authorities as being valuable, that S4N was so 
interested in the mixing data, and there was always the fact that a 
direct request had come from the Soviet Union for this material, I 
turned this material on mixing over to SSM, in I recall, the Ferris 
Wheel Bar, I recall this incident very clearly. It was a rather 
cold evening in the late fall or possibly early winter, but I believe 
that it was late fall ag it was not yet December, The latest that — 
it was was December, and I recall having this bulky package which 

. wes song five inches in thickness, by about 18 inches in length, mee 
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"about 14 inches in width, eotaining this mixing equipment 
data, and I recall having set it on a seat next to me. We were 
not at the bar; we never sat at the bar, but at one of the small - 
tables, and I had laid it on one of the empty chairs at our table, 
and had put a newspaper on top of it in an unsuccessful effort in 
a partial concealment. S4)i took the material with him, when I 
left, and with the newspaper on the outside, he carried it under 
his am and the material next to hig body, This was on the same 
might that I received the material from BROTHMAN, When I received 
the material from BROTHMAN, it was all in this large looseleaf 
notebook, and I subsequently purchased sone wrapping paper at a 
stationery store. This stationery store was and may still be on 
42nd Street, on the south side, just east of Lexington Avenue, and 
between Lexington and Third Avenue. It is possible that the two 
proprietors of this little store may recall my face. %) 

"In connection with the fragments of information relat- 
ing to the mixing equipment which BROTHMAN gave me between July and 
October or Novenber, when the completed report was handed in, I | 
would like to state that I kept all, or possibly almost all, of this 
material in my hame, and that this has since been found in my hame 
and has been identified by me to Agents MILLER and BRENNAN of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, This material consists of hand~ 
written sections in my handwriting relating to the theory of mixinge 
There are sane 40 or 50 pages totals handwritten sections in BROTH 
MAN'S handwriting relating to the theory of mixing, these are some 
possibly 25 or 30 pages; and a variety of typewritten material also 
relating to mixing equipment. \%) 

"There were also some elementary sketches, principally 
dravm by BROTHMAN, and in the body of the report, the theory relating 
to mixing. None of this material was ever turned over to SAM be~ 
cause of the previously explained reluctance on my part to ever 
again give SAM a fragment from BROTHMAN, (a) 

"Again, I would like to mention here that 8AM told me that 
the material was just in time to be carried to the Soviet Union, 

-The exact means of transportation, I do not know; whether it was by 
. boat.or partly by plane, or just who was to carry it, but I do know 
this, that on occasions, when BROTHMAN had promised information be~ ; ginning with the time that I met him in late 1941, and up until the 7 tine that I finally eubmitted the mixing equipment data, I was adrined| x4/ 
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“at various times, by SaM, that if the work could be completed 
by a certain date and hour, that it would be possible for it 
to 'make the next boat,' (1 

: "SAK told me on the occasion of a subsequent meeting 
that the information on mixing equipment was very good indeed, that 
he had personally inspected a good deal of it, though not all, 
since that would have taken too longy I believe that possibly 
here I have confirmation of the faat that Sai! was, by training, a 
mechanical engineer, He may also have told me that the information 
had been well received in the Soviet Union, but certainly he did 
mention, on the occasion of the next event which concerned a meete 
ing bettreen Sai, BROTHMAN and myself, and which took place in either 
late November or early December of 1942, though there is some 
possibility that it may have been early January of 1943, that it 
had been well received, This meeting was a pre~arranged one and 
took place in the Lincoln Hotel on &th Avenue, above 42nd Street 
in New York City, I engaged a suite of rooms, actually only two, 
for this occasion, I cannot recall the name which I used but I 
believe again that it was FRANK KESSLER. I do not believe that 
with Six there I would have used ny. own, | There is again the 
possibility that I may have used the hameZt Ii, but again, I don't believe that I did so beeause SAN Imew that I was meeting 
SLACK under the name of MARTIN. The purpose of this meeting had 
been carefully discussed with Sav before I suggested it to BROTEMAN, 
and was essentielly to be in the nature of a pep talk for BROTHMAN given by SA. I was to represent SAK as a visiting Soviet dignitary and possibly there may have been some hint thet he was a military visitor, or certainly at least a technical man. The whole idea of the meeting was to 'butter up' BROTHEAN so that he would work on processes in which we were in erested, and might even obtain work with a firm or firms in say, the field of synthetic rubber, or possibly some other field in which he might have worked where the information would have been of interest to the Soviet Union. BROTH MAN readily agreed to this meeting and it took place as I have described, most likely in late November or possibly early Decender, with a still further possibility of early January of 1943./ 2% } 

"I had previously told BROT that’ great interest had been shown in the Soviet Union on acco of the two magnificent pioces of work that he had done in connection with BunaeS and with “the mixing equipment, and that as a result, a Soviet dignitary had. - been sent here with the special purpose of meeting BROTHMAN and (2 
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“conversing with the man who had done such fine work. I stated 
that this man was here’‘in connection with some other ostensible 
and legitimate reasons and that he was a very high official 
indeed, but that the main purpose of his coming was to see BROTH- 
HAN and converse with hime To this, BROTHMAN readily agreed. 
The meeting took place as plamed with one exception. I tried 
first to engage a room in the Hotel New Yorker and was unsuccessful 
and finally managed to get one at the Lincoln. I then met SAM at 
$he New Yorker and told him that I had engaged rooms at the Lincoln 
and he then told me to get in touch with BROTHMAN, I did so and 
called BROTHMAN at his office and told him to mect me in the lobby 
of the Lincoln Hotel. BROTHMAN did so; I would say the hour was 
about 6:30, and we went up to the roans. I do not know SAM'S exact 
whereabouts at that particular time. He may even have been in the 
lobby of the Lincoln, because I recall that at a later time, he 
told of having seen BROTHNAN and me going upstairs. In any event, 
he came up within about 15 or 20 mimutes, That was somewhere close 
to 9:00 o'clock, and I admitted him. I introduced him to BROTHMAN 
asNGEORGE. Ido not believe that I used the name SAY. There is 
also the possibility that I may have used the name¥SIMON, but then 
again I believe that SIMON was the name under which I introduced 
S&k to AE}SLACK on another three-fold meeting. ( ) 

"SLM was extranely genial amd expansive during this meet= 
ing. He was generally of that character, but he outdid himself this 
time, He called up and had some wine and some sandwiches sent up, 
We then proceeded to talk until one. possibly two otclock in the 
morning. Irather fancy the latter hour. A good deal of the subject 
matter of the conversation concerned praise by SAM of the excellent 
work which BROTHMLN had donee It 2elso concerned a good deal of 
conversation on the subject of mathanatics and the a pplication of 
mathenatics to practical problems in engineering. By this, I mean 
the application of certain fields of mathenatics which ere not 
comionly used, S&M very gently and extremely diplanatically hinted 
to BROTHMAN, or put over the thought, that BROTHMAN should try to 
get work in fields in which the Soviets were interested, particularly 
fields relating to military endeavor, or military equipment y and also 
the inevitable Buna~S. I believe, however, that here may have come 
the first hint, and this is purely one that I am evolving in re~ 
trospect, of the interest of the Soviets in &tanic Energy, and that 
concerned the length of time spent in discussing mathematics and the 
application of mathanatics to various fields, and also there may have (% 
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"sen some conversation relating to BROTHMAN'S acquaintance with 
Dre HARO. REY at Columbia University. I believe that here 
SROTHMAN ‘stated to that he was a former pupil of Dr. UREY'S, 
I would like to stgte here that I am not confusing this incident 
vith Dr, BERN: OOPMiN, and that while I am evolving this in 
retrospect, I quite certain that it did cecur, I am emphasizing 
this because that at this time, I had no idea that anything was 
going on in regard to Atamic nergy in the United States, It is . 
‘possible that Sal did, as early a date as this, have some definite 
infomation. 4180 there occurred here a promise by SAM of offering 
BROTEMAN all of the aid possible in regard to the physical task of 
getting information on paper, This included stenographic services, 
and this matter I will take up shortly. ne slip occurred during 
the meeting, and I do not think it was dus to the wine, because I 
had, occasionally, seen Séi! consume far more alcoholic beverages 
than the tvo glasses of wine that he had, and that occurred when 
Sai! once referred to me as HARRY, not FRANK, He quickly covered 
up, however, but I do recall this slip. 

A "1s I have stated, we put in some five hours together, 
a good deal of the talk was on matters completely unrelated to the 
subject of espionage and concerned a great deal of conversation by 
Siaiy Concerning the true state of the Soviet forces in combat with 
the Germans; a great deal of irrelevant details concerning life in 
the Sovict Union, and inevitably, since SAM was a skilled conversat~ 
ionalist and knew enough not to monopolize any such occasion, a 
tremendous amount of talk by BROTHMAN on his accomplishments in the 
past. Here, Sa managed to skillfully, I thought, interject how much 
more BROTHAN could do in the future were he to follow instructions, 
This was extrenely expertly done and I don't think it would have 
been detected by anyone except one who had had such a long and in 
general unsatisfactory relationship with BROTHMAN regarding the 
obtaining of information for the Soviet Union, (4) 

“when we left, I recall the incident very clearly, we all 
went downstairs to the lobby. SJM took a cab and headed uptown and 
finally BROTHMiN took a cab. He was so elated, that he was going 
back to the Chenurgy offices to work for the rest of the night, (4 
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"I believed that I stayed over in the room until the 
morning since it was too late to get a train, and then I finally 
got a train at 6:30 or 7:00 o'clock the following morning for 
Philadelphia, . 

®The next event that transpired was the matter of the 
'£erosol Bonb or Aerosol Dispenser for insecticides, In comection 
with this, which occurred early in 1943, I would like to state that 
on the occasion of subsequent meetings, BROTHMAN kept asking me 
for the Soviet stenographer, and I, in turn, kept asking SA. as 
far as BROTIMAN kmew, however, SiM or GEORGE as he knew him, had 
returned to the Soviet Union. SAM wanted to know what BROTHMAN 
wanted to work on and I told him that it was in comection with a 
dispenser for insecticides known as the scrosol Bomb, This was a 
gadgut, simple in design, but capable of producing a very fine, 
abisost colleidal fog of a carrier and an insecticide which had the 
property of remaining suspended in the atmosphere in a closed room 
or tent for some 16 or 18 hours. Such was extrenely useful for 
the troops overseas in the Pacific areas. 

“hen I told SAM about this, however, he was totally 
unintcrested, possibly because of the fact that while the Soviet 
Treops were, it is true, fighting under extrenely unsanitary con~ 
ditions, still they were usually engaged in either temperate or 
extremely cold climates, fJiso, SiM was interested in things of a 
more direct military nature, He said to simply let it go and let 
BROTILiAN prepare the material as best as he could himself, and also 
seid that Iwas not to help him, However, to save face with BROTH- 
KAN, I had to obtain stenographic help, and did so in the person of 

“Miss JEN RUZICKL, who at that time, lived in, I believe Hacken- 
sack, New Jersey, or in that area, In any event, it was not very 
far from Newark, New sey. I obtained the services of Miss RUZICK, 
through my friend TOMABLACK, and this was a last desperation move. 
I had considered using one of the girls at the Pennsylivanic Sugar 
Canpany but had then decided that this would be too expensive a 
meneuver, taking a girl up to New York and returning her, This also 
was toc dangerous in that she might begin to wonder a Little too mch 
about my activities. BLACK finally recanmended Miss RUZICKA, who 
was possibly, at that time, engaged in working part time, possibly 
one day a week, for, I believe, the New Jersey State Labor Board 
or the State Board of Unemployment Compensation, She was a very 
young girl, about 16 or 17, and extremely inexperienced as a steno~ 
grapher. Not only was she incapable of coping with the nemenated 
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terms involved, this I had rather expected, but she could 
also not take even the simplest sentence in direct dictation 
without making several errorse The result was that she would 
type up the material which BROTHMAN would dictate and in which 
T would put handwritten words, and so on, which I thought would 
ve too difficult for her, and wuld then submit it to me and I 
would then correct it as well as I could, It was so hopelessly 
jumbled that it always required “second session of dictating and 
going over and finally she would succeed in getting the story 
straighte After possibly two or three such attempts, she wuld 
then mail this material to my home in Philadelphia. |W) 

"The meetings or the sessions with BROTHMAN and Miss 
RUZICKa and myself took place in the Chemurgy offices in the 
Graybar Building, New York. There were possibly fou such meet= 
ings. This, I believe, was the maximums there may have only been 

.$hree, There were also one or two occasions in which BROTHMAN did 
not show up at all and JENNIZ and I merely sat in the Grand 
Central Station and waited for unreasonable long periods of time, 
until I decided to send her homee I Would like to state that she 
was completely unfamiliar with New York City, and very much con- 
fused. She was very young, as I have said, and because BLACK had 
told me to be very sure that she gt home safely, I always made 
it a point to ride with her to Newark and te give her an extra 
dollar so that she could have cab fare home. I paid for the trans~ 
portation between Newark and New Yorky and I also paid her, I 
believe, the sum of $10 for each meeting, even for those in which 
no meeting with BROTHMAN occurrede The whole affair was s0 ob 
viously ridiculous that BROTHMAN and I gave it up by common consente 
By giving it up, the whole thing, I mean continuing to use the 
services of Miss RUZICK&. I did a considerable amount of work 
subsequent to this, however, usually on Sunday mornings, with 
BROTHMAN in the Chemurgy offices in which I took down handwritten 
notes from what BROTHMAN said concerning the aerosol processe 
There has since turned up in my home a considerable amount of 
such material as well as some of the typewritten data as can 
pleted by JENNIE RUZICKA, The material, aside from that typed 
by Miss RUZICK:, consists of notes by both myself and BROTHMAN, 
The BROTHMAN material is in his writing and contains, in addition 
to the written data, the design of several other aerosol dispensers 
such as the Westinghouse ard the Pennsylvania Engineer model 
serosol dispenserss These sketches were made by BROTHMAN and I 
have identified them as such to Agents MILLER and BRENNAN of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. I 
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"In addition to the dispenser, there have been found 
in my home a field filling device designed by BROTHMAN for re~ 
filling of the aerosol dispensers in the field. This was in the 
form of several blueprints. None of this material was ever turned 
over to 84M or any other agent of the Soviet Unione I accepted 
this material from BROTHMAN because I did not wish to antagonize 
him, as I surely would have done, had I turned down this work. u/ 

"The next happening that occurred was that of the 
magnesium powders This coneerns the production of an extremely 
fine magnesium powier such as is used in flares and in tracer 
bulletse The idea had its genesis with HENRY GOLAYNNE, who 
thought that magnesium powder could be produced by the following 
process3 that is, spraying the molten magnesium into a chamber 
containing an inert gas such as nitrogen or helium, The spraying 
was to occur through extremely fine crifices or nos2les, end the 
magnesium would form extremely fine globules or particles in this 
inert atmosphere, and would fall to the bottan of the chamber com 
teining the inert atmosphere from which it could then be continuously 
removed and packagede Such a process was a great improvement over 
the traditional method of producing powders from ingots whereby a 
series of say, eight or 12 attrition machines are set up and the 
particles are successively reduced analler and smaller in sise 
until the desired fineness is attaineds There is then involved 
the problem of sieving out the large particles and returning them 
to the machines for further grindinge Also, the matter of grinding 
magnesium is not too happy an affair because of the danger of fire 
from the very emall particles producede{ UJ, | 
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"It was BROTHMAN'S job to design this process, I believe, 
it was intemled for use in Australia but there may have also been 
the understanding that GOLWYNNE was Ging to try to sell this to the 
United States Goverment. Here again, BROTHMAN employed his now 
familiar dilatory tactics. This matter came about, that is, the 
magnesium powder, as a result of a process volunteered to me 
without any prompting on my part by ABE BROTHMAN, That is, a pro= 
cess which was valuable in a military sense. I believe that it 
may have also come about as a result of something that I may have 
told BROTHMAN relating to the fact that as interesting as the 
e@erosol bomb was, it was still not too important militarily apeak~ 
Ang, to the Soviet Union. In spite of BROTHANtS delaying actions and promises which kept recurring, of having the whole information e ae ee Oe ee 
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“ “this never occurreds There have, however, been found in my home some five or six handwritten pages in my writing, concerning the magnesium powder process, This is just the beginning of the process, the preliminary calculations, There is also in ny handwriting a diagram and some notations in BROTHMAN'S handwriting. There has also been found some fragmentary single sheets in BROTHMAN'S handwriting concerning calculations on the magnesium powder processe(2) 

"I wuld like to state now that while SSM was not much interested in the aerogol dispenser, yet he did, in the beginning, evidence some degree of concern or enthusiasm concerning the magnesium powder process. However, as weeks passed into months, and no camplete process was available, finally on one occasion, I brought up the matter of both, the magnesium powder and the aerosol dis- penser, to SAM, and finally SAM becane very angry about this be~ Gause, while I had previously given SAM to understand that both the aerosol and the magnesiun powder, in particular, were the avubject of interest on the part of other people beside GOLWYNNE and BROTHMLN, thet at this time I made it clear to SAM that both the aerosol and the magnesium powder were entirely the products of BROTHMAN'S work, upon which he reacted in the following fashion: eH | 

"He threw up his hands and made a Vulgar remark and said that if it was all BROTHMAN'S work, he wanted nothing to do with ite / 
"None of this material, accordingly, that is, either the aerosol dispenser or the magnesium powder, was ever turned over to SAM or any other Soviet agent. te! 

"The occasion of SiM'S discussion of BROTHMAN'S work Was in October of 1913. There was one occasion in the early fall of 193 when I went to New York and obtained a room at the Commodore Hotel. near both the Graybar Building and the Grand Central Station, BROTHMAN was to spend the day with me, working on the magnesium powder and completing the whole businesse He did not show up until pretty late in the afternoon and finally, even then, spent the whole time telling me about the trouble he had had in the Chemurgy offices This was as a result of a disagreement betareen ARTIE and ISH, both of whom worked for Chenurgye was one of 8 with GOLWYNNE and BROTHMAN in 
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.“Chemurgye Absolutely nothing was done on this day» (&) 

“Beginning sometime in the fall of 192, and contin= 
wing through 1913 and into 19), I received fran BROTHMAN a 
considerable amount of material, mostly blueprints concerning a 
plant which was being put up by HENRY GOLNYNNE and Chemurgy for 
the Rufert Chemical Company of Seymour, Uotinecticut, This ro= 
dated to a plant for the production of nickel catalyst, both in 
pellet form and as vehicle preecee eelee 

"GOLWYNNE, I believe, was also a partial owner of the 
Rufert Company in conjunction with a man calle « These 
blueprints have since been discovered in my home and I have 
identified them as such to Agents MILLER and BRENNAN of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigations Many of the blueprints are 
those of the Graver Tank Company of Chicago, Illinois. This 
last mentioned firm, I believe, was doing the actual fabrication 

_ Of the equipment for the Seymow plant. BROTHMAN and the Chemurgy 
Company were doing the design worke In this connection, it should 
be mentioned, that I did a good deal of work on two y possibly 
three occasions, for BROTHMAN in repsect to working out chemical 
details, particularly as related to the recovery of the nickel. 
catalyst once it had been usede It should be mentioned here that 
this nickel catalyst is used in connection with various hydrogenation 
processes, particularly as concerned with the production of fats 3 
such as Crisco and Spry from such materials as cottonseed oile 
For this work, I was paid by BROTHMAN, certainly on at least one 
occasion, I believe, to the extent of $150e This was money which 
I needed badly for my expenses with regard to work that I was 
then doing with al SLapKe(Ze 

"While the Rufert Company had a laboratory in Seymour, 
Connecticut, still BROTHMAN was always quarreling with the chief 
chemist there and told me that he could never get him to run the experiments that he wanted, and that the design work would be ine 
possible to complete unless I furnished ABE with this additional information. This work, I would like to add, was done in the even 
ings in the laboratories of the Pennsylvania Sugar Companye On 
one occasion, I worked through an entire night until the following 
mornings None of the information on the nickel catalyst was ever (4 / 
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“turned over to SAM or any other Soviet agent. I am certein thet 
I mentioned it to SAM and I am alse certain that this topic camé 
up during the meeting between SAM, BROTHMAN and myself at the 
Lincoln Hotel, and that on this occasion, SAM had merely side- 
stepped the issue and had not condemned the process as being 
material in which the Soviet Unien was not interested, Te me, 
however, SAM stated very plainly that they already had processes 
for producing fate used in cooking, and that his time and mine 
were far too valuable to spend on such matters, Here again, he 
reiterated, SAM did, that what was desired most ef BROTHMAN waz 
for him to obtain a job with a large industrial concern whereby 
he could give us well authenticated and accepted information on 
Subjects in which the Soviets were interested, Such firme were 
mentioned as the Goodrich Rubber Company, the Goodyear Company 
and the United States Rubber Company, et 

"During my association with BROTHMAN, he alse threw 
Several legitimte jobs my way for which I obtained money, which 
was very necessary to my continuing my activities, One guch was 
& proposal on the conversion of a plant owned by the B-O Ynterstate 
Corporation of Paterson, New Jersey. This firm made a malt syrup 
used as a sugar substitute and the people wanted to convert this 
plant to a distillery, I made such a survey and was paid the sun 

"To go ahead a little bit, in 195, I was introduced by 
BROTHMAN to a man called SIMONQILLNER, who was working for a man 
called HARRY) (GRETSKE of the Bdlle Meade Farms in Virginia, This 
man, GRETSKE, “was interested in a process which I had developed gn~ 
dependently for producing a high test yeast from citrus molasses, 
This yoast was to be high in factors of vitamin B complex, Nothing 
ever came of this, though, but I did submit samples of the yeast 
and @ proposal to MILLNER in New York City -(u) 

"In early September of 194, after a period of several 
months, during which I had not seen BROTHMAN, pessibly since June 
of that year, I met BROTHMAN on 32nd Street, near kth Avenue, on 
the southeast corner, inside of a bar and restaurant. I had 

= previeusly made several calls to Chermurgy and had simply been told 
by one of the girls that BROTHMAN was not theres either that or 
there was no one there in the evening when my calls were madoe (te 
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"Finally, I called NAQMI, BROTHMAN'S wife, and she told me that 
he was probably in the 3énd Street office. (1 

"I wuld like to interpose here that sometime early in 
1944, BROTHMAN had taken me to this place on 32nd Street, The 
exact address is 11) East 32nd Street, and the office was on one of 
the higher floors, abeut the llth or 12th. There was really no 
office there at all, but there was a crude or sketchy sort of 
laboratory. In this laboratory there was working one chemist, 
a Negro by the name of; BS. GIBBS was, I believe, a graduate 
of Fordham University,’ New York, and he was working on the pro- 
duction of DDT, and also on the production of Chloral, one of the 
two materials needed for the synthesis of DDT. My visit there 

_ Was extremely brief, and I have no memory beyond that of being 
introduced to GIBES. |W} 

"I would like to state here that at all times I used the 
mame FRANK KESSLER except on the occasion when I did work for 
B-G Interstate Corporation of Paterson, New Jersey, and when I — 
made the estimate for Dr. MILLNER; that I used the name HARRY 
GOLD. (% } | 

"I would like to state at this time that I gave BROTHMAN 
to understand that my real name was FRANK KESSLER, but I gave 
him the name of HARRY GOLD to be used as a letter drop or as a 
means of getting in communication with me. Very likely, had I 
not done so, I would have lost complete contact with BROTHMAN and 
Would have been very glad to do so, but once having given him this 
name, he could always send a telegram to that address, and these 
I could not ignore, I believe that the address used was that of 
6823 Kindred Street, the present address of my father and brother, 
This would mean that I gave him the name HARRY GOLD and the ad- 
dress subsequent to June of 194. At this time, my my mother, 
father and I were living at that address, My brother was overseas 
until February of 1946. we 

"To continue about my meeting with BROTHMAN in September 
of 1944, this was in the evening around 9:00 or 10:00 o!clock, I. 
called him from the bar and he asked me to wait there until be 
came down. After a half of an hour, he did arrive and we had a (24 
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“sandwich and then went for a leng walk, This walk was dow 
Feurth Avenue and to the Wanamaker Store in lower Manhattan and 
possibly belew that, and then back again, and then another com- 
Plete circuit down to the Wanamaker Store and back again, There 
may have even been three complete circuits, We speke for at least 
three hours, and most of the talking was done by BROTHMAN and I 
distened. The subject matter concerned the dirty deal which he had 
gotten from HENRY GOLWYNNE, ARTIE WEBER and a Mr,HEILIG of the Regal 
Chemical Company of Breeklyn, New York, Apparently, what had 
happened was this W) J 

“BROTHMAN had designed the aerosol bomb for HEILIG and 
had done this for himself and for WEBER and not fer GOLWYNNE. 
When GOLWYNNE found out aBbeut it, he asked ABE to turn over inte 
Chemurgy, his and WEBER'S share of whatever profits would result, 
BROTHMAN refused to do so and told GOLWYNNE that he had never 
received any money for the design of the Rufert Plant, and had 
said that this was a typical case, and that, when he had asked 
QGOLWYNNE about compensation for it, GOLWYNNE had said, that as 
a@ partner in Rufert, he, GOLWYNNE, had determined that CHERMURGY 
Would do the work for free, because GOLWYNNE was also a one-third, 
and possibly a forty percent, stockholder in Chemurgy. When 
GOLWYNNE again, either on a subsequent ocoasion or at the same 
time, asked BROTHMAN to sign over his and WEBER'S share of the 
aerosol process, BROTHMAN again refused and GOLWYNNE then said, 
and this must have been on a subsequent occasion, "Well, it doesn't 
really matter because ARTIZ WEBER has already signed over his share 
te me, and furthermore, ARTIE WEBER and I, meeting as majority 
stockholders in the Chemurgy Design Corporation, have voted to 
oust you from the three-man Board of Directors! 

“He then produced far BROTHMAN a signed statement by 
WEBER to that effects (a 

"A week later, BROTHMAN told me he had feund out, on the 
. occasion of a conversation with HEILIG during which HEILIG also asked 

; him to sign a paper stating that for a certain minimum compensati 
t HEILIG was free of any further obligations to BROTHMAN, that HEILIG 
: had produced the paper from WEBER stating that all of the design 

work on the aerosol process was WEBER'S own and wasnot BROTHMAN'S; 
hes and that the process, in effect, belonged to WEBER and he in turn, 

f was assigning it to HEILIG. BROTHMAN told me that at this time 
there occurred in the Chemurgy office, just subsequent to this, =e 

6. 
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“event during which WEBER asked BROTHMAN to help him with some 
design calculations; that is, the matters relating to some work 
‘that WEBER was doing for the Kellex Division of the Kellog Com- 
_pany of Jersey City, a large process equipment firm. BROTHMAN 
_ then said that he angrily turned on ARTIE and asked him why he 
hadn't first brought up the matter of signing over his rights to 
both Chemurgy and HEILIG witheut even mentioning it to ABE.(%@] 

"I believe that there comes in here, particularly in 
regard to HETLIG, the matter of the fact that one of the reasons 
that BROTHMAN told me why ARTIE signed over his rights was that 
HEILIG had agreed to 'go to bat,' as it were, with ARTIE'S Local 
Draft Beard in Brooklyn, to prevent him from being taken into the 
service, and that this was also the reasen for ARTIE'S seeking 
work with the Kellex Division, since this carried a very high | 
exemption priority, BROTHMAN said that he accused ARTIE of both 
selling him out to GOLWYNNE and to HEILIG, and of a variety of 
other misdeeds, and that finally he got so angry, he attempted 
to physically beat up WEBER, and had only been dissuaded from 
doing so by other people in the Chermurgy office, The upshot of 
the whole matter. was that BROTHMAN was fired from both Chemurgy and 
the Regal Company, and-along with BROTHMAN there were own out 
of work OSCAR VAGO, cUsRCLLAN, HMIL BARISH and JULESXKORCHIEN. (H ) 

- "KORCHIEN was an architect employed part time by 
Chemurgy, and a friend of ABE'S. VAGO was a mech&nical engineer 
and an extremely able draftsman. BARISH was a chemical engineer 
and WOLLAN was essentially a mathematician and a physicist, but 
was working mostly as a chemical engineer, ABE said that several 
days after the event occurred, and this was on the 15th of August 
19k, that these four people and BROTHMAN met in the laboratory 
Which had been used on 32nd Street, and had finally agreed that 
the best thing that they could do under the circumstances was te 
form a firm of their own, This was to be a firm which specialized 
in developing chemical processes and then designing the equipment 
for these precesses. No laboratory facilities were available 

’ since the space at 32nd Street was converted into a design office, 
This was only one small reom and a partition was put in with a 
desk for use of the members, The rest of the space, which had been 
laboratory tables, was used fordrawing. ABE told me that while 
seme of the others had contributed nominal sums such as $200 mere 
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"the fermation of the company, still they were practically 
penniless, and that the principal funds had come from personal 
contracts which ABE had for doing work for the Graver Tank 
Company and work for the Bridgeport Brass Company. The work 
for the Bridgeport Brass, I believe, had to do with the aerosel 
dispenser, I do not know the nature of the work for the Graver 
Company. .ABE stated that he was to receive something like 
$15,000 from Bridgeport Brass, possibly $20,000, and something 

_ like $15,000 from the Graver Tank Company, Now, whether he had 
already received some of this money, I do not know, but the 
general impression that I came away with was that a good deal of 
the money still) was to come, and this would be used entirely for 
the furtherance of setting the organization to be imown as 
A. BROTHMAN AND ASSOCIATES, 
Sr mae 

"At either this, or at a later date, BROTHMAN explained 
to me that the reason for having chosen this name for the firm 
was that they had all agreed that BROTHMAN was the only one of the 
group who was well know in the chemical process field, especially 
through his publications for the Mc Graw-Hill Compayy, and that as 
such, this name was more likely to attract attention and business 
than 4 more descriptive one. but one which did not contain the name 
BOTAN [UL 

"I would like to explain that the ingredients of the 
material dispensed through the aerosol bomb were Fr@on 12, Sesame 
Oil, Pyrethrum, and DDT. The Freon was the carrier and was a 
liquid in the aerosol bomb and produced a fine mist when expelled 
through the nozzle. The Sesame Oil was a carrier for the Pyrethrum 
extract, which last, provided the function of knocking down the 
insects, The DDT, while it did not have the high knock-dowm of 
Pyrethrum, still had a far greater lasting effect and was effective 
on surfaces fa aslong as two years after they had been sprayed. (a) 

"It was as a result of BROTHMAN'S work on the aerosol 
that he became interested in DDT, and it was on DDT that the Negro 
chemist, GIB3S, was working in April of 19lah 6 Pe] | 

"The first time that I ever met NAOMI BROTHMAN was on an 
occasion when I waited for ABE at La Guardia Field when he was due 
te return from a trip to Washington in connection with the a 
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" This was sometime in February of 1942. The only event that 
occurred was that we took a cab to BROTHMAN'S apartment, and I 
continued from there to-the Pennsylvania Station, We did have 
ene brief eenversation in the men's lounge during which BROTHMAN 
gave me some fragnentary information on Buna-S, It was alse 
on this occasion that one of the times when I was supposed to have 
received a complete set of data had been planned fer.{1i| 

"I would like to add here that on several occasions 
after leaving very late at night, leaving the Chemurgy offices 
that is, I drove BROTHMAN ever to Long Island City where he lived 
near Skillman Avenue, and then took the same cab back to Pem 
Station. At this time, it would have been impossible for ABE 
to get a cab driver to take him over to Long Island City without 
the promise of a return fare. \) 

"Regarding the subjeet of remuneration, BROTHMAN never 
received any money as payment for work that he did for the Soviet 
Union, but these events did occur, On at least two occasions in 
regard to informatien that BROTHMAN said that he was obtaining for 
me regarding the Buna-S, I paid him sums of $50, possibly one pay~ 
ment was $50 and the other $25, This was in connection with 
blueprinting expenses, BROTHMAN told me that he had to order 
additional blueprints and could not do so at Hendrick without 
arousing suspicion, so he would order them and would pay for them 
himself, and this was repaid to nin.( wo] 

"In the summer of 192, I purchased for BROTHMAN a 
Voigtlander camera which was the cut film type or film pack 
typee This was a second hand camera and I believe that I had 
purchased it at Kline and Goodman in Philadelphia. There is some 
possibility that I may have obtained it from AL SLACK, BROTHMAN 
told me that he wanted this camera in order to be able te take 
pictures of his child or children, This camera cost me about $0. nH 

"On several subsequent occasions, I supplied BROTHMAN 
with film pack which was very rare as was.all film during this time, 
I may have obtained this film from AL SLACK about Christmas of 

i 1942. Also, I purchased a scarab bracelet costing about $8 or 
$9, and an umbrella costing about $5 or $6 for a girl in the \e 
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"Chemurgy offices, This girl was a stenographer whe had dene 
& good deal of typing for BROTHMAN in connectien with work that 
he was turning over to me. Particularly, do I believe, that 
She had typed a good deal of material on mixing. I never met 
this girl, and I do not knew who she is, but BROTHMAN teld me 
that he needed a gift for her and go I made these purchases, 
I believe BROTHMAN turned over one ef them to the girl, (4) 

"In December 1945, I purchased a six inch slide rule. 
This was a Keuffel and Easer slide rule in a leather carrying 
case, and is of the vest pocket type. This cost about $5 or 
$6. There were twe reasons for these gifts, and the gifts actually 
included only the camera and the slide rules One was that I 
hadn't been able to see him for extended periods and felt some- 
what guilty; the second reason was that I had been unable to make 
any progress whatever, and this particularly relates to the slide 
rule, in obtaining legitimate backing from the Soviet Union for ABE in his enterprise, (a) 

- "I would like te elaborate further on this matter of 
jegitimate backing, Starting in early 1942, and continuing through 
BROTHMAN'S agsociations with Chemurgy, and inte the period when 
he formed A. BROTHMAN AND SOCTATES, BROTHMAN, on many occasions, 
I would say St 1sast Six, enenly and directly asked me if I could 
obtain legitimate backing from the Soviet Union so that he could 
openly set up an enterprise and dowrk on chemical precesses for 
the Soviets, When I iirst mentioned this to_SAM, he laughed 
hilariously and said that he had never heard of such d--— fool 
nonsense in his life, (a) 

"First, I would like to explain that by legitim te back- 
ing, BROTHMAN meant sums ranging from $25,000 to $50,000, Also, he 
envisiened setting up a complete organization, including a chemical 
development laboratery, a pilot plant setup for carrying out pro~ 
cesses Qn a small scale, and finally, design offices, SAM, as I 
said, laughed hilariously and said that such was completely out of 
the question, and that BROTHMAN must be mad, He again reiterated 
his statement to the effect that the best thing that BROTHMAN could 
do, would be to obtain a job with a large industrial firm in the 
United States; that it was information from such firms that the 
Soviets wanted; that he was not interested in the slightest in what ( 
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"BROTHMAN might dream up; and that the Seviets were interested 
only in processes which either had been or were going to be 
actually recognised and operated successfully in the United 
States. I could not take back such a blunt answer as this to 

BROTHMAN, so I tried to soften it some way by a variety of ex- 
cuses including the general ene that it was not feasible now, 
and another one that such funds were not available right now and 

a variety of other dodges, but as I have said, BROTIMAN repeated 

his request on at least six occasiens., These became more frequent, 

especially through the year 1945, so much so that on this ene 
occasion in December of 1945, when I did see BROTHMAN and gave 
him the slide rule, he asked me in desperation for backing, This 
was after a lapse of quite a few months, possibly four, and again 
upon that occasion BROTHMAN was very insistente (CL 

"I would like to state here tmt I last saw SAM in 
February of 19) and that my next Sovigt contact was JOHN, whem 
I have since identified as ANATOLI Ag/YAKOVLEV. On one occasion 
in 1944, and this was very late in.19li, possibly December, and 
after BROTHMAN had again asked me about obtaining funds for him 

through the Soviets, I did mentien this matter to JOHN. 1 did 
not get ‘very far, however, and I think, as a matter of fact, that 
I don't believe that I got any further than BROTHMAN'S name. JOHN 
grew. very angry and said that under no conditions was I ever to 
meet with BROTHMAN or ever to get in touch with him again, that 
I had been instructed by SAM,-and I will elaborate on this last, and 
that BROTHNAN was never to be mentioned again. I stated that I 
never got very far, because I never got as far as this proposition 
or as far as telling JOHN that I had seen BROTHMAN recently. } 

34 P yA 

"With regard to seeing BROTHMAN, I would now like to 
state that in December of 193, and possibly January of 1944, I was 
told by SAM that there was an extremely important mission coming 
up for me and that before te could tell me about the missien, he 
wanted to know would I undertake it. I unhesitatingly agreed, 
SAM then told me that the mission was far more important than any- 
thing that I ever done before, and concerned matters of not only 
immediate necessity but of world-eshaking importunce. He did not 

SS elaborate upon it at this meeting, but did on a subsequent «casion, 
but he did tell me on this first time that he brought up the matter 
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“of the important mission, that I was to-drop cempl tely any 
association with BROTHMAN and was never to ever see him again, 
I do not believe that BROTHMAN ever gave me any material sub- — 
Bequent to the material I obtained in 19hh en the Rufert Chemical 
Company, and this closes my association with ABRAHAM BROTHMAN en 
behalf of the Soviets, () oo : 

"I have read the above statement, consisting of 57 
pages, and am signing it as all statements contained therein are 
true to the best of my kncwledge and belief, () 

(Signed) HARRY GOLD 
July 12, 1950 

Phila., Penna, (eu 

"Witnessed: 
T. SCOTT MILLER, Jre 
Special Agent, F.B.I, Justice . ae 
7-11-50, Phila., Pa. (4 

RICHARD E, BRENNAN 
Special Agent, FBI 
July 11, 1950, Philadelphia, Pa, (A) 

"I wish to addy the following relative to the Hotel 
Lincoln meeting as set in my statement dated July 11, 1950 and 
appearing on Pages 32 through 36, This meeting was attended by 
SEVENOV, BROTHMAN and myself, (ed | 

"Some weeks later I was waiting for BROTHMAN in Grand 
Central Station in New York City; this was in the portion of the 
station near the Graybar Building and where the ramp leads cut 
te Lexingten Avenue. BROTHMAN emerged in the company of several 
other men because of these strange people I made no attempt te 
make my presence known to ABE. BROTHMAN, hewever, saw me, and he 
and a blond man left the group and came up to me. ABE said, 
‘FRANK, this is ARTIE WEBER', WEBER then smiled and said, "'Shake 
the hand that shook the hand of - ', you know," (+) 

sees 

ae, *I was very much disconcerted at this kecause I 
immediately mew that WEBER was referring to ABE'S meeting with 
SEMENOV. However, I managed to make some non-commital s tatement ag 

£ Oy 
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“and no further mention was made of this incident. (% 

"But the next time that I saw ABE, hewever, I did 
very directly ask him whether he had talked to ARTIE about the 

‘ Lincoln Hotel meeting with GEORGE, BROTHMAN assured me that he 
‘had not and no furtheroonversation was held on this subject. (%) 

tS d) HARRY 
Senn) Tae 1s, 1980 

Philadelphia, Penna, (4) 

Witnessed: 

T. SCOTT MILLER, Jre 
Special Agent, F.B.I. 
7-12-50, Phila,, Pa. (4) 

RICHARD E. BRENNAN 
Special Agent, F.B.I, 
July 22, 1950 
Philadelphia, Pa." (oH) 

On the same date, HARRY GOLD in a signed statement gave the 
following information concerning conversations he had with BROTHMAN 
relative to their stories given to the FBI and the Federal Grand Jurys [A] 

July 11, 1950 
Philadelphia, Penna, (ec/ 

"I, HARRY GOLD, hereby make the following voluntary 
statement to T. SCOTT MILLER, JR., and RICHARD E. BRENNAN, who 
have identified themselves to me as Special Agents of the’ Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, No threata or promises have been made 
me, and I realize that I do not have to make any statement, and 
ary statement I do make may be used against me in a Court of Law, 
I realize that I have a right to counsel, (2 

"The events I am going to describe oo¢urred during the 
, two year period when I was eee by the firm of A. BROTHMAN AND 
ASSOCIATES of New York.\™) eee ene 

“The affair actually began one or two days prior to 
Memorial Day 19:7. I had been working in the Elmhurst ere 
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“ef the firm and had then reached the point where further work 
required my going in te the Engineers Club Library in Manhattan, 
The time was about 3:00 in the afternoon, I left the laboratory 
and on the way to Manhattan got off the subway at Queens Plaza, 
so that I could stop in to the Design Offices of A. BROTHMAN 
and Associates, which is located at 29-28 list Avenue, Long 
‘Tstand City. The building in which the BROTHMAN Design Offices 
are located is called the Chatham-Phenix, When I had emerged from 
the subway, and just as I was crossing the street to the entrance 
of the building, this is on the side of the street nearest the 
subway, one of the BROTHMAN empleyees, an electrical engineer 
whese name is SOL(FANSHEL was leaving the building. In the middle 
of the street he Biccosted me and said, but not too excitedly, 
‘Wid you know that some Government men are upstairs talking to 
ABE?' It may be possible that in place of the phrase, 'Govern- 
ment men,' that FANSHEL used the words ‘Internal Revenue men,! 
I cannot exactly recall; in any case, I was nct very much disturbed, 
and went directly up to the offices with the purpose of consulting 
With ABE to see whether there was anything further beyond what © 
I had projected to look up in the chemical literatures (2) 

"The following conversation took place immediately as 
BROTHMAN approached me in the office when JI arrived. While some 

. of the conversation is set forth in quotes, it is substantially 
what BROTHMAN told me upon this occasion, (%) 

When I arrived in the office, BROTHMAN was in a state 
of great excitement, he immediately went forward to meet me, (%) 

"The first thing BROTHMAN said was, 'The FBI were here- 
they know everything--they know all about us--they know you were 

‘a courler--they have a photograph of you and me together in a 
restaurant}! Look, we don't have much time. Lock, HARRY, you've 
got to get this straight. You have got to tell the same story I 
told of how we met. Look, do you know this guy JOHN?! I told 
BROTHMAN that 1 did not know JOHN, and asked BROTHMAN what he was 
like, BROTHMAN then said, ‘Look, HARRY, you have got te get this 
description straight]! BROTHMAN then described te me a photograph 
which he said had been show by Agents of the FBI to him, which 
phetograph BROTHMAN said was of JOHN, BROTHMAN described JOHN 

. to me as a wisened sort of fellew with reddish hair and a peat ee 
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"hair line, BROTHMAN told me that JOHN'S name was something 
like 'GOLLISH', After describing JOHN to me, BROTHMAN wanted 

_ to kmow if IT 'get that?! and I said that I had. * BROTHMAN then 
.Said, 'Leok, you have got to make some sort of story right away 
as to how you mt this man—remember--you've got to say JOHN 
introduced you to me, Leok, I told them that JOHN was an entre- 
prenetr, and that you and I worked together for him, with you 
evaluating chemical precesses.! I then asked BROTHMAN how the 
FBI got the photograph of myself and him, BROTHMAN then Said, 
'I don't know, they've got them--a lot of them—phctegraphs ef 

everyone,! (ta) 3 

. "About the middle of this limited conversation, BROTHMAN 
said to me, 'Someone has ratted—it must be that bitch HELEN! 
BROTHMAN als said to me, 'Thase fellews out there are going to 
see youe-they may be on their way out there now, I promised them 
I would not talk with yeu, so don't let on that we've talked about 
this, You've got to cover me up and. tell them the same story that 
I told you.t ) | 

“BROTHMAN then began urging that I leave immediately 
for the laboratory, although I wished. to stay and have further 
conversation about this matter, as the full import of it had just 
been realized by mes (*) 

sd « 

a 

5 are 

| 

"One of the last things fhat BROTHMAN told me before I 
left the office was that Miss ¥ M MOSKOWITZ had left in BROTH 
MAN'S car for the office of G BEDLEMAN, who was an attorney 
employed by the Amtorg Trading Corporation, (a) 

He, 

i ¥ ie 

m 7 

eae 

ee Pe "I left the office and returned by subway to the labor 
atory. On the ride back to Elmhurst I thought of a man whom I had 
knovn,at the “ennsylvania Sugar Company. This man's name was 
CLR OODLESS, and he had been about a year or so older than I, 
and had been the son of C. Re\HOODLESS, one of the men who had a 
iarge interest, both financi especially executive, in the 
Pennsylvania Sugar Company. W, H\HOODLESS » Whe at one time wag 
in complete control of the Pennsylvania Sugar Company, md been 

= & brother ef C. R. HOODLESS, I had known CARTER HOODLESS very well, 
7 and I chose him as the person whem I would use to explain to the 

FBI as to the fictitious manner in which I had met Soap ROLL (Yq 
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"IJ would like to state that I had never heard this name before 
until BROTHMAN told me that name a few mements previous to this 
time. \) 

"I particularly chose CARTER HOODLESS because of the 
fact that he had died about four years previous. I 

"I returned to the laberatory and tried to Dusy myself 
abeut my duties there, In about an hour, and this would make it 
about 4:30, two men entered the laberatory, They lysked around 
and, even though both were leeking directly at me in the small 
space where we worked, they asked, 'Is there a Mr, HARRY GOLD 
here?t I replied that I was HARRY GOLD. They said that they had 
just recently spoken with ABE BROTHMAN, and desired te converse 
with me further about some matters that he'd menticned. These 
men identified themselves to me as Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. We went outside and sat in 
O'BRIEN'S car for a brief while until the personnel of the laboratory 
had gone home. Shortly before the agents had arrived, MIRIAM 
MOSKOWITZ entered the laboratory and told me that ABE had gone 
home with a splitting headache. MIRIAM was still there, but was 
on the point of leaving, when the agents arrived, J 

"When everyone had gone home, the agents and I re-entered 
the laboratory and had a very leng conversation, lasting from 
about 53:15 until about 9300 o'clock that night. In the course of 
the conversation I told them the following story. That in Uctober 
or November of 1941, I had attended a Philadelphia Sectien Meeting 
of the American Chemical Society. This meeting was held in the 
Franklin Institute, as they customarily were. I said that I had 
previously agreed to meet CARTER HOODLESS at this meeting. I said 
that when I had entered the meeting hall CARTER had gone forward to 
greet me and had said that he had a friend here who was anxious to 
meet mee CARTER had intro d me to this friend, and had intre- 
duced him as JACOBASOLLIS or\GOLLISH; I cannot recall now whether 
BROTHMAN had told during ‘eur earlier talk in the office that 
the agents had referred ta the man aa JACOB, or whether the agents 
in their talk with me had referred to him as JACOB, I do recall, 
and very distinctly, the fact that I was shown a number of phote- 
graphs, pessibly five or six, ene of which was that of the small 
Wisened man with the receding hairline and a somewhat wry grin on 
his features, whem I identified to then as the man to whem cane (Ze 
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Thad 4ntroduced me that night at the Franklin Institute in Philae 
delphias (2 

"To continue with the story that I was telling the FBI, 
I told them that after the Chemical Society meeting was over, and 
that this principally had consisted of a talk by some preminent. 
visiting chemist, (this was the normal procedure, what business 
there had to be transacted usually was done in Committee, and the 
evening was normally, completely takon up by the talk of a visit- 
ing chem’st, usually ene of preminence in his particular field), 
that we, GOLLIS and I, had left CARTER HOODLESS and had gone into 
downtown Philadelphia te a restaurant in the neighberheod of Broad 
and Locust Streets, I had told them that this restaurant was 
Tendler's, I also told them that I went there with GOLLIS upen 
his invitation, I continued with 'my made up story,! I said, 
during the course of a two or three hour conversation, that GOLLIS 
had explained to me that he was a Mechanical Engineer and a pro= 
moter, and that he knew a very excellent Chemioal Engineer in 
New York City. I-had said that this Chemical Engineer was design- 
ing processes for GOLLIS, and that GOLLIS needed a Chemist to - 
check on the reliability of the chemical informatien that was being 
given, I said that GOLLIS had become wry expanisve and had ex- 
plained to m that I would be paid well for this wrk that I was 
to do, and that he had painted a very glowing picture of the futures 
I also said that GOLLIS had given me the name of the man and his 
office address and telephone number. The name that had teen given 
to me was that of ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, and while I had not recalled 
the phene number, I had been told that he worked for the Hendrick 
Manufacturing Company of New York City. GOLLIS, I said, had told 
me to get in touch with BROTHMAN in the near future, and to mect 
him and begin working with this Chemical Engineer, I also told 
Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN that GOLLIS had never given me his 
address in New York, and further, that during his conversatien he 
had not struck me as being a man who had the technical knowledge 
necessary for that of a Mechanical Engineer, I told the Agents that 
during the course of the conversation I had been somewhat taken in, 
wut that on calmer reflection a little later, the whole story 
began te have somewhat ef a false air. The next events that took 
place (according to this story), were that I had called BROTHMAN in 
New York City, and after one or two unsuccessful attempts, had gene 
to see him there. I stated that from the very beginning I was 
fascinated by BROTHMAN'S tremendous knowledge and ability, and that 
from the very first we had become close friends, I stated that I (e/ 
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“made, during the period from November or December 1941 until sometime in late Spring or early Sumer of 1942, some six or seven trips to see BROTHUAN, all to New Yorks. that on several of these trips I had worked at BROTHMAN'S hane in Sunnyside, long Island, I stated that on two or possibly three occasions BROTHMAN had given me same design material consisting principally of isolated blueprints of various reaction vessels, and that I had taken then home with me, I further stated that about three or four weeks after I first met GOLLJS, that he had called me at my home, (he had obtained my hane address and telephone number from me on the cecasion of our first meeting), and that ho said that he had merely verified on the occasion of this first call that I had gotten in touch with BROTHMAN, He had also said that he was just passing through Philadelphia and could not see me that even- , ing. I stated that there were possibly some three subsequent p - , 6alls, each about a month apart, and that on each occasion GOLLIS — _ had been very evasive when I asked when I could see him. I then © stated that subsequent to February or early March of 1942, I had never heard from or seen GOLLIS. I further said in my statenent to the Agents that BROTHMAN and I had not discussed GOLLIS very . much, but that on one or two occasions when he had, we had come 
to the agreement that he was just a fly-by-night promoter with no substantial funds to back up his enterprises, and that BROTHMAN and I had both agreed that we doubted that we would ever hear 
from him again. On the occasion of making this statenent to 4gents SHANNON and O'BRIEN, I told them, upon their queationing, that I did not know but what these two or three blueprints that  BROTHMAN gave me might still be in my home in Philadelphia, (%) 

"The entire preceding story which I told Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN of the FBI is Completely false, and is a product only of my imagination, The only item resembling truth in it is that concerning the blueprints which I dig actually pick up from BROTHMAN early in our relationship, but these blueprints were not picked up at the behest of GOLLIS, whan I newrinew, but on instructions from another person. ee} 

| "The interview with Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN was Concluded about 9:00 o'clock that evening. About 93:30, MOSKOWITZ and BROTHMAN came out to the laboratory in BROTHMAN'S car. It may be possible that they had called before leaving for Elmhurst - to see whether the agents had gone. In any case, when they arrived, (“) 
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®the three of us went to eat in a restaurant along Queens 
Boulevard in the Rego Park section of Queens. This restaurant 
4s called ‘Sunny's of Chinatowm.! We had dinner in the restaurant, 
but before that and while we were still in the laboratory, 
BROTHMAN had wanted to know how I had carried off my conversation 
with the agents. Just as I was going to reply, MOSKOWITZ 
interrupted and assured ABE that I had been extremely nonchalant 
when the agents entered. I told BROTHMAN that I believed thrt 
the whole affair had gone very well, 

®ABE's opening remark to me after petting into the 
restaurant was 'HARRY, you don't blame me for having brought your 
name into this, do you? I thought since they would eventually 
uncover yeu because of our long close association, thet it would 
be better for me to bring you in myself and at the very begining.' 
The long close association to which BROTHMAN had referred specifi- 
ally meant the manner in which I had been working for ABE at 
_A. BROTHMAN and Associates since Mey of 1946. There was not . 
very much conversation during our mal in the Chinese restaurant, 
and we returned te the laboratory about 10:30. I still had a 
considerable amount of work to do that evening. When MOSKOWITZ 
Went out on an errand, possibly to obtain some coffee, I related 
to BROTHMAN in detail the story that I had told Agents SHANNON 
and O'PRIEN. I recall that BROTHMAN said, "Look, HARRY, I got 
to know all about you. What can they find out that I don't know?! 
I then told BROTHMAN that in reality I had never been married, 
and further, that my brother was still alive and had not been 
killed in the Pacific, and that I lived with my family in Phila 
delphia, I had previously told BROTHMAN that I was married and 
that my brother had been killed in the Pacific. I recall that 
BROTHMAN made many recriminations for my having told these false~ 
hoods, but he said that he did not think these points would be 
serious, The greater portion of the conversation at the above 
time consisted of my telling BROTHMAN the sam story I had told 
the agents about my fictitious meeting with ee ee We did 
not have any time to go over BROTHMAN's story to the agents about 
the manner in which BROTHMAN mt m. At this time ABE and I 
realized thet there was a discrepancy in the stories we had 
related to the FBI Agents, I had told them that T had originally 
met BROTHMAN in 1941, but ABE hed told the Agents that he had 

a met me in 1940. He decided to belittle the importance of this 
= discrepancy, and at that time ABE told me that I could always 
" ‘use the excuse that my memory was faulty, BROTHMAN expressed {( 
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“concern to m that I wight have had other dealings in xy association with the Soviets with which he was not familiar. (2) 
"I would like to explain here that my actual con- 

tacting BROTHMAN from September 1941 to sometime in 1944 was 
for the purpose of securing from him technical information in 
which the Soviet Union might be interested. The true part of ny 
story to the FBI Agents, that is, my obtaining blueprints from 
APRAHAM BROTHMAN, was actually in connection with my activities 
on behalf of the Soviet Union, (4) 

“Continuing, BROTHMAN seemed worried that he would 
become involved with the FPI because of his known association 
with me, and for that reason wanted to know what other activity 
I'd engaced in other than with him. I told ABE at this time that 
no knew of any of my other activities, and suggested to ABE 
that he should not mention any other activities of mine in front 
of anyone, particularly MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ, (2 

"From the first time that I met BROTHMAN, up until the 
time I went to work for him in May of 1946, he did not know my 
true name, as I had originally introduced myself to him under the 
name of FRANK KESSLER. He also mew thet I used the name of HARRY 

- GOLD, tut did not know whether either one ef these names was 
my true name, we) 

"Continuing with the conversation at the laboratory, I 
‘told APE that I was a little conoerned about the explanation for 
my using the name of FRANK KESSLER in my dealings with ABE I 
suggested to ABE that the FFI was certain to eet in touch with 
ARTIE WEBER, and that ARTIE WEBER only knew me as FRANK KESSLER, 
At this time I suggested to ABE that it was possible that I could 
use the idea of my fear of Dr. GUSTAV T.MREICH, my superior at the 
Pennsylvania Sugar Company, as the reason I was dealing with | 
BROTHMAN under an assumed name. The fear would be based on the 
fact that I, as a chemist of the Pennsylvania Sugar Company, would 
have been criticised for doing independent work on chemical pro~ 
cesses outside of my work at Pennsylvania Sugar, BROTHMAN thought 
that such an explanation would be a very shrewd stroke indeed, 
At this time BROTHMAN suggested that as an additional explanation 
for our association, that we make up a story that we were 
collaborating in writing a book on chemical processes, with ABE 
writing the book and my doing the chemical background. I was (i 
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‘dubious about this story and believe that I ay used it upon 
one occasion and that was when I was questioned by Agents T. S. 
MEER and R. E. BRENNLN between ley 5 and May 21, 1950. () 

ne ‘During this conversation with BROTHMAN he mentioned 
several names to me, one of which I recall was HA SILVERMASTER, 

- and asked me .if I had ever used any of these names, dding that the 
FBI Agents, SHANNON and O'BRIEN had mentioned these names to 
BROTHMAN, t told ABE that I had never used any of these names, 

: which was true. (4 ) 

"Either that night, or  Goseltly the pect night 
at shout 3:00 otfclock in the morn4 ng, as BROTHMAN was dropping me 

- off at the Pennsylvania Station on 7th Avenue, in front of the 
main entrance, he’ said very bitterly, "What sort of a damned fool 
is it who takes a person so: closely tied in with all this affair 
end obtains for that person a job in Philadelphis?' The person 
to whom BROTHMAN was referring was THOMAS L. BLACK, 2 friend of 
mine since February of 1933, and BROTHMAN was specifically referring 
to the fact that I had been instrumental in obtaining employment 
for BLACK on a consulting basis with the CHARLES WABERG Laboratories 
in Philadelphia, This event had occurred sometime in late 1945. 
He was also very bitter about the fact that on five or six occasions 
I had brought BLACK out to the BROTHMAN Laboratories in Elmhurst, 
at BROTHMAM's remest, to aid in work which we were then purusing 
for A. BROTHMAN and Associates. This staétement of BROTHMANts 
infuriated me, especially since BLACK had been brought up to help 
at the BROTHMAN Laboratories at BROTHMAN's specific remest, and 
had come from Philadelphia to New York at his om expense and had 
never been reimbursed for these expenses, nor paid for the work 
he had done in ABE's Laboratory, I do not recall whethere the name 
*"BLACK' was actually mentioned in this conversstion between ABE - 
and myself or whether the mention was confined to the name ‘TON, 
but there was no doubt that ABE and I both were talking about 

’ THOMAS L. BLACK, (a) 

“ABE also asked me at this time if THOMAQ/RLACK hed ever 
used the name of HARRY SILV"RMASTER, or the other several names he 
previously asked me if I hed used, and which had been mentioned to 
him by Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN, From BROTHMAN's conversation he (4% / 
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“gave me the definite impression that he was of the opinion 
that BLACK was the so-called master mind of the group who were 
obtaining technical information for the Soviets, such as the 
information ABE had been furnishing me from 1941 until 1944. 
I recall that the argument over BLACK between ABE and myself 
almost culminated in a fist fight which was prevented by the intervention of MIRIAM MOSKOHIZ, who was in the car with use(2 / 

. “I went to Philadelphia that weekend and returned to 
New York Sunday night, and then drove with the BROTHMANs to 
Peekskill, New York, where we spent the night in ABE's summer 
home near there, as } 

"While at this summer home ABE told me that he had 
been jn touch with GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, but atated that he had given 
NEECLEMAN very little facts concerning the association of BROTH~ 
MAN and myself, ABE told me that NEEDLEMAN suggested to him that 
should BROTHMAN be reeentacted by FBI Agents, he should tell them 
that he was too busy to see them. However, after talking it over, 
ABE and I agreed that 4t would be best to give the appearance ~ 
of trying to cooperate with the PRT 6(Ce] : 

“Also at Peekskill, I told ABE that while I was home over 
the Memorisl Day weekend, two FBI Agents had made a search of my 
heme, but more in the nature of an inquiry than a.complete scrutiny, 
end had seemed particularly concerned about the blueprints of the 
Hendrick Company, which I had mentioned to Agents SBANNON and 
O'BRIEN, I told ABE that once I had assured these Arents there 
were none around, they had accepted my word. BROTHMAN seemed 
expecially critical of the fact that I had gone home over Memorial 
Day, and seemed particularly concerned with the fact that my pur~ 
pose in doing so was to destroy incriminating evidence which I 
may have had in my home, end which particularly related to my 
activities for the Soviet Union outside of those concerned with 
BROTHMAN, (%) 

"I would like to acd that the week following Memortal 
Day, I was again visited by Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN at the 
BROTHMAN Laboratories. On this occasion they asked further 
questions relating to my story concerning CARTER HOODLESS and (</ 
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"GOLLIS, and also they returned to me my Coast Guard Pass which 
had on it my photograph taken in 1942. ft 

"about three of four weeks after GBE had been questioned 
by FBI Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN, he received a summons, directing 
him to testify before a Grand Jury in New York City. When I first 
saw BROTHMAN after he got this summons, and which meeting was in 
the office of 4. BROTHMAN and Associates, he used a very accusing 
tone toward me in informing me of the fact that he had received 
the summons, He let everyone in the office infer that he was 
being made the 'goat' for my activities, At this time ABE wanted 
to know whether I had told him everything. By this I took it to 
mean whether I had told ABE all of my background or any activities 
which the investigating agents might uncover at a later date. I 
told ABE that I had, we } 

"Shortly after ABE had received this summons, but before 
he testified before the Grand Jury, he went to see an attorney in 
New York City whose name I cannot recall, except I think his first 
name is TOM, and his last name is an Irish one. I do recall that a Mr. FOVLERMAMTLTON was a menber of this firm. (t/ 

"When ABE came back to the office after talking with 
this attorney, he told me that he had told this lawyer the same 
story which he had given to the FBI igents when he was first 
questioned by them, Following this, but before ABE testified, he 
asked me several times if I had told him nat" (ee}” and especially 

"Upon receipt of the summons ABE'S first reaction had 
been that he would tell the Grand Jury the true story of his work 
for the Sovict Union, and would take this stand, saying 'What the 
devil, the information was never utilized by the Soviet Union, since 
they later purchased plants covering the informatio on the Buna-S 
synthetic rubber, and a good deal of it was design work which they 
could themselves have done,' I do not recall the exact circumstances, 
but Ido know that MIRiaM MOSKONITZ and GIBBY NEEDLEMAN and later 
I, succeeded in dissuading BROTHMAN fran such a foolhardy procedure, telling him that such an admission was exactly what the Federal authorities were looking for. (“1 ue 
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"I recall that I was with ABE during the evening of the 
day he testified before the Grand Jury at either the office of 
&. BROTHMAN and Associates, or in a restaurant nearby called 
ANTON TOKARSKI'S, ABE told me that the Grand Jury had dug up a 
very complete story of his youth, and that the attorney had hammered 
these facts at the Jury to show that ABE was an exceedingly 
brilliant person amd as such, was a person of very erratic and 
radical tendencies who was just the type who would became engaged 
in espionage activities. I recall ABE telling me that these 
attorneys were T, VINCENTXQUINN and THOMAS PQONEGAN ; ABE said that 
DONEGAN in particular had done most of the hatchet work.! 
BROTHMAN seemed well pleased at his behavior before the Grand 
Jury and said that he had, ‘neither cringed, flinched, or begged.! 
ABE told me that in his opinion the Grand Jury had been 'stuffed 
to the gills with stories of spying.' I then asked 4BE if my name 
had been mentioned before the Grand Jury, and ABE assured me that 
it had not been mentioned, ABE told me that he understood, either 
from the attorneys or from someone else, that ABE had only come — 
into the Grand Jury inquiry at the tail end of the proceeding and 
that he, BROTHMAN, was among the last witnesses to be called. (% } 

"About three or four weeks after this I had returned 
from the library in New York City, and had arrived at BROTHMAN'S 
office at about 10:00 or 11:00 P.M. He gave me a summons which 
had been mailed to me at the laboratory, and which someone in the 

‘ laboratory had brought over to 4BE'S office, This summons directed 
me to appear before the Grand Jury to testify on the 3let of | 
July, 1947. At this time BROTHMAN said, 'HARRY, don't be scared 
“or frightened, but you are going to be called before the Grand. 
Jury~you don't have anything to worry about-—-we!'ll go over the 
story together, and as long as you tell the same story that I did, 

erything will be 0.K.' ABE then handed me the summons, 

*I then went to the Elnhurst Laboratory of iF ROTHMAN 
and Associates and worked until 5:00 or 6:00 AM the following 
morning. I had originally wanted to go visit my fanily in Phila- 
deiphia immediately after seeing the summons, but 4BE told me that 
he had made an appointment for me to visit the same attorney he had 

a @cen, and whom I have previously described above, the following 
i morning. I did not see this attorney the following morning, but 

did see him the following evening, and told hin the same story that 
I had told Agents SHANNON and O'BRIEN. (A) 
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"Later that evening after seeing the attorney, and at 
about 11:00 or 12:00 P,-M., in BROTHMAN'S office, I saw ABE, I 
told ABE that I wanted to talk with him about his testimony, but 
ABE instead talked with a number of the employees of J. BROTHMAN 
and Associates who were in the office at that time, amd then 
suggested to me that I go with him to drive MIRIAM MOSKONITZ 
hane, We got in the car and started out, during which time 
kept reninding ABE that we had something very important to talk 
about, but ABE kept brushing it off and went into a great 
dissertation on political theory and the declining state of capital~ 
diem. After making several stops, such as to eat watermelon and 
other time-killing incidents, we finally arrived at ABE'S garage 
din Sumyside at about 4:00 AM on the day I was to appear before 
the Grand Jury. After wasting some more time talking with the 
garage attendant, we began walking around in the neighborhood of 
ABE'S hane in Sunnyside, Queens, New York, and conversed, I kept 
reninding him about the fact that I was to testify that day before 
the Grand Jury, but ABE did not seam too concerned about this. 
QBE told me if I were to be confronted with some conflicting state- 
ment or date in my testimony, I was to use the excuse that it had 
all happened some years ago and I had a faulty manory. During this 
walk I again repeated to ABE the story which I had given the Agents 
about the manner in which I originally met ABE, which was the story 
ZI planned to tell the Grand Jury that day, ABE told me not to act 
frightened before the Grand dury, but to be dignified and calm. 
He told me not to appear to be begging for clemency or mercy or 
for understanding on their party, and even, if necessary, to a 
certain extent to be defiant. In general, the tenor of this 
advice was that I was to tell the false story of how I had net 
GOLLIS through CARTER HOODLESS and then through GOLLIS had met ABE, 
This ABE was very insistent upon. (2) 

"I then told ABE that on occasions in the past I had 
taken trips by railroad and plane, and possibly the FBI could 
docate records of these trips, Although I did not come out and 
@ay that these trips were in connection with my Soviet espionage 
activity, it was certainly understood by both of us that these 
trips were comected with such. ABE assured me that it would be 
very unlikely that any record of such trips could be found in 
view of the large number of people who were traveling by both plane 
and railroad at that time. (yw) 
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os "At this time ABE'S wife, NAOMI, was spending the 
ne - summer at ABE'S sumer hane in Peekskill, New York, and at ABE'S 

4° yvequest I was living with him in his apartment in Sumyside at 
42-08 42nd Street, Queens. (%) © 

"We finally got to bed and after two hours of sleep I 
got up and dressed, and was ready to leave ABE'S apartment to go 
to testify before the Grand Jury. ABE was still-in bed. ABE 
wished me good luck and again said, 'Look, HARRY, you don't hold 
it ageinst me for having brought your name into this, do you?! &) 

"Che other event that occurred during our walk along 
Skillman Avenue carly on the morning of July 31. ABE at that time 
told me that the Agents of the FBI had been to question JULES 
KORCHIEN, and had elicited fran him the information that prior to 
May of 1946, KORCHIEN had met me and I had been introduced to JULES 
by 43E as FRANK KESSLER, and EORCHIEN had identified me to these 
dgents as FR&NK KESSLER, I remonstrated to ABE and damanded to 
know why he had not seen JULES inmediately after ABE'S first 
questioning by the FBI, so that JULES would not use the name 
FRANK KESSLER as a name by which he knew me. ABE said he had 
been so busy at that time, particularly with the various affairs _ 
at A. BROTHMAN and Associates, that the matter hed just ‘slipped | 
his mind.* We did not discuss this matter any further, except 
that I said that it was unfortunate that it had happened, but 
we agreed that Iwould tell the story, were I questioned, that I 
had used the name FRLNK KESSLER because of fear that Dre REICH | 
would becane aware of my doing outside work with BROTHMAN while 
I was still employed for the Pemsylvania Sugar Company. We 
mutually agreed that this story was a good one. u%/ 

“After I testified before the Grand Jury, I again 
went to see the lawyer, TO, and gave him an outline of what I 
had testified to, I then went to ABE'S office and he and I had 
lunch together at TOK/RSKI'S Restaurant, There I gave in outline 
form, orally, the testimony which I had given before the Grand 
Jury, and further, that I thought that I had succeeded in putting 
across the the Grand Jury the fact that I was a blunierer, and in 
&@ very weak fashion, that I may or may not have been implicated 
in what the Grand Jury was probing into, that is, Soviet espionage, 1 
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*I would like to state here that about the time 
4gents SHaNNON and O'BRIEN first questioned ABE and myself, I 
had received no pay for my work at 4. _BROTHMAN and £ssociates_ 
for about a couple of months. There had been some discussion 
about my leaving ABE'S employment, but after Agents SHANNON and ~ 
O'BRIEN questioned us, ABE told me that I had better stay aroun, 
because in the event either of us were questioned further by 
dgents, we would be together so we could cheek up with each other 
on our stories to the agents, This admonition was repeated on 
several cecasions by ASE up until June of 1948, when I finally 
left 4, BROTHMAN and Associates. On the occasion when I finally 
Jeft 4. BROTHMAN and Associates, in June of 1948, ABE told me 
that he wanted to go over my story one more time, but JI told hin 
there was no point in it because I was well acquainted with the 
story, One of ABE'S final remarks was, 'Remember when the Rover 
Boys come around, you'll want to tell the same story you did before.! 
&BE might possibly have added as a lst renark, ‘Don't pull a 
LOUIEXBUDENZ. "(2 } 

"I recall that the above ranarks were made by 4BE to 
me in such a way that they appeared to imply a threat, These 
renarks were made late on Saturday morning or very early ona 
Saturday afternoon in the first week in June 1948, and were made 
in the BROTHNAN offices, while BROTHMAN was sitting at this desk 
and I was sitting in a chair near hin. (4 

"I would like to add one more point. 4fter ABE had 
shown me the summons requesting me to appear before the Grand 
Jury on the 3lst of July 1948, he gave ne a typewritten copy of 
his testimony as he had detailed it to his lawyer. I never had 
much chance to more than glance at this, and in addition, 4BE 
assured me that it was not complete, as he had left out many things 
purposely, believing that it would be best for the lawyer not to 

- know about these details, (ec) 

“Although prior to May of 1946, ABE had known me under 
the name of FRANK KESSLER, I had given him the name of HARRY GOLD, 6823 Kindred Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as a person to whom 
4BE could direct a letter or communicate with me, (4) 
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"Zeentea..BRENNEN and MILLER have exhibited a letter 
dated in 4ugust of 1945, directed to me at the above address and 
signed hy ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, This letter requested that I do 
same work on the synthesis of methyl methacrylate monmer, which 
process 4BE was working on at that tines We 

“SaBE never did actually know my true name to be HARRY 
GOLD until I explained the matter to him when I went to work for 
him in May of 1946, I would like to add that in reference to the 
statement on Page 20 relative to ABE'S admonition that I remain 
with him in case we were re-questioned by the F.B.I., that my 
real reason for staying with 4, BROTHMAN and dssociates was not 
this fear of further questioning, but out of loyalty to a 
foundering firm. (CL) 

. "I have read the above statement consisting of this and 
21 typewritten pages and have signed each page because all of the 
information contained therein.is true to the best of my knowledge 

and belief. uw 

| (Signed) "HARRY GOLD. 
July 11, 1950 
Phila., Penna, Ce | 

Witnessed: 
T. SCOTT MILLER, JR. 
Special Agent, FBI Justice 
J=1i-50, Phila., Pa. (ee! 

RICHARD E, BRENNAN 
Special Agent, FBI 
July 11, 1950, Philadelphia, Pa." 4 

On July 13, 1950 HARRY GOLD furnished the following supple 
mental signed statement relative to ABRAHAM BROTHMAN testifying before 
a Federal Grand Jury in New York City in nentENC| 
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®July 13, 1950 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

"I, HARRY GOLD, give the following voluntary state- 
-ment to Le SCOTT MILLER, Ure, and RICHARD E. BRENNAN, both of Whom I know to be Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of In- vestigation, U. S. Department of Justice, No threats or 
pronises have been made to me, and I have been advised that 
any statement I make may be used against me in a court of awe 
I have been advised that I have a right to counsel. fee} 

"I would like to relate some events which transpired 
in relation to ABRAHAM BROTHIAN testifying before a Federal Grand 
Jury, in New York City, in late June or early July of 1947. (% ) 

"about a month after Memorial Day of 1947 and on, I 
believe, a Monday, I had spent the day at one of the technical 
libraries in New York City. I returned to the BROTHMAN offices 
in the Chatham-Phenix Bldg.. in long Island City at about 8:00 
Pelle’ ne. oe ABE BROTHMAN, OSCAR VaGO, SOL FANSHEL and , ON. —— oer 

“ABE appeared to be very agitated and cut me short when I began to tell him of the work I had done at the library, 
ABE told me that he had received a sumons to appear before a 
Federal Grand Jury in gown-town New York, He immediately wanted 
to know if I had received a summons. I told ABE that Idddn't 
know, but told ABE if I had received: one, it would probably be at the PERIERA'S, the hane at which I had until recently 
roomed in Jackson Heights, As it was late in the evening, we 
decided that I should not go to PEREIRA'S that night, but wait 
tai2 the following morning. 

“Both BROTHMAN and I understood that ABE was being 
subpoenaed to testify about the matter which had been discussed 
by ABE and FBI Agents three or four weeks previously, (%) 

2 

ee 

"ABE at this time was very angry and said that the ® whole affair was ridiculous, and that a great farce was being | perpetrated,’ He said that he would be no party to any such 
goings on. He said that instead of taking the stand and trying to lie and squirm his way out of the accusations, he would make a clean breast of the whole matter.’ ABE said that he re 

ts 
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“state the whole story dbowGOLLUSH, HELEN and myself. He also 
scid, hat the devil, the omation’was never utilized by 
the Soviet Union, since they later purchased plants covering 
the information on Buna—S, snythetic rubber, and Houdry cracking 
process, and a good deal of it was design work which they them- 
selves could have done.'! There was also a statanent by ABE to 
the effect that in any case, the informetion submitted had all 
been of 43E'S own design(w} 

"I replied that such a course would be extrencly 
foolhurdy, and that ABE should certainly think a great deal more 
before deciding on such a stand. I did not press this point 
because of 4BE'S extrane agitation, and also because ABE told me 
that he was not to testify until Thursday of that week. I then 
left for the BROTHKLN laboratory in Elnhurst (ve) 

' Early the next or Tuesday morning, I went out to 
Jackson Heights, and found out from Mr, PEREIRA that I had not 
received a summons, Later that morning, on my way to one of the 
libraries in New York City, I stopped at 4BE'S hame in Sunnyside, 
and told him thet I had received no summons, I recall that ABE'S 
reaction was that this was a good omen. 

*I spent the day and the eveninz at the library, On 
the way out to the laboratory that evening, I stopped by at the 
office, at about 10:00 pam. Here I met a very hostile and 
accusing atmosphere on the part of the. entire BROTHMAN staff, 
these people were: ViGO, FANSHEL and GERSON, and, I believe, 
MIR MOSKOMITZ, I got the very definite impression fran the 
manner in which I was being glared at, that 4BE had convinced 
everyone that in some manner, I had told such a story to the 
investigating agents as to completely exonerate myself, and to 

_ fix the entire blame on ABE. Further, shortly before I left the 
office for the lab, BROTHMAN called F4NSHEL over to him and they 
néld a whispered conversation, during which time FANSHEL 
occasionally glanced at me. FANSHEL and BROTHNAN then went down= 
stairs, e ; 

"The next evening, probably Wednesday, BROTHMAN, 
MOSEONITZ and I had dinner at Topsy's Restaurant on Queens 
Ulvd. at Topsy's, 4BE told me about his conversation with the 
Javyer, 70M, whose last name I cannot recall right now, ee 
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"it one point during dinner, 4BE left MOSKOWITZ and me 
and went to the men's roan. While he was gone, MOSKOWITZ told 
me, with very evident relief, that during the day, she and 
GIBBY NEEDLEM/N had finally succeeded in convincing LBE of the 
foolhardiness of his contemplated course of testifying, to the 
effect that he gave information to the Soviet Union. 

"MOSKOWITZ told me that 4t had taken a good deal of persuasion on the part of herself am NEEDLEMAN, and finally 
NEEDLEMAN, thru pure logic, had succeeded in convincing ABE, that 
to reveal the fact that he knowingly gave information to the 
Soviet Union, would be exactly what the Federal authorities 
wanted, MOSKOWITZ told me that NEEDLEMAN had emphasized to 4BE 
that the newspapers and the U. S. Attorney would both succeed 
in hammering hame the fact that information had passed from 
4BE to the Soviet Union and that ABE'S side of the story would 
never be brought out, because he would never be given the 
opportunity to do so, 

"Before we went to Topsy's, 4BE told me that he had 
that day received a notice to the effect that he was to testify Friday instead of Thursday. es | 

"On Thursday night, or the night before SBE testified, 
I again questioned him as to whether he had given up his foolish 
idea of telling the truth to the Grand Jury, and he assured me that he had. (u) 

"IT have read the above statement, consisting of this 
and five other handwritten pages, and am signing each page as all the information contained therein is true to the best of ny knowledge and belief, Kl 

(Signed) "HARRY GOLD 
ae 13, 1950 

os Penna. ~ 

"Witnessed 3 
T. SCOTT MILLER, dr. 
F.BoI. Justice 
Phila., Pa. 7=13<50 wl 

RICHARD E, BRENNAN | : Special igent, FBI, Philadelphia, Pa. July 13, 1950," (ve) 
d * 

~ 6? 
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. __HARRY GOLD can also introduce into evidence a card on which he has 
SY written the License number 2N~9088 together with instructions that he was to 

meet ABE on the north side of 27th Street between 6th and 7th Avenues, nearer 
7th Avenue. On this card BROTHMAN'S car is described as a dark gray Pontiac 
Sedan, There is also a notation on the card in GOLD'S handwriting that GOLD . 
is to bring regards from HELEN and ask BROTHMAN about his wife, NAOMI, and 

ohis baby girl. ae 

WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN 
Commissioner 

* New York City Police Department 
. 240 Centre Street 
$ New York City, New York (ut 

Will produce records in answer to subpoena duces tecum which ~ 
reflect the following informations (a) 

On August 11, 1941, at 10:50 aun. ABE BROTHMAN, 4309 40th Street, 
Brooklyn, was given Gumons #166284, Serial #5444, on motor vehicle license 
#2N-9088 in violation of vehicle regulations, (parking in restricted area), 
which occurred at 43 Cortlandt Street; the summons was issued by Patrolman 
JOHN P, MURPHY, Sheiid #6982, Traffic A. BROTHMAN was fined $2.00 on 

a August 13, 19%1, by Magistrate RICHARD MC KINLEY, Traffic Court. (%.} 

= = On August 15, 1941, Summons #5182487, Serial #5597, was issued to 
ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, 4309 40th Street, Long Island City, License #2N-9088, 
for violation of vehicle regulations (parking overtime), which occurred at 
46 Cortlandt Street. The summons was issued by Patrolman JOHN P, MURPHY, 
Shield #9682, Traffic Ae BROTHMAN was fined $2 00 on August 1s, 1941, by 

Magistrate WILLIAM E. RINGLE in Traffic Court. (%) 

ELIZABETH T, BENTLEY. 
o/o MARION TURRILL 
82 MacDougal Street 
New York, New York (wu 

a. Can testify that in 1941, upon instructions from her superior, JACOB 
GOLOS, she obtained from BROTHMAN his license mumber which she gave to GULOS. 

“Bhe can testify that she told BROTHMAN to park his car at a certain place 
at a pre-arranged time, and that he would be met there by his new contact, 
Miss BENTLEY does not remember the exact date and place of this meeting, but 
recalls that it was to take place on 8th or 9th Avenue in the garment district 
of New York City. Miss BENTLEY will also testify that after giving BROTHMAN 
these instructions, she never saw him again. 6She will further testify that 
GOLOS did not know who was to be sent to contac® BROTHMAN and never mentioned 
whether the meeting took place as arranged, (-K 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 

A copy of this report is being sent to Los Angeles, San Francisco 
and Washington Field Offices in accordance with prior Bureau instructionse ! 

| A copy of this report is being sent to Cleveland and Albany Offices 
4nasmuch as it might assist in current investigation in progress in those 

officese (a 

A gopy of this report is being sent to the Philadelphia Office 

Bince ore 4s the chief witness in this case, and since he was & 

resident oF Philadelphia and is currently incarcerated in that citye (%. / 

REFERENCES : Bureau teletype, 8/2/50 
Bureau letter, 8/21/506. re 
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VELETYPE ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 3 
HEREIN 15 YUCLASSIF n 
DATE 

WASWANGTON FROM NEW YORK 98 g 41-24P 

RECTOR URGENT ) ) 

i cicada. WAS.; ESP_-R. WILLIAM Le MESSING, ATTORNEY rome 

BROTHMAN AND aaa ON SEPT. EIGHTH FILED NOTICE ON USA 

| ey BEVING H. SAYPOL THAT HE WILL MOVE SEPT. ELEVENTH NEXT FOR WRITTEN 

BILL OF PARTICULARS REQUESTING ONE, SUBSTANCE, OF GOLD-S TESTIMONY yn 

. BEFORE GRAND JURY WITH RESPECT TO HIS sss OYCATION WITH DEEENDANTS 

AND WHETHER GOVERNMENT CLAIMS THIS TESTIMONY WAS FALSE. AND IN WHAT 

RESPECTS y Two » STATE BY WHAT MEANS BROTHMAN URGED GOLD TO GIVE FALSE 

TESTIMONY BEFORE GRAND JURY, THREE STATE EXACT DATE GOLD TES TIFIED 

BEFORE GRAND JURY AND WHETHER GOVERNMENT CLAIMS DEFENDANTS COMMITTED 

ANY ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF CONS PIRACY AFTER DATE GOLD TESTIFIED AND 

IF SO WHAT ACTS «. MESS ING HAS ADVISED AUSA, “ROY Me COHN THAT HE WILL 

ASK FOR ane MONTHS: “DELAY IN TRIALe COHN ADVISED HE WILL OPPOSE 

MOTION FOR BILL: OF PARTICULARS « BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED. 

RECORDED «14 040 Ar? - 
Y den 565042 

SCHEIDT 

HOLD PLS y—/ INDEXED - 173° i a 

(68S 131950 MO if - 
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Bre trying to keep it secret, but 

_{ntimates bet Audry Totter wil! 
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Amanda Drake is 
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cs 2 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION — ag we ne, 

_ 4 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ICE 7 
- ft oenene 

4 
To: COMMUNICATIONS SECTION. SEPTEMBER 8, 1950 URGENT 

* 

Transmit the following message to:SAC, NEW YORK 
os 

arcanum QROTHUN, ¥AS., ESP. DASH R. REURLET SEPTEMBER FIVE LAST. REVIEW OF 

$ fet wate 

cd 
we em ye a 

os “sani mm ss oF P05 pero 5 att fon a m sonar serio oF: = 
Pe : 

aa - He FS ae ee 4 

soca ae pee pon MATION CONTATNED 7% 
HEREIN 15 Ure, SSORFIED a's 
DATE 
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SAC, New York : _« September 8, 1950 
Director, FBI 

” eomducting aR devsrtigsticn as to sont ‘activities 6f. Svenchansky. | 
om iw dgenageting om Sees ‘yespect that ? arr} Gold efvised that it-aes bis option 

that Swan may have introduced Brothman into espionsge activities. om 

In the event the identification of Swenchansky is positive, the 
.. Dereau will edvise your office what action should ve teken after an eee 
_ Clearance Qs received fron the State Departaent by reason of etal da 
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Office Memobindum e UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

~ 

4 : Director, FBI 
rae Sep a 

toed ce : SAC, New York 
O 

SUBJECT: ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, was; 
ESPIONAGE - R 
(Bureau file 100~3650),0) 

Enclosed herewith are five cepies of amended first page of report 
of SA JOHN M. COLLINS, 9/1/50, New Yerk. (%) 

Amended cepies of this page are also being sent to the Les Angeles, 
Philedelphie, San Francisco and Se Field presen Aa)” 

4 \ | | pS 
Enca. 5 ; 

[ALE INFORMATION CON ATNED 
ec Les Angeles (Encs. 2)(65-5033) HEREIN IS bescLass SUD Bel : 

Philadelphia (Encs. eMoemeuey, DATE BY 
San Fratcisco (Enc. 1 

ee Washington Field (Enc. 1) - 

Py 7 oN rs RECORDED 5 (92 eo -3pS0ps-F23e 
; of” ‘SEP 21 1950 
Pea > & AW 4 | 
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JMC: o : 4 vo Ps 
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| FEDERS presmes ee raring oN 
: : U.S. GEVART ENT OF FSSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

 SBPTB 1950 

LLETY PE 

WASJHUCTON FROM NEW YORK 16 © 18 0528 P 
IRECTOR —_ URGENT a 

© * 

ABRARAM BROTHMAN, WAS, ESP - R. GOVERNMENT AND DEFENSE BOTH READY 
_ TO ARGUE MOTICH ON BILL OF PARTICULARS. DUE TO CROWDED CONDITION OF 
‘COURT CALENDER MOTION COULD NOT BE HEARD SEPT. EIGHTEEN, TINE FOR | 
ARGUMENT NOW SET FOR TEN AM, SEPT. TWENTY oe NEXT. TRIAL DATE WILL = 
also ‘BE SET AT THAT TIME. RECORDED - 117: 12a . 3 oy eanet =, 

“pent rie SenerEX~ 105) ss ei RMATTON re 
HEREIN IS GsylAShsiFrleD 
nate als) $ RY ent 
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| >. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Porm Mo, 1 NEW YORK CITY vane, 6575033 THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT * PILE No. 

+ 

BR Ht: AP oon 

ESPIONAGE-R 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: ADMINISTRATIVE 

: HYMAN JACKMAN, Patent Attorney, Los Angeles, advised ABRAHAM 
BROTHMAN approached him in New York in 1938 for professional 
Services regarding patent matters. JACKMAN introduced BROTHMAN 
to D. A. CHEYETTE of the NORDBERG MANUFACTURING COMPANY » wil= 
waukee, Wisconsin, in the belief that BROTHMAN's ideas would be 
mitually beneficial. JACKMAN furnished information relating to 
BROTHLAN'S processes for making synthetic rubber.” JACKMAN advised. 
that BROTHMAN did not reach an agreement with NORDBERG MANUFACT- 
URING COMPANY due largely to the objection of BROTHMAN's financial 
adviser who is believed identical with ARTHURS RKKAN (phonetic) 
of the AMALGAVATED BANK, Union Square, New York. JACKMAN has no 
knowledge of BROTHMAN's espionage activity or information regard- 
ing BROTHMAN 's =e) ; 

UC 

DETAILS: 

On September 13, 1950, Mr. HYMAN JACKMAN, Patent Attorney, Room 
707 Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, was interviewed at his office, and he 
related the following information regarding his association with ABRAHAM 
BRO i 

Mr. JACKMAN stated that he first met ABRAHAM BROTHMAN about ten or 
twelve years ago when he, JACKMAN, was a Patent Attorney with offices located 
at 535 Fifth Avenue, New York City. After consulting records in his office, 
JACKMAN said the approximate date would have been prior to February, Oy 

“New York (100-95068 ) 
h-San Francisco (Info. ) 
l-Washington Field (Info. 

COPIzS DESTROYED , ALL INFCPMATIO 
IN, 2s Ulcisess HERE aT 3c BB BMAR 5. Iw; date Si gf 

e stich its : = @ 
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Mr. JACKMAN said he did not recall what prompted BROTHMAN to come to his 
office; that he did not know him prior to this time. JACKMAN stated that 
he could not recall whether or not anyone recanmended BROTHMAN to him for 
his professional services. 

On the occasion eae to above, JACKMAN advised that BROTHMAN 
brought with him a drawing of a mixing device on which BROTHMAN had filed 
application for a patent. JACKMAN stated that he reviewed this application 
and found several discrepancies in it, and as a result, filed a substitute 
application on this mixer, on February 12, 1938, which is registered with 
the United States Patent Office under the number 2212260 } 

JiCKMAN stated that following this, BROTHMAN again contacted him 
for professional services and that he filed another application with the 
United States Patent Office on another type of mixer and that this was filed 
on June 2, 1939, and registered with the U. S. Patent Office under the 
number 2212261.) 

JACKKAN stated that in talking with BROTHMAN at this time he 
learned that the latter had recently been in the employ of the BLAW KNOX 
MACEINE COMPANY of Pittsburgh, Permsylwania. JACKMAN stated he learned that 
BROTHLAN was very unhappy because of the way he had been treated while work- 
ing with this company and that BROTHMAN told him that he had been "kicked 
around." BROTHMAN also told JACKMAN that this company had tried to rehire 
him at a later date 

JACKMAN explained that he did not know BROTHMAN's employment during 
the period 1938-1939; that he had a feeling BROTHMAN was unemployed and that 
his interests were largely in connection with the promotion of the afore- 
mentioned patents. JACKMAN stated that he was not sure of this. JACKMAN 
advised that BROTHMAN visited his office from time to time regarding the 
patents mentioned herein and that he recalled on one occasion BROTHMAN 
brought along with him an individual believed to be the "financial adviser" 
of BROTHMAN. JACKMAN stated that this man usually accompanied BRCTHMAN 
during the time he visited his office and that he had the definite opinion 
that he was connected with the AMALGAMATED BANK, Union Square, New York “thy 

JACKMAN at this point in the interview stated that he definitely 
could not recall this individual's name but said he was about forty years 
of age (in 1939-1910) about 5' 6" tall and was a very neat dresser. He 
stated that on the occasion of these visits he would not say a great deal 
but JACKMAN remembered one word which this individual ‘seemed to use very 
often which was "unilateral. dw y 
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JACKMAN said that he later moved his office from $35 Fifth Avenue, 
and took an office at 11 West Lith Street in New York City. JACKWAN stated 
this office was occupied by PERCY FREEMAN, a Mr. BURCKITT and himself, and 
that they were all patent attorneys (@) 

JACKKAN explained that in about 19) BROTHMAN approached him in 
connection with a patent application concerning a new method for making 
Synthetic rubber. He said that this was a matter whichle did not feel 
exactly qualified to handle due to the technical chemical problems involved 
but that he undertook the job nevertheless. He said the job was completed 
in about four to six weeks, during which time he worked only part time on 
the matter «(By) 

JACKMAN advised that prior to the above period, he had written 
D. A. CHEYETTE about BROTHMAN telling CHEYETTE that he was a very fine 
engineer and suggested that some of his ideas might be of interest to the 
NORDBERG MANUFACTURING COMPANY of Milwaukee, Wisconsin of which CHEYETTE was 
the Vice-President. JACKMAN explained that CHEYETTE was a "school chum" of 
his and that he and CHEYETTE had attended the Hebrew Technical Institute at 
New York together and that he felt it might be worthwhile for CHEYETTE to 
make the acquaintance of BROTHMAN as he considered BROTHMAN a brilliant 
young chemist. Bw 

It was the opinion of JACKMAN that on one’occasion when CHEYETTE was 
in New York he introduced CHEYETTE to BROTHNAN as well as to his banker friend. 
JACKMAN stated that it was on this occasion, or possibly at a later date, 
that they discussed with BROTHMAN the possibilities of working out some sort 
of an agreement with NORDBERG MANUFACTURING COMPANY, having to do with the 
manufacture of synthetic rubber. JACKMAN stated that he believed that on 
this occasion PaRCY FREEMAN, his associate, BROTHMAN and his banker friend, 
as well as CHEYETTE were present. JACKMAN stated that he could not be 
certain of the individuals present but to the best of his recollection 
these individuals were present when they discussed the possibilities of 
working out some sort of an agreement but that BROTHMAN's friend seemed to 
be against every suggestion which was made and that this meeting broke up 
late in the evening, around 11:00 P.M. JACKMAN advised that this was the 
only time that he was present when a discussion was had with BROTHMAN con- 
cerning his methal of processing synthetic rubber 7p) 

JACKMAN advised that Mr. CHEYETTE had visited him just a few days 
before and had told him that the FBI had contacted him regarding BROTHMAN 
and that CHEYETTE had told him on this occasion that BROTHMAN had, subsequent 
to the above meeting, contacted officials at the NORDBERG LANUFACTURING COM~ 
PANY regarding working out some agreement with them. JACKMAN said he also 
learned that BROTHMAN, on one occasion, had an appointment to meet certain 

3. 
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people in Akron, Ohio, but that he did not show up for this appointment and 
_ that as a result NORDBERG did nothing more about the matter (34) 

Concerning the patent application on the process for synthetic 
rubber, JACKMAN stated that he drew up the application for a patent on this 
Process and was paid $100 on account by BROTHMAN. JACKMAN stated that some 
time in 1911 he had returned this application to BROTHEAN for his approval 
but that the latter had never returned it to him and that he had never 
filed the application with the U. S. Patent Office (40) 

JACKEAN stated that he had no knowledge as to whether or not a 
patent was ever filed by BROTHMAN+ 4) 

JaCKMAN stated that he closed his New York office in February, 19}2, 
and that he had not seen or Peard from BROTHMiN since prior to that t 

JACKMAN was questioned for information regarding the activities and 
associates of BROTHMAN which had com to his attention during the period he 
Was acquainted with him. J.A\CKMAN stated that on one occasion he had visited 
& small office occupied by BROTHMAN located at 30 Church Street in New York 
and that the only individual he had met was a young draftsman of about twenty 
years of age and that it was his understanding that this individual was work- 
ing for BROTHMAN. JACKMAN stated that he could not recall this individual's 
nane-(ek) 

On one other occasion, JACKMAN advised that he accompanied BROTH- 
MAN to a small laboratory which was operated by BROTHMAN and located on the 
top floor of a building on Lexington Avenue, in the middle forties, the exact 
address not being recalled. JACKKMAN stated that the purpose of his visit 
on this occasion was in connection with the aforementioned patent, which 
had to do with synthetic rubber. 

JACKMAN also recalled that while out driving one Sunday with his 
wife, they stopped at BROTHMAN's home on Long Island and paid them a social 
visit. At this time JACKMAN stated that he was introduced to BROTHMAN's 
wife and that he recalled BROTHMAN had an infant child. JACKMAN did not 
recall the name of BROTHMAN's wife and said they only spent a very short 
time at his home. v) 

JACKMAN stated he had no knowledge regarding BROTHMAN's associates 
and that he was not acquainted with any of his employees and that he had 
never entered into any financial agreement with BROTHMAN nor had any 
financial transactions with him other than being paid for professional ser- 
vices rendered to BROTHMAN. JACKMAN advised that he had no knowledge regard- 
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ing the employment of BROTHMAN and that the names of the KENDRICK MANUFACTUR- 
ING COMPANY or the RUFERT CHEMIC:L COMPANY were not known to him and he had 
no knot-ledge of BROTHMAN's employment by these or any other firms. JACKMAN 
stated that he had no knowledge regarding BROTHMAN's political feelings and 
that he had no sympathy for him if what he has done is true. JACKMAN said 
he had no knowledge regarding any espionage activity on the part of BROTHLY 

JiCKMAN was questioned as to whether or not any information had “4 
come to his attention in connection with patent matters in his work with 
BROTHM:N and whether at any time BROTHMAN desired to make these patents or 
prints available to any individual or to any foreign government, and JACKMAN 
Stated that he had no Imowledge of such; that all the prints which BROTHMN 
had made available to him hed been returned prior to the time that he, JACK- 
MAN, left New York. JACKMAN stated that he did not recall what address these 
prints were mailed to; the name CHBMURGY DESIGN, INCORPORITED was mentioned 
to JACKMiN who stated, "Yes, that was the name of the company" to which he 
returned the patent application as well as the blueprints regarding process 
for making synthetic rubber. Ww 

It will be recalled-that ARTHUR P. WEBER, former business associate 
of BROTHMAN's, was interviewed on March 3, 1950, at which time he furnished 
agents of the New York City Office a list of business contacts of BROTHMAN, 
among them being the name of ARTHUR MARKMAN (phonetic). WEBER described 
ARKMiN as an old friend of the family and stated he was an officer in the 

bank located in the vicinity of 1th Street in Manhattan; also that BROTH- 
MAN's wife had apparently worked for MARKMAN. 

JACKMAN was recontacted and asked whether this financial adviser 
of BROTHM/:N's could possibly be a Mr. MARKMAN and JACKMAN immedietely stated, 
"Yes, that is his name—-ARTHUR MARKMAN." JACKMAN could not furnish any 
additional information regarding MARKMAN other than that which has been re- 
ported nereine(y) 

No lead is being set forth inasmich as the New York Office is 
presently conducting an investigation regarding ARTHUR MARKMAN (2) 

REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN 
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Copy of this report is being designated for the Washington Field 
Office and the San Francisco Office in accordance with prior Bureau instruc~ 
tions. qu) 

REFERENCE: 

New York report of SA JOHN Mie COLLINS (14 } 
dated 9/1/50. 
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Ih THe DISTHICT COURT OF THs UNITED STATES 
FOrn THe SOUTHSH. DISTHICT CF Naw YCHK 

Cita © 28 

a A Jivewers ; rep. tap 
ex 

C 133-106 

ASnahah BRCTHMAN and MIXIAHN MUSKOWITZ, 

Defendents, 

PLSASE TAKE KCTICE, thet the undersigned will move thi 

Court at the United States Court House, Foley Square, in th 

City of New York, County and State of New York, on the llth 

day of September, 1950, at 10:30 otclock in the forenoon of 

that day, or as soon thereefter as counsel can be heard, 

for an order requiring the United States to furnish the 

defendants herein, within a time to be specified therein, 

a written bill of particulars es to the following matters 

alleped in the indictment rerein, as follows: 

State the substance of the testimony given by 
Harry Gold before the Grand Jury with respect 
to the associations of Harry Gold with the 
defendants and with divers other persons, and 
let the Government stete whether it claims such 
testimony was false, and if it does claim that 
ae testimony was false, in what respedts it was 
alse. 

State in what respects, and by whet means the 
defendant, Abraham Brothman, urged, advised. and 
persuaded Harry Gold to give false testimony before 
the Grand Jury. 

Give the exact date on which Harry Gold testified 
before the Crand Jury, and state whether the Govern 
ment cleims the defendants committed any acts in 
furtherance of the alleged conspiracy after the dat 
on which Harry Gold testified as aforesaid, and if 40, 
what acts, 

iy 

Dated: New York, September 5, 1950, 

Yours etc. 

WILLIAM L. MESSING 
Attorney for Defendants 

TO: ZIhVING H. SAYPOL, Eso. Office & P.O. Address 
United States Attorney . 
Foley Square 
Kew York City 
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of the testimony, ao that Gold would tell a atory to 
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The firet obvious defect in thie request 1s 

thet the Court ie seked to order the Governnent to re- 
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Veal the "substance" of testimony of a co-conspirator 

ani witness before the Grand Jury. 

The law to the effeot that Grant Jury testi-~ 

mony 48 privileged and Prats sl is well estabiiehed, 

as stated by the Court are sy tn Gondman ¥._ United 

Stetes, 108 P. 24 §16 (GC. A 9, 1939), at p- §20: 

Seta their participation rr the 

proceedings both grand Jurors and 

sa panies occupy a special relation- 
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*, . » where the offense charged is 

‘one which ie frounies upon the acts 
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ABRAHAMSBROTHMAN, WAS., MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ, WAS., ESPIONAGE - Se 
SEPT TWENTY SECOND LAST. ARGUMENT ON DEFENDANTS- MOTION FOR BIL \ 
PARTICULARS HELD SEPT TWENTY SIX BEFORE USDJ EDWARD WEINFELD 
WHO RESERVED DECISION. JUDGE WEINFELD SET OCT THIRTY NEXT AS DAT on 

>» 
§ 

TRIAL OVER OBJECTION OF DEFENSE ATTORNEY WILLIAM L. MESSING WHO ARGUE 

_ FOR LATER DATE CLAIMING DEFENDANTS WERE HAVING DIFFICULTY RAISING JON) 
TO PAY TRIAL COUNSEL. MESSING DID-NOT INDICATE NAME OF COUNSEL ONDER 4 

a 
CONSIDERATION. AUSA ROY M. COHN ADVISED JUDGE IRVING R. KAUFMAN WOULD 

~ BE SITTING IN CRIMINAL COURT DURING MONTH OF aS BS bel PROBABLY 
COME BEFORE HIM, a aoe 8.1950 
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ABRAHA' siete ' : i . 

MBROTHMAN, WAS., MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ, WAS. , ESP - Re ROY COHN & 
, ° 

3 
CONFIDENTIAL ASSISTANT, USA, SDNY, ADVISED TODAY AT FIVE THIRTY PM IE 
THAT GEORGE WEINFEL 

‘ 
= he D HAD NOT MANDED DOWN A DECISION ON ‘THE MOTION & 

ILL OF PARTICULARS. COHN STATED THAT AS SOON AS THIS DECISION 6 

e 
WAS HANDED DOWN THIS OFFICE WOUL "RECORDED 9g | | ao RE a JY Ss 7 
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: - | 5 To :~ Director, rr. SE ET » DATE: ‘October 9s, 1950 - ee a 
— ¢ FROM. 7 SAC, Yen York ee nae: = : 
a (= s0ayecr: a Was; t fae nr oye WIT, Wass 

| be Yo Bufile 100365010 Loe a ca 
tr ge 9/29/80, promis ana ins 11 nae were “indicted by a Federal Grand z wis a 

Jury in the Southern District of ork for conspiracy to obstruct justice «25> es 
‘. ~ dn that they, together with &@.cvo-Conspirator but not a defendant, 

"" agreed upon fictitious explanatiéns\ of their associations ‘with each other a 
‘divers other persons, jJIn furtherance of this conspiracy, and to effect the” 
objects thereof, BRUTHUAN testified before the Grand Jury on 7/22/47 and GOLD . 

_». testified.on 7/31/47. “In.a second count, BROTHMAN was dndicted on the same doy 
by the same Grand Jury for wilfully ee HARRY —_ ee: alee estan 
beer: a Grand dury on UZMuT (A] . nat cS Dhttre eh ei es, ad = oe ’ cc it te Peer * ane 

‘ af ere : ~~. ‘hen 

, ees this ‘office is currently ea an n Snvestigation to. obtain: qiasnce” a 
. to strengthen the Government's case against these gefendants, In this connection ee 

it is requested that the following investigation be conducted. To assist in this * 
. investigation, one photostatic copy of the prosecutive summary report. of SA John Me 
Collins is ger ornakann oe hosed teking2 aaa Sas Tos Ae. and Atlanta EN eo 
Offices. (1 Cea ee 2 ee 

“ft Phe’ Boston Office 4 See. to ‘nteeiew br eee . _ 
| Avenue, Brookline, Mass, In this interview LEVINE is to be estioned for any * 

information in his possession regarding any influence exerted by BROTHMAN on - ot 
GOLD to give false testimony before the Grand Jury. Although LEVINE claims’ © ~~ “ 

W"enployment with A. BROTHMAN & ASSOCIATES from’ Septenber 197 to June 191,B,.and -~.. 
although this alleged influencing by BROTHMAN took place on 7/3U/U7 or prior: = 
thereto, it is felt that IEVINE might have pertinent informatien. It is noted eee 
that in the report of SA Brenton 8. Gordon, 6/15/50, Boston, in the HARRY GOLD... ae 
case, LEVINE advised that he knew of BROTHMAN'S and GOLDtS testimony before a=: ~~ 
Grand Jury in 19,7 but did fiot appear. to have much information along this lines a 
LEVINE should also be questioned regarding his ee of the manner r of oa 
and SEOTERIANS mesbicts association. An ae Posy : Be a 

: > wo f, eb. “Bea J a + : x’ ce “, a rae Ton. “ah a 5 ia : - eens aA es 

; In the game manner the Minneapol ‘Office 4s rocunatat < to itecyiee Bae acs 
ROLF WOLIAN, 27 West Maple St.,; Glen innesota. ‘According to acacia ears > rae 
in the possession of this office, ROLF, was employed by A. BROTHMAN &--: or ASSOCIATES in 1947. While 4t 1s reafizéd that the pertinent period is from. . 5/29/U7 when GOLD and BROTHMAN were first interviewed by FBI agents until — ey “~ 9/31/47 when GOLD testified before a Grand Jury and while it 1s not knom whether | 

. ROLF WOLLAN was actually employed by BRUTHMAN during this period, still it 8 fe > _ felt that he might have information of value to this investigation. 
-- ee COPIES DESTROYED ~ RECORDED - 58 © 2e 24h - 

" ae a SS SMAR 5.1953 | WNCDAED - - 58 Me 00-BLS08 2 
ec = Boston (Enc-1)(100-963h1) (Special E es L) a 10 1950 on | 

~ Minneapolis (Ence~l) .(Airmail Special) 
1) (65-5033) (Airmail Special sh A Rei Sree Seon ei mn 

ae 1 vie | Ny 
- ——~ 
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Siete. be me neeeee for the Governments Ne een 

Letter to Director " Ly SBS 4 a Oe ; 2 a ie 

The Los Angeles Office will int . rev ~ si ORCHIEN, 16560 Chattanooga - 
Place, Los Angeles, California. KORCHIEN was ofie the original partners in © 
the firm of A. BROTHMAN & ASSOCIATES when it was formed in August 19}. However, 
according to MIRTAIS MOSKOWITZ, KORCHIEN terminated his association with © 
A. BROTHMAN & ASSUCIATES in October 1916, The report of SA — ee, 
dated 5/19/50 at Los Angeles and entitled, "ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, W. 
ESPIONAGE = R® contains information from KORCHIEN that BROTHMAN to 
several years ago that the FBI had questioned him for the reason that they 
thought he was a spy. According to KORCHIEN, BROTHMAN did not furnish 
details concerning this matter. It is thought » however, that KORCHIEN . 
might have additional information of valpe and Los Angeles 4s pocested bi to. 
‘conduct this interview with KORCHIEN, ‘questioning him thoroughly for any’. 
_ information he has regarding BROTHMAN'S and GOLD'S appearance before a - as : - 
Grand dury sitting An the Southern District of yew York dn oly AT» ea 

Los Angeles 4s ‘also: requested to obtain from KORCHTEN any Gata Ge 
to show that BROTHMAN and GOLD conspired to tell a fictitious story before 
‘this Grand Jury and also any information to show what BROTHUAN apeiuences oo 
+ GOLDS testimony before this Grand (ourye.. a igi oe * as 

ote 7 

_ The Atlanta office de ‘requested to anterviag’ GERHARD NORVAL WoL,’ . 
Worth Georgia College, Dahlonega, Georgia, who is also one of the original 
partners in the firm of A. BROTHMAN & ASSOCIATES. _ While it is realized that |. 
WOLLAN was thoroughly interviewed and the interview reported in the report . 
of SA George P, Dillard, dated 5/22/50, Atlanta, this questioning was under-_. - 

_ taken chiefly from an espionage standpoint. It is now thought that WOLLAN | 
should be interrogated for information in his possession that will -sub-. * a 
stantiate the allegations of HARRY GOLD regarding the giving of false. fe 
etd ‘before a Grand dury as contained an une indictment. See, are 7 

These interviews mst be ‘conducted at once and a teletype | summary - 
sent at the conclusion of. the interview followed by ‘the immediate’ submission - 
of a-report. AUSA Roy M. Cohn on 10/6/50 advised that he might desire to - -. 

_' subpoena these individuals before a Grand Jury in New York City. depending © 7 
yon the results of the interviews. In any event, this'case is scheculed © 
for trial on 10/30/50 and it is possible that the above named individuals ee 

' Sas 
attest : 
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iehiaas cade | WAS. MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ, WAS., ESP - Re 

eae SEPT TWENTY SEVEN LAST, FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING I [FO 

OVISED THAT BROTHMAN WAS WOT IN A BRANCH, BUT WAS A CP MEMBER AT’ 

LARGE. WE WAS RESOPNSJALE TO BERNIE/GHESTER DURING THE WAR YEARS AND 

, SUBSEQUENTLY TO HA MILLER, FORMERLY ORGANIZATIONAL SECRETARY, MY 

STATE CP. ACCORDING TO INFT CHESTER IS THE UNANNOUNCED TREASURER OF 

NY STATE CP. INFT STATED THAT HE RECALLED ONE INCIDENT WHERE ONE 

MOSKOWITZ /FNU/ AND ANOTHER UNKNOWN GIRL, WHO WERE ACTIVE IN THE BETTE 

_ LAPATINE CLUB IN THE CHELSEA SECTION OF THE CP, INVITED BROTHMAN.TO A & 

(MEETING IM FORTY EIGHT AT WHICH MEETING BROTHMAN ATTACKED THE PARTY 

AND DEFENDED EARICEROWDER. IN FORTY EIGHT AT THE NATIONAL CONVENTION qf 

THE CP, THESE TWO GIRLS INTRODUCTED A RESOLUTION THAT, WAS CRITICAL OF F 

THE PARTY LEADERSHIP, IN THE SPRING OF FORTY WINE, THESE GIRLS VERE 
DIFFEREN 
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| OTHMAN WAS ONE OF THE TOP PLASTIC CHEMISTS 

N THIS COUNTRY AND HAD HELPED THE CP MOVEMENT CONSIDERABLY. HE 

“INDICATED THAT BROTHMAN HAD PREVIOUSLY CONTRIBUTED FUNDS TO THE PARTY. 
PoRoTHMAN WAS GOING TO SWITZER-" 

LAND AND UPON #JS RETURN, WOULD MAXE A SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO | 

“THE PARTY. . ——- 
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“*"pHAT WE t ER SAW BROTHMAN OR MOSKOWITZ. HE FAILED TO IDENTIFY i 

>: PHOTO OF EITHER OF THEM. ABOVE ei SENT INFO OF BUREAU. “WD 
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ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, WAS., MIRIAM ‘“wosxowrtz, WAS., ESP = RB. REMYYEL™ | 1 
SEPT. TWENTYEIGHT LAST. ON OCT. THREE Qe unntsuen b 
FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL INFO RE SUBJECTS. 

| RNRROKCHESTER IN BEN-S LUNCHEONETTE, TWELFTH ST. AND 

(ONIVERSITY PLACE, UNKNOWN MAN COME TO CHESTER AND BEGGED HIM TO COME 

Wo HIS. HOME TO SPEAK caseas CHESTER RELUCTANTLY WENT. 
| | t INFORMANT AQVISED ISADOREKNEEDLEMAN WAS PRESENT DURING CONVERSATION. 

¥ 

Pm. 
NS INFORMANE“DOES NOT KNOW WHETHER HE CAME WITH UNKNOWN MAN OR WAS <> 

‘ > PRESENT BEFORE. NEEDLEMAN URGED CHESTER TO SPEAK WITH BROTHMAN. + nN 

8 é DETAILS OF WHICH WERE SENT TO BUREAU IN ON 
—< EM RETEL. 

& 
PICTURE OF SULESSRORCHIEN SHOWN TO INFORMANT. AS POSSIBLE UNKNOWN 

AN. INFORMANT NOT POSITIVE BUT SAID IT COULD BE. INFT NOW Pee 

HAT IT WAS MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ AND GERTRUDEYKOGAN WHO INVITED GRO YHMANSE 

0 SPEAK BEFORE HETTI “LAPATINE CLUB OF CP AND THAT, FURTHER, THEIR - E 

}RESOLUTION CRITICIZING PARTY wie INTRODUCED BEFORE FORTYEIGHT CHELSEAS 

ej SECT ION (CONVENTION AND NOT NATIONAL CONVENTION, OF CP AS STATED DIN 
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{COULD OFFER NO FURTHER SUBSTANTIAN FOR OPINION 

" FOR INFO BUREAU, BENTLEY PREVIOUSLY ADVISED CHES- 
_ TER WAS PERSONAL FRIEND OF GOLOS AND ATTENDED HIS FUNERAL. IN | 
FORTYSEVEN SIGNED STATEMENT OF BROTHMAN HE SAID RE ONCE CONTACTED 
GOLOS THROUGH ONE CHESTER AT A WATKINS TELEPHONE NUMBER WHICH 
HE DID NOT REMEMBER. 
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